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ABSTHACT

Despite the age of this subject and the application of
a massive engineering potential, there are problems of
understanding on a national and international levelamong experts and their discussion partners-greatly
impeding the effrciency of all these efforts.
A study of the contents of literature meanwhile available regardif,B, e.8., COMPATIBILITY
of vehicles in
traffrc accidents particularly reveals the problems involved.
What dominates is co-existenceand ignorance.
The aim of this paper is to improve mutual understand-

I

The different, semantic use of problem-relevant terms
proving
is
an increasing obstacle to understanding among
different experts and authors of technical literature. When
is a vehicle safe, when is it compatible, what is risk of
injury?
These are only a few of the fundamental terms whose
meaning differs from author to author, from automobile
manufacturer to automobile manufacturer, from country
tO COUntry.
As a result of their work in various national and international bodies, the authors ofthis paper are constantly
confronted with the problems resulting from different
interpretation of such terms. Drawing on their own understanding of the problems involved and the effects of
stipulations,the authors in their paper attempt to explain
such terms on an application-oriented basis, to define
them and to supplement, or at least round off, the 'nstructure" by means of new terms. This paper is intended not
only to be an aid to experts in informing others of their
results but is also aimed at enabling the reader to understand what has become rather complex material.
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INTHODUCTION
The subject of SAFETY IN ROAD TRAFFIC is as
old as the invention of the wheel. In recent times-since
1970<fTo*s relating to this subject have intensified on
a wide, international level.

Degreeof Safety
Figure 1. Scheme: Flisk- Danger- Safety.
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ing betweenexpertsin industry and administrationand
to offer the expertsa sound basis for a common goalorientedapproach.
Although the authors of this paper are aware of how
diffrcult it is to changeopinionsonce they have become
ingrainedand the problemswhich might confront common terminology,they nevertheless
attemptto clarify the
meaning of the terms PASSM SAFETY and COMPATIBILITY by meansof a comprehensive
consideration
and then to define them relative to eachother. For this
consideration,it is necessaryto somewhatdelineatethe
meaningof terms in generalusagesuch as DANGER,
RISK or SAFETY.

SAFETY-DANGER-RISK
Life in itself is dangerous.The definitionin DIN 31004
"SAFETY is the absenceof DANGER" doesadmittedly
imply a stateof absolutesafety.If, however,the focusof
this considerationregarding SAFETY is humans with
their health and wellbeing,an absolutelevel of safetyis
absolutelyimpossiblefor humansiue to the very nature
of the matter.
As shown in Figure l, there are only conditions describedby a particular DEGREE OF SAFETY as well
as by a DEGREE OF DANGER. It is not possibleto
transfer DEGREE OF SAFETY into AN OBJECT IS
SAFE. Such statementsare arbitrary.
This descriptionof $tatedoe$howeverenablea comparisonto be made,e.g.,of different meansof transportation-whether expressedpositively as DEGREE OF
SAFETY or negativelyas DEGREE OF DANGER. We
can say, for instance,that meansof transport A is safer
laying down
than meansof transportB. This necessitates
an absoluteDEGREE OF SAFETY although it is sufficient to relatethe objectsunder comparisonto the same
basis.
The term RISK is closelyrelatedto the DEGREE OF
DANGER and thus to DEGREE OF SAFETY. A small
RISK means a greater DEGREE OF SAFETY and
smaller DEGREE OF DANGER.
. SAFETY is the probability of non-impairmentof
health and wellbeingof humans or non-damageto
property.
. DANGER is the probabilityof impairmentto health
and wellbeingof humansor damageto property.
r The expressionsSAFETY and DANGER are colloquial simplificationsof DEGREE OF SAFETY
and DEGREE OF DANGER. The term RISK is
closelyrelatedto DANGER and SAFETY.
. Comparative considerations with the adjectives
SAFE and DANGEROUS are possible,the prerequisitebeing:The samebasis.
. The adjectivesSAFE and DANGEROUS do not
determinethe actual stateor behaviourof an object.
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SAFHW IN ROADTRAFFIC
Following the preceding section which was devoted to
higher-order aspectsdealing with terms, we now provide
an overview of the complex known as road safety. A
particular aim is to classify the terms PASSIVE SAFETY
and COMPATIBILITY.
The four principal sectors determining safety in road
traffic are:
The HUMAN
The VEHICLE
The ENVIRONMENT
The RESCUE SYSTEM
The human is a signiflrcant risk factor on the one hand
as an active participant in traffrc-being able to both avoid
as well a$ to cau$e an accident as the result of his capabilities-and on the other hand in his capacity as a
passive participant in an accident is the victim of the
danger which he himself has frequently influenced. (Fig.

2.\
Depending
onhisconstitution,
hisphysicalandpsychic
state, he representsa greater or smaller accident risk and
consequently also an injury risk for himself and other
humans, whether as driver of a vehicle or pedestrian by
reacting, acting, judging in different ways.
The impairment of human health is influenced by the
mechanical loads which can be sustained by head, thorax,
pelvis and extremities. [t can today be stated as a reliable
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Figure2. Structureof safety in road traffic.
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fact that this load factor varies from human to human
and is greatlydependenton age,
The behaviourof the vehicleis usuallysplit up into an
active and a passivesector.
In the activesector,a vehiclewhich is asquiet running
as possible,dampensvibrations to the maximum extent
possibleand in which the air is properly conditioned
providesthe ideal requirementsfor maintainingthe driver's concentrationat a high level. Good road behaviour
also comes under this $ector. The terms PASSM
SAFETY and COMPATIBILITY can be found under
the headingof passivebehaviour.
The environmentaffectsvehiclesafetyinter alia by the
visibility conditionsexisting,the condition of roads and
any obstaclespre$ent.An essentialfactor is alsothe nature
of other road users,e.g.,other vehiclesor pedestrians.
Rescueis significantlyinfluencedby the human as res'
cuer and helper,by medicine(e.g.,shockprophylaxis)by
meansof technicalaids such as salvagetools or medical
apparatus,as well as the organizatiotr$et up to ensure
that the right helpersare on the sceneas rapidly as possiblewith the right equipment.
An attemptto changethe degreeof PASSIVESAFETY
resultsin fundamentalconflictingobjectivesfrom the mutual influencing of the aforementionedprincipal sectors
of passivesafety,it beingone of the principal tasksof the
engineerto solveor reducetheseconflicts.

PassiveSafety
The definitions specified here are closely related to the
terms elucidated.
r PASSIVE SAFETY dcals with the effect of vehicle
technology on the risk of injury to the human and
property in defined accidents and with the biomechanical capacity of the human, which is assumed
to be known.
The remarkable bandspread characterizing all known
analyses of real traffrc accidents is attributable primarily
to the large bandspread of the biomechanical capacity of
the human and the different accident conditions.
Mea$ures to change PASSM SAFETY therefore rcquire to be oriented on statistical characteristic values.
Improvements to PASSIVE SAFETY result in a reduction in the ACCIDENT RISK by reducing INJURY
SEVERITY and MATERIAL DAMAGE (Fig. 3.).
Using the designation, common in safety science, the
severity of an accident becomesDEGREE OF DAMAGE
S and the frequency of accident becomesPROBABILITY
OF OCCURRENCE OF DAMAGE W and thus ACCIDENT RISK R.

R
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PASSM SAFETY influencesthe degreeof ACCIDENT SEVERITY primarily and independently
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of accidentrisk.Rescueas a filterfuncFigure3. Structure
finalrehabilitation.
tion determines

of whom is involved in the damageor of how it is
distributed.

Conflicts
Changingindividual elementsof the four principal sectors of PASSM SAFETY (Fig. 2) is still the method
most widely usedtoday to improve the degreeof safety.
Developmentengineersin the automobileindustry recreduction
ognizedearly on, however,that a consequent
when
impacting
of the risk of injury, e.g.,
againsta solid
injury
in
wall, can increasethe risk of
other types of
accidents,suchas a head-onand sidecollisioninvolving
different vehicles.
It is thereforequestionablein respectofa largenumber
of legislativeeffortsbasedon individualelements-e,g.,
impact againstwall, pssl laterally, etc.-whether they in
fact increasePASSIVESAFETY.
Solvingsuch conflicts first of all demandsresearching
contributingto the occurrence
the causesand mechanisms
of damage.It is then necessaryto balancethe attainable
improvementson the one hand with any impairments
which may have to be acceptedon the other hand.
. Problemsof the DISTRIBUTION OF ACCIDENT
RISKS thus exist in the casesof conflicts.

Compatibility
Based on the knowledge of this problem of distribution'
the following terminology is therefore proposed.
is concerned with the mutual
r COMPATIBILITY
influencing of elements of the four principal groups
of PASSIVE SAFETY:

Nature of
Nature of
Nature of
Nature of

collision
vehicle
risk
considcration
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Nature of collision is, e.9., single-vehiclecollision,
front-end,side or rear-endcollisionwith other vehicles
or rollover. Nature of risk of accidentrelates,e.g., to
material damageor slight or severeinjury to different
parts of the body.
Apart from different types of private cars, we must
reckonwith collisionsconcerningtrucks,busesand twowheeledvehicles.
r COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS are problemsin
which definedvehiclechangeson the one hand increasePASSIVE SAFETY. reducethe risk of accident at that point while on the other hand
increasinganotherACCIDENT RISK.
. Compatibilityinfluencesthe statisticalaccidentrisk
of the entire number of all accidentsvia the distribution of the accidentrisk in the individual caseand
thus the DEGREE OF PASSIVESAFETY.
In the sameway as with the term SAFETY, a stateof
completeCOMPATIBILITY is not possible$incedefined
distributionsare in themselvesonly variants which can
only be assessed
and arrangedby employingfurther criteria. For this reason,the DEGREE OF COMPATIBILITY is decisivelyinfluencedby the criteria employed.
When dealingwith compatibility problems,the viewpoint of the observeris of elementarysignificance.The
primary considerationmay be self protection,protection
of other traff,tcusers,lossesto the economyor insurance
economicaspects.

The conclusionto be drawn from this is that the strat'
egy of the observeris of signiflrcantinfluence.

COMPATIBILITY
STRATEGIES
If Chapters I to 3 are used in assessing
technicalliterature-referred to in the Appendix-it can be stated
that all the principal work can be arrangedin the terminology stated.On the other hand, the statementand
resultsdiffer dueto the applicationofdifferentstrategies.
The strategydeterminesthe resultslike a filter of spectral analysis,employedfor input data with the sameorigin.
To aid understanding,it is urgentlynecessary
in future
for all authors,speakers,organizations,industry and authorities to clearly set out what is the strategybasisof
their knowledgeor requirements.
Figures 2 and 5 are an essentialaid in this respect.
Figure 5 presentsthe principal strategie$and possibilities
for mixing in a systematicalform. Mixing takesplacenot
only via the three circles MOTIVATION, FILTER,
SPACE but also within eachcircle. It is seldoma matter
of the PURE FORM of a strategy.
For in$tance, if the economic aspect dominateswhether national or private economicaspects-political
(company or state) factors or humanitarian (moral or
ethical) factors alwaysplay a role.
The middle circle,the FILTER CIRCLE, showsthat
the motivation aspectsare filtered in a purely arbitrary
manner or with focal points-e.9., dealing exclusively

Degree
of Compatibility
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ConflictingObjectives
Figure 5. Presentationol importantcompatibilitystrategies
and their correlation(motivationcircle, selection
circle, space limitationcircle).

Figure4. Scheme:Passivesafety- Compatibility- conflicting

objective.
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with car-to-carfrontal accidents-{r ideally with exclusiveorientationto minimizingoverallrisk or objectivitywith as uniform possibledistributionof risks.
The inner circle or SPACE LIMITATION CIRCLE
finally providesinformation regardingregional,national
or internationalapplicabilityor interpretationof the criteria mentioned.
In the authors'view, the projectsuppor-ted
by the German Ministry for Researchand Technology,the abbreviated title of project Phase I being COMPATIBLE
VEHICLES, pursueson the basisof this arrangement
principle an
economicallyfocused/optimumnational strategy.
This eliminatesany further RIGHT or WRONG in
the discussion
of compatibility,leavingonly a co-existence
ofdifferentapproaches,
which the individualauthorthen
must alsoexplain.
Points of controversyare then no longer COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMSbut the decisionin favour of the
criteria of the three STRATEGY CIRCLES to be employed.

SUMMARY
As a result of their work in various national and internationalbodies,theauthorsofthis paperareconstantly
confrontedwith the problemsinvolvedfrom the different
interpretation of terms. From their own knowledgeof
theseproblemsand a studyof the comprehensive
technical
literature meanwhile available,they explain the terms
PASSIVE SAFETY and COMPATIBILITY on an application-oriented
basisand definethem relativeto each
othersoasto coverall knownterms.Only by introducing
the term COMPATIBILITY STRATEGY and the variationswhich it offersis it possibleto achieyea breakdown
ensuringextraordinarytransparency.
r PASSIVE SAFETY thus meanseffort to reducethe
OVERALL ACCIDENT RISK.
r COMPATIBILITY meansa proper distributionof
unavoidablerisks basedon a specifiedstrategy.
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I{HTSAFrontal$tructuresHesearch
CARL L. RAGLAND
National HighwayTraffic Safety
Administration
ABSTRACT
A methodologyis being developedto asses$
fleet safety
in the frontal crashmode.While many individual safety
contributionshavebeenmadein improving safetypotenpredicted
tial ofone vehicle,few studieshavesuccessfully
net safetygainswhich may beobtainedby relativelyminor
vehiclechanges(in somecases)appliedto large portions
of the fleet. This study addressesthe methodologyfor
predictingthe net gain in safetybenefitby manipulation
of input vehicle,/fleetparameters(stiffness,weight, fleet
distributions,accidentdistributions),and occupantinjury
predictiveanalysis.The applicationof this methodology
is the identificationof optimizedvehiclestructural input
parameterswhich result in minimum risk to the population as a whole.

INTRODUCTION
Even though protection ofoccupants in frontal crashes
has been a major focus of safety efforts in recent years,
frontal crashes still continue to present the largest risk
to passenger car occupants. For instance, 5O7o of all
passengercar fatalities and 53Voof all light vehicle serious
injuries (AIS > 3) result from frontal accidents. These
data are obtained from NHTSA's Fatal Accident Reporting System and from the National Crash Severity
Study.
To investigate this problem, NHTSA frontal structures
research is undertaking a systemsapproach quantitatively
identifying problem areas, conducting parameter studies
to optimize structural,/safety design and performance parameters, and finally recommending countermeasures
that would be most effective in a specific fleet environment,
The first step of this approach is identiffing all pertinent
factors which influence occupant risk. These factors include exposure factors and physical factors such as stiffness, crash pulse shape, intrusion, and vehicle interior
geometric and restraint data, all of which will be derived
from various data sources including but not limited to:
-accident data
-<rash test data
-registration data
-fleet weight data
-analytical studies
-vehicle studies

The next step will attempt to assessthe effectof these
risk factorsto determinethe potentialfor occupantharm.
This risk assessment
will be accomplishedusing simple
but valid trend predicting analytical techniques.These
techniqueswill relatethe risk factorsand changesin risk
factorsto overall fleet risk which allows the final stepto
be accomplished.
The final step in the approachutilizes an accounting
modelwhich sumsthe risk potentialfor all input scenarios
to determinethe optimum physical parametersfor any
given exposurewhich minimizesoccupantrisk. The output of one such study is shown in Figure L This study
showsthat for the rangeof input parametersthere exists
a minimum harm level associatedwith stiffnessfor every
theoreticalcrashpulseshape.This resultis very important
in indicating the needfor optimizing stiffness.However,
the sampleoutput shownhere is not relatableto the real
fleet becausethe deflrnitionused for stiffnessis not applicableto car-to-carcollisionsand the crashpulseshapes
are too theoretical(not linked to specificcars).This output is useful,though, to predict expectedresultsfrom a
more reflrnedstudy. This paperwill discussthe effofts to
refine a methodologyto assesspresentand future fleets
and determineexpectedsafetyimprovementsassociated
with fleet,/vehiclechanges.

RISK FACTOR
DataCollection
The first stepin the researchapproachis the collection
and compilation of data necessaryfor input to the accounting methodology.As a major sourcefor crash test
and vehicle data, including weight, stiffness,geometry,
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etc., the NHTSA has eollectedin a data basesystemover
460recordsofcrashtestsofvarioustypesperformedover
the pastseveralyears.Of thesecrashtests,approximately
24Oinclude tests in which at least one of the vehicles
wereimpactedwith a predominantlyfrontal PDOF (principal directionof force).Theserecordswill be the primary
emphasisof this study along with other necessaryfleet
properties,distributions of weights (current and projected), etc.
Collection and compilation of the crash test data are
beingperformetlto presentthe data in a format which is
compatiblewith accidentdata. Thesedata will be presentedin tabular form showingdistributionsof delta V's,
striking and struck car weights,collision types,and impacttypes.Comparisons
will thenbe madewith accident
and voidsin test data.
data to determinecommonalities
As shown in Figure I and in other researchfindings,
crash pulse shape can have a significant influence on
occupantfrontal crash protection (1). Thereforeone of
with occupantrisk
the primary physicalfactorsassociated
is crashpulseshape.This factor hasbeencondensedfrom
the 2,10crash testsinto 9 genericcrash pulse shapesas
shownin Figure 2 (2). Thesedata will be usefulas input
to the accountingmodelfor identifyingoneof the primary
characteristicsof the existingfleet.
From this sampleof crashpulsesit can be determined
that, while variationsof crashpulse shapeare available,
thesevariationsmay be narroweddown to perhaps5 or
6 basicshapes.Future researchwork will concentrateon
salesweightingthesedata to determinea representative
fleet distribution.
Another structural parameterwhich can be linked to
crash pulseshapeis structural stiffnessrHere stiffnessis
definedas the combinationof factors influencingresistanceto crashforces.Where specificstiffnessis uniqueto
eachcrash event,generallystiffnessmay bestbe derived
from dynamic loads measuredduring a specifiedcrash
eventsuch as a flrxedload cell barrier test. The NHTSA
hascollectedand compiledsuchforce-crushcurvesusing
a NHTSA designedload cell barrier. This barrier, shown
in Figure 3, is constructedof rigid supportingstructure

Figure2. Genericcrashpulseshapes.
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used to mount thirty-six, 50,00Opound capacity load cells,
capable of measuring a 25,000 pound off-axis load when
combined with a 25,000 inch pound moment. Extremely
good data are being collected from this device. lntegration
of load-time histories indicates virtually no loss of load
based on impulse-momentum balance. Additionally there
is very negligible noise content in data.
Force-time data from the load cell barrier have been
collected on a small sample of test vehicles.These data
include approximately 14 model year 1980cars, 12 model
year 1980car$,and 24 model year 1982cars (1982 model
year testing is currently in progresswith approximately
10 model year 82 tests completed at date of writing).
Utilization of these data has been primarily to determine
stiffness ofthe crash tested cars and hence to extrapolate
stiffness properties to the entire fleet.
A sample of the total load-time data digitally frltered
at 300 Hz cut-off is shown in Figure 4.
Two secondary benefits have resulted from load cell
barrier data. First, load data, unlike accelerometer data,
have proven to have low susceptibility to noise and vi"match"
bration. Therefore load-time data. can be used to
the best accelerometer response,when several redundant
accelerometersare available in the vehicle compartment.
Secondly, the actual structural responseis measured with
a high degree of precision. This allows assessmentof
repeatability of test car structures under similar test conditions. Load data, in this case, can identify structures
that behave differently in tests due to manufacturing,/
design changes, etc.
Complete load cell barrier data (load-time) are stored

for 35 mph loadcell barrier
TableA. Stiffnesscomparison
tests.

NHTSA
TEST
NO.
119
119
't?2
137
194
273
333
334
365
380
386
425
426
427
428
999*
999*
ggg*

TEST
VEHICLE
WEIGHT
3066
2M
2314
3714
2707
2456
2214
3417
2650
3965
3930
4615
2M'1
3880
2767
3428
3060
2584

STIFFNESS,
( L B S/.F T . I
55900
69200
58400
80900
7s000
77000
73000
87800
57000
52000
93882
89000
60300
84600
58500
45600
65581
88000

* T O B EA S S I G N E D

AK5 1655.3112tfl5578 POL

for 35 mph loadcell barrier
TableB. Stitfnesscomparison
poundweightclass.
tests,2100-2700
rilm
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TEST
NO.

8000

TEST
VEHICLE
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E
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015

018
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datafilteredat 300 Hz. 1981Mercury
Figure4. Load-time
Marquis,35 mph load cell barriertotal forcevs.
time.

119
122
273
333
365
426
999"

2404
2314
2456
2214
2650
2641
2584

* T O B EA S S I G N E D

STIFFNESS,
K
( L B SI .F T . I
69200
58400
77000
73000
57000
60300
88000
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TableC, Stiffnesscomparlsonfor 35 mph load cell banier
poundweightclass'
tests,2700-3300

N H T SA
T ES T
NO.

TEST
V E H IC L E
WEIGHT

118
194
4?8
999*

3066
2707
2767
3060

TableE. Stitfnesecomperisonfor 35 mph load cell banier
tests,over3900poundweightclass.

S T IF F NESS,
K
( L B S/.F T . I
55900
75000
58s00
65581

* T O B EA S S I G N E D

in the NHTSA data base. Table A presents one form of
comparing these data using the deftnition that stiffness,
K, is the maximum force divided by the dynamic crush
which occurs at the same time as that maximum force
value. While this straight line force-crush is not totally
representative ofoverall stiffness, it servesas a reasonable
approximation in most casesfor classifying the selected
test cars by stiffness. A weight breakdown of this small
sample of data is presentedin Tables B through E. Future
attempts will be made to expand this sample size to in'
clude a cross section of cars in terms of stiffness. Then,
association of crash pulse shapes with stiffness will be
used as input to the accounting methodology to be described in the following section.
Other data required to analytically assessthe frontal
crash environment include interior geometry of occupant
compaftments, fleet weight distributions for current fleets
as well as projected fleets, closing velocity frequency dis'
tributions, and relationships between occupant injury se'
verity with both intrusion and occupant impact speed
(with interior vehicle components). Interior geometry can

NHTSA
TEST
NO.

TEST
VEHICLE
WEIGHT

STIFFN ESS,
K

380
386
425

396s
3930
461s

52000
93882
89000

( L B S/ F
. T.I

moet simply be expressedae a frequency distribution of
the shortest distance between an occupant's head or chest
and interior components. An example is shown in Table
F. More sophisticated dimensions may be required for
more detailed occupant studies. Fleet distributions are
available from many sources such as fuel economy data
for projected fleets, Polk Data, and accident data sources
such as NCSS (National Crash SeverityStudy) and NASS
(National Accident Sampling System). One compilation
of 1985 weight projections is shown in Figure 5 while
overall NCSS passengercar weight distribution is shown
in Figure 6 (3,4). Frequency of closing velocity distri'
butions and accident types is obtained also from NCSS
and NASS data along with occupant injury relationships.
It is anticipated that exposuredata as currently obtained
will not significantly be altered in future fleets, except
weight-frequency distribution changes. Other data being
compiled for possible input to the analytical accounting
model are interior data necessaryto exercisean analytical
2-D or 3-D occupantmodel. Thesedata may include input
for intrusion in the model, various occupant sizes,various
seatingpositions,etc. It is anticipatedthat the more complex approach to occupant modeling will not, however,
be a part of the initial researcheffort,

ASSESSMENTOF RISK FACTORS
Table D. Stiffnesscomparisonfor 35 mph load cell barrier
tests, 3300-3900pound weight class.

N H T SA
TEST
NO.

TEST
VEHICLE
WEIGHT

137
334
427
999*

3714
3417
3880
3428

STIFFNESS,
K
(LBS./FT.}

The primary factors which are relatedto risk and are
practicalto control by vehicledesignsare vehiclestrucSincenu'
turesand occupantprotectioncountermeasures.
distribution.
TableF. Occupantspacingfrequency
F (0/6)

X. (INCHES)

80900
87800
84600
45600

6
12
r
2

3
8
4

4
50
8
8

X - = M I N I M U M S P A c I N GB E T W E E NO C C U P A N TA N D I N T E R I O RS U R F A C E

* T O B EA S S I G N E D

F=FREAUENCO
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Figure5. 1985passenger
car weightdistribution
merousother studieshaveaddressedoccupantprotection
in the vehicle interior, this paper will
countermeasures
concentrateon assessing
factorsrelatingto vehiclefrontal
structuresfor designoptimization purposes.Assessment
ofoccupantrisk requiresunderstanding
ofgeneraleffects
on the occupantdue to changedstructural parameters.
A simple occupantmodel will be employed.
The direction for assessment
of structures,/occupant
predict
is
response to adequately
trendsof occupantproparameterri.
varying
For instance,
tection by
structural
predictionsof occupantharm for unrestrainedoccupants
will be basedon the differencebetweenthe velocity of a
free flying single mass object representingan occupant
and the compartmentvelocity at the time the one-mass
occupantcontactswith interior. Time of interior contact
is determinedbasedon the differencebetweenthe integration of the occupant velocity and the compartment

Figure7. Unrestrained
relationships.
occupantvelocity-time

velocity. Figure 5 showsthe various occupantvelocities
which will be used to assessoccupant harm. Likewise
determinationof contactspeedis determined(if it occurs)
for a restrainedoccupantas shown in Figure 6. Additionally, intrusion is consideredvery simply as a rigid
coupling betweenthe front bumper and the intruding
surface(dash, steeringassembly,etc.). Therefore,when
intrusion beginsit is assumedthe intruding surfaceim'
mediatelyundergoesthe entiredelta V of that crashevent
as shownby the theoreticalrepresentationofthe interior
intruding surfacevelocityprofile in Figures7 and L Furthermore it has been experimentallyshown from crash
te$t data that intrusion beginsat approximatelythe time
the crush reaches8O7oof the value of the measured
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FigureL Restrained
occupentvelocity-time
relationships.

Figure6. NCSS passengercer weight distribution.
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Figure 9. Accelerationtime history for Rabbit from Rabbitto-Concordcrash test and lrom analyticalprediction'
,
distance between the engine and the front bumper' These
distanceson existing cars in the crash test data basemay
be obtained and as$essedrelative to occupant safety'
While these occupant injury relationships are simply
conceived and are not expectedto accurately predict crash
protection potential of an individual vehicle in the fleet'
"good" and "bad" structural
it is expectedthat general
characteristics (crash pulse, stiffness, engine placement)
of individual vehicles and vehicle fleets can be identiflred'
To produce the multitude of crash pulses that can be
generated from various car-to-carr object, etc., collisions
an analytical crash model was developed.This analytical
tool is used to predict occupant compartment respon$e'
By using this method, vehicle crush as well as time occurrence of crush is predicted. Therefore, all of the simplified occupant parameters as previously describedcan
be defined. An example output is compared to actual
crash data for a car-to-car collision in Figures 9 to 12.
Note this shows the most difficult prediction in which
two cars of incompatible structures collide head on' Particularly encouraging is the reasonable accuracy of the
dynamic cru$h, see Figure 12, Compared parameters are
presented in Table G. Note from Figures ll and 12,
intrusion begins substantially befote the occupant would
have contacted the interior surface (without intrusion).
Therefore, as can be seen by referring to previous Figure
7, the occupant undergoes the total vehicle delta V as
reported in the table.
The basisof this crash analysisis a comparativemethod
by which structural crushing forces generatedin two-car
crash tests are compared at each time increment of the
crash event to determine how each car is crushing due
to its lower force level and to predict the resulting crash

Figure 10. Velocity-timehistoryof theoreticalone-massoccupant,test vs. prediction.
pulse. Part of the computational software assumesa con"weakef" car when its peak crush
stant force crush of the
is reached. This plateau can be seen in Figure 9. Ad'
justments are then made to the duration of impact to
obtain a theoretical impulse,/momentum balance' Reftne'
ment of this methodology is still ongoing to validate re'
sults against crash data in all impact conditions' Also
consideration is being given to the question of whether

5 - r8.o

=
{
{

THEOFEIICALCOi{TACTTIMES I,

t'

spacingvs.contact
occupant
Figure11. Rabbitunrestrained
time,testvs. prediction.
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crash velocity, and occupant injury data as previously
discussed.

RA88IT INTRUSION

EXPERIMENTAL
APPROACH

20'' AVAILABLE CRUSH SPACE
B E F O R EI N T F U S I O N

T I I V I E( M I L L I S E C O N D S )

I , t I T H E O f l E T I C A LT I M E S W H E N I N T R U S I O N B E G I N S

Figure12. Rabbitdisplacement-time
historyto predictintrusion,test vs. prediction.

accelerometer generated force data can be used rather
than currently used load cell data which have restricted
availability.

PARAMETERSTUDIESAND
OPTIMIZATION
A methodology is currently being developed to account
for all of the above parameters and predict their combined
effect on occupant harm. The basis of this methodology
was developed by Dr. A. C. Malliaris. A sample of the
output generated was shown in Figure I. Results were
encouraging from the initial exercise of the methodology,
but several refinements are required to include "best"
available input data as previously discussed.
One of the major refinements to the model replaces
empirically derived equation$ to predict occupant response and separate equations to predict crush and intrusion with the structural crash model as previously
discussed.
Other refinements to the accounting methodology will
include the ability to analyze a nonhomogeneou$fleet of
varying stiffness and crash pulse shapes.
As far as input refrnements, all input parameters are
being validated and changed as necessaryusing latest and
best available data. One of the major refrnements is in
the area of structural data, which includes stiffness properties and crash pulse shapes.Other areas include weight,

Once an ar,ulytical method successfully predicts trends
for improved structural crash performance, an experimental technique needs to be developed to verify results
of this prediction. Currently the accepted method of evaluating crashworthiness is by flat rigid barrier. While this
method has proven valuable in advancing state-of-the art
in crashworthiness, particularly with regards to restraint
development, it has done very little to advance improvements in compatibility as evidencedby extreme variations
in stiffness (Table A). Shortcomings in assessment of
crashworthiness and compatibility using the flat rigid barrier are twofold. First of all the intrusion aspect of crashworthiness is not evaluated on a comparable scale. This
assessmentcan be readily visualized when one considers
that in barrier crash testing, intrusion is proportional only
to kinetic energy, meaning intrusion could bejust as severe
for large and small cars alike. In the accident environment, however, it is recognized that intrusion is typically
a greater problem for small car occupants. Also, accident
data show greater intrusion than crash test data at comparable delta V's. This latter observation is due to the
crash environment of usually less than full frontal engagement resulting in lower acceleration (force) and
greater extent of crush. The second shortcoming of the
rigid barrier is the assumption that actual objects crashed
into by a car will have the same force-crush properties
as the car or will be non-yielding.
This assumption, while reasonableif stiffness of the car
is "average," may result in ineffective restraint designs if
the structural properties of the car versus those of the
fleet are not considered. Note that car-to-car force inter-

Table G. Comparisonof Flabbitdatafrom Rabbit-to-Concord
test and analysis.
TEST
DATA
P E A KA C C E L E R A T I O N
V E L O C I T YC H A N G EO F
QF VEHICLE

M A X I M U MC B U S H ,
RESIDUAL

slMULAToN

35gs

34s's

42 MPH

4? MPH

28 6 INCHES

28 INCHES

V E L O C I T YW H E N O C C U P A N T
HITS INTFUDING
S U RF A C E

42 MPH(CALCULATED)

42 MPH.

V E L Q C I T YW H E N O C C U P A N T
H I T SN O N - I N T R U D I N G
SUBFACE

35 MPH
{CALCUI.ATED)

38 MPH

SAI\4E AS AV
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also intendedto be inverselyproportional to structural
stiffnessof the test car, unlike the rigid barrier environment, in which intrusion is proportionalto kinetic energy
or energydissipatedby the cars structural collapse.
The meansof testingcars in this crashenvironmentis
performed with a deformablemoving barrier. Incidentally, load cells are mountedbehindthe deformingele'
ment to enhanceknowledgeof the structuralbehaviorof
the test car. This barrier is constructedof aluminum
honeycomband is the samebarrier developedfor side
impact testing(5). It is designedto absorbenergyroughly
equivalentto that of a 16fi) poundcar impactinga rigid
barrier at 35 mph. The purposeof this designis to force
larger cars to absorbmore energyfor compatibility assessment
and intrusionassessment.
parameters
usingPart 572
Resultsof dummy response
in
dummiesare shown TableH. To eliminatevariability
in theseteststhe restraintswere fixed at the "D" ring,
thuseliminatingrestraintspool-out.Also for comparative
analysisthe seatswere placedidentically,as shown in
Figure 13,to representan intuitivelyaverageseatingposition.One more deformablebarrier test is plannedin the
nearfuture usinga Fiat Strada.Analysisof the datahas
at a later date.
not beencompletedand will be presented

DRIVEf, SFIT

DISTANCEAFT FROTIHISSCAT
Tf,ACK FGITIOI{

,fl
T
3"
I

V
BOX BEAM DIMENSIONS

movFigure13. Seatpositioning
methodusedin detormable
ing barriertesting.
actionsareemphasizedherebecauseonly 4OVoof the AIS
> 3 injuries are associatedwith fixed object collisions
with a very small percentageof that numberbeinga truly
rigid, flat surface.The remaining6O7ofrontal AIS > 3
injuriesresultfrom car-to-carcollisionswith a relatively
associated
the moreseverecrashes,
largeshare,especirrlly
with front-to-frontcollisions.Thus the largestpercentage
approachthe
of accidents,in which peak accelerations
peak dynamic force capability of the structure (divided
by the mass),are accidentsinvolving reasonablysymmetric front-to-front collisions.
Thereforethe crash environmentinitially chosenfor
and compatibility
experimentalstructurecrashworthiness
and
evaluation.is onethat createsmaximumacceleration
maximumintrusionundera delta V environmentwhich
is inverselyproportionalto test car weight.Intrusionis

CAR

CITATION
VOLVO
MARQUIS
CONCORD
CUTLASS
RABBIT

TEST
TYPE
DMB
DMB
DMB
DMB
DMB
DMB

This study is basedon the premisethat occupantrisk
notjuston thesingularpropeftiesofa vehicle
is dependent
but rln the propertiesof the entire fleet. Researchstudies
have shown that occupantresponseis indeedrelatedto
crashpulseshapes.It may alsobe rationalizedthat crash
pulse shapesare dependentupon stiffnessand on the
combinationof stiffnessin car-to-carevents.Therefore
occupant responseis also dependenton stiffnessas it
indirectly affectsthe crashpulseshape.Stiffnessalso affects the occupantharm environmentdirectly by either
preventingor allowing intrusion, particularly in oar-tocar collisions.
NHTSA researchwill continueto quantify the effects
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of these and other parameters that affect occupant response. Finally, this research is intended to identify the
structural properties which are optimal for occupants protection in the real world environment. Initially the effoft
will consist of a simplified analytical approach. Follow
up studies may employ more sophisticated techniques
such as the Fiat Methodology (6) or the Safety System
Optimization Model.
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Corporation
ABSTRACT
Volvo's Safety Engineering Philosophy is described in
detail starting with Volvo traffrc accident investigations
as one of the most important inputs to the safety characteristics specified for a new Volvo car. How the safety
characteristics are transformed to measurable properties
in laboratory environment is then explained and exemplified. The car speciflrcationis further broken down to
system and subsystem specifications suitable and
understandable to the engineer at the drawing board.
procedure, including
The engineering follow-up
Crashworthiness Design Review Meetings and at the end
certification tests and production control tests, is discussed.
How variations in test results affect the engineering
procedure and methods to set engineering limits to be
used during the different design phases are discussed.
How this Safety Engineering Philosophy is implemented into the development of a new Volvo car is then
descnbed step by step and exemplified by different technical solutions and test results.

INTRODUCTION
With the Volvo Safety Engineering Philosophy as a
background this paper describeshow the crashworthiness
characteristics at the very first beginning of a project are
built into a new car and how this is controlled through
the total developmentprogramme.

VOLVOSAFETYENGINEERING
PHILOSOPHY
One of the primary characteristics of a Volvo car has
for a long time been safety and with the safety characteristics Volvo has always meant safe transportation in
the real trafftc environment.
Volvo Safety Engineering Philosophy can be explained
by a circle as in Figure 1.
As safety in the traffrc environment is the primary goal,
it is important to know the real performance of our cars
in actual accidents.

AccidentAnalysis
Since 1965Volvo has carried out traffrc accidentresearchon Volvo cars and the knowledgefrom this researchis usedto set up our own safetyrequirements.
Volvo'sTraffic AccidentResearchconsistsof two main
parts
154
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Figure1. VolvoSafetyEngineering

-multidisciplinary accidentinvestigations
{ata collectionand statisticalanalysis
The multidisciplinary accidentteam is on call round
the clock, sevendaysa week.All accidentswith occupant
injuriesin a Volvo car, truck or bus are investigated.On
the sceneof the accident,the investigatorlooks for all
information which can be of importanceduring his later
analysis.This analysisconsistsof finding the causeof the
accidentand the consequences
to the occupantgand the
vehicle.The medicalexpertof Volvo'sinvestigation
team
getsin touch with his colleaguesat the hospitalto which
the injured personshave been taken. With the help of
data from the vehicle and information concerningthe
sustainedinjuries, it is possibleto relate the pattern of
injuries to the type of impact which causedthem.
To get a materiallargeenoughto be usedin a statistical
analysisVolvo'suniqueinsurancesystemhas for a long
time beenused.All Volvocarssoldin Swedenarecovered
by a three-yearmotor vehicledamagewarranty. This
damagewarranty is administratedby Volvo's insurance
company.Through this motor vehiclewarranty system
Volvo has accessto all data concerningthe accidents.
Each year, about 45,0(X)such accidentsare reportedto
the warranty department.About 5,000 of the more seriously damagedvehiclesare insp€ctedby Volvo's staff
who are placed throughout the
of 12 damageas$es$ors
country. The basicinformationfor our statisticalaccident
researchcomesfrom this group of seriousaccidents.
Our own data in combinationwith data from different
accidentdata files from all over the world are the basic
backgroundfor settingour priorities.

LaboratoryRequirement
The first step in the engineeringprocedureis to transform the accidentsceneto a controlled laboratory envi-

fotrment. The complex acsidenthas to be transformed to
a test which is repeatableand reproducible.Examplesof
thesetestsarefrontal impactsinto a rigid barrier,movable
deformablebarrier for side collisionsand rollover simulations.
The occupantsin the car have to be simulatedwith
test dummies.Thesedummiesare of coursenot in every
detail copiesof the human being but they are anthro'
pometric and anthropomorphic.Dummies of different
sizesare available(such as 5th percentilefemale, 50th
percentilemale,95th percentilemaleand manydifferent
sizesof child dummies).Severaldifferent injury criteria
are connectedto the dummies,e.g.,headinjury criterion'
chest injury criterion, femur injury criterion. Thesecriteria have been found through biomechanicalresearch.
Within our function analysisstaff Volvo hasan expertin
biomechanicswho monitors this researchin detail.

Requirements
Engineering
Having the functional laboratoryrequirementson thc
completecar is not enough.The car must be divided into
varioussystemsand the systeminto varioussubsystems.
With this techniquethe complete car requirementfor
different collisionscould be broken down into a set of
requirementswhich canbe checked
systemand subsystem
in laboratoriesand which areunderstandable
to the draftmen and engineers.
form the
The requirementson systemsand subsystems
basis for our developmenttechniquewithin the safety
engineeringprocedure.The two major systemsare the
body structuresystemand the interior system,The body
structure systemcoversthe "body in white" and drive
line (engine-transmission)
and the interior systemcovers
all the interiorof the car suchasinstrumentpanel,steering wheel,seatsand safetybelts.
The requirementsfor the structuresystemare built up
around a measuringtechniqueusing barrier tests,"body
tests" and componenttests. During the entire development procedureanalyticaltools suchas structural mass,/
spring modelsand finite-elementcalculationsare usedto
further optimize the mechanicalengineering.
Two very important requirementsfor the structural
sy$temare intrusion and decelerationcharacteristicsin
the different crash tests.The reasonis that thesecharacteristicsform the inputs to the interior system.The
basicdevelopmenttechniquefor the interior systemis a
crash simulator in which the intrusion and deceleration
can be reproduced.In this way the developmentof the
interior is not dependingon the possibilitiesto crashtest
completecars. As for the structure systemthe interior
systemusesseveralsubsystemtests and in parallel calculationsin mathematicalmodelsare made.
After a coupleof loops betweenthe structure and interior engineeringdepartmentsin which an optimization
of performance,weight and cost is done, the complete
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Figure2. Development
cyclelor a new car.
car is readyfor the evaluationand certificationphase.In
this phasecompletecars(try-out and preproductioncars)
are testedwith the speciflred
test methodsand controlled
againstthe specifiedcriteria. A few extra loops back to
structure and interior systemmay be ilecessaryduring
the evaluationphase.Certificationtestsagainstlegal requirementsarethenmade,sometimeswith representatives
from the authoritieswitnessingthe actual tests.Figure 2
showsa typical developmentcycle for a new car.

ProductionControl
During the development many different types of documentation are produced to ensure the production quality. A special documentation system for Vital Safety Parts
(VSP) is used to
-guide

product engineering, manufacturing and assembly in accordance with government requirements
iemonstrate
compliance with government requirements
-limit the number of vehicles affected by recall action
in case of non-compliance or safety defect
-limit product liability exposure and demonstrate that
due care has been exercised
During production control many systems and subsystems (e.g. safety belts, windshields, seats, sunvisor) are
tested and complete cars are taken as samples for crash
tests.
The circle (see Figure l) is closed and the new car is
ready for the actual traffrc environment. The Volvo

Traffrc Accident Researchcan start its investigationsto
evaluatethe safetyperformanceanclto gain more knowledgefor further improvements.

FRONTAL
COLLISION
PERFORMANCE
FORTHE NEWVOLVO760
The above described engineering philosophy will now
be repeated and the special considerations during the
development of the new Volvo 760 will be accounted for.
From all international traffic accident statistics as well
as our own (refs l, 2) it is obvious that frontal collisions
are the type of collision with the highest number of accidents as well as the highest total cost for the society.
This has since a long time been recognized by Volvo
and since the early fifties Volvo has gradually introduced
different kinds of technical solutions to improve frontal
crash protection (ref 3). When the work to specify a new
Volvo for the eighties started, one of the highest priorities
wa$ to engineer a car with outstanding performance in
frontal collision.

TestMethod
The first step in our safetyengineeringprocedurewas
to transform the overall specifrcationsto functional requirementsmeasurablein laboratory environment.Different safety regulationshave since a long time used
impactsagainstfixed barriersas their test procedures.Of
coursethesetest proceduresare very simplesimulations
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VehicleRelatedCriteria ,.

of actual accidentsand must be combined with careful
analysisby experiencedtest engineersas well as by accident investigators.To limit developmentcost it was
neverthelessdecided to u$e these procedures(impact
againsta fixed barrier 0', t 30) as the main laboratory
te$tsas they must be usedin the certification phase.It
was decidedto test at 35 mph.

Vehicle criteria were also set up, such as FMVSS 212
WindshieldRetention,FMVSS219WindshieldZoneIntrusion, and FMVSS 301 Fuel SystemIntegrity.

METHODOLOGY
ENGINEERING
Requirements
Systemand Subsystem

Test Dummies
What type of dummiesto usewas the next decisionto
be taken. During the developmentof the Volvo 240,/260
most of the testswere madewith the Part 572(50 per(ref 4)
centile)male dummy.From our own experiences
as well as others(ref 5) it is obviousthat the total measurementchain with a dummy as "sensor" is a very complicated one and large variationsin test resultsare to be
expected.Careful analysisof test signalstogether with
studiesof the behaviourof the dummy during the test
must be used to overcome the shortcomingsof the
dummy. As no other well documenteddummies were
availablethe Part 572 dummv was chosen.

InjuryCriteria
The conventionalmeasurements
to betakenin the dummies are head and chest accelerationand femur forces.
From thesereadingsspecialinjury criteria such as HIC,
SI, Max Chestacceleration
etc. can be derived.
In spite of heavy criticism the criteria stipulated in
FMVSS 208,namelyHIC, peakchestacceleration(3 ms)
and maximum femur forces,are frequentlyused.
The protectionlevelsof thesecriteria, HIC 1000,60 g
and 2250 lbf (10 kN) respectivelyhave also been questioned, in particular the level of the HIC value. Patrick
et al. (ref 6) suggestedin 1974 that HIC of 3000 was
below the acceptablelimit and Walfish et al. (ref 7) recommendsa tolerancelimit of 1500.
To haveconsistencywith all our previousexperimental
decidedto useHIC 1000,chest
work it was nevertheless
acceleration60 g and femur force l0 kN as protection
levels.
During later years the problem of detecting submarining or penetrationof lap belt into the abdomenhas
beenfocused.Our experienceis that an optimal restraint
systemis heavily dependingon the performanceof the
seat.One way to evaluatethis performanceis to measurc
submariningor submarininglikebehaviour.Even if submarining is not a great problem in real life the benefits
of a good suppoft from the seatcushionin experimental
work have beendocumentedby severalauthors (refs 8t0).
Transducerson the iliac crest were thereforeused in
combinationwith high speedfilm analysisto evaluatethe
performanceof the belt $ystem.

Having the functional requirementson the complete
car was not enough.The draftsmanat the drawing table
cannot design for example a front side member only
knowing that certain injury criteria in a dummy should
be below a specifiedlevel. The car must be divided into
variousmain systemsand the main systemsinto various
subsystems.For the frontal collision two main systems
are body structuresystemand interior system(Figure 3).
"body in white"
The body structuresystemcoversthe
anddrivelineandthe interiorsystemcoversall theinterior
suchas instrumentpanel,steeringwheel,seatsand safety
belts.
By using mathematicalmodelling technique,stnrctural
mass/springmodels,fltnite elementcalculationsas well
as differentmodelsof occupantsimulations,the complete
car functional requirementswere broken down into requirementsfor the two main systems.

System
BodyStructure
The body structure systemwas specifiedfor example
by body decelerationcurvesfor 0' and 30'barrier tests,
intrusion limits for different parts of the body such as
floor pan, instrumentpaneland steeringwheelintrusion
and vertical movement.Theserequirementsformed an
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input to the body engineers
for a further procedurebroken
down into subsystem
requirements.
Thesesystemsand subsystems
requirementswere then
controlledwith testtechniquessuchascomponenttesting,
subsystemtesting,"body tests" and prototypetests.The
"body test" is a techniqueused during early stagesof
developmentwhen no prototypesare available.By taking
an existingcar body and replacingspecificparts in front
of the A-pillar with prototype body concept$early te$t
results such as force,/deflectioncurvescan be obtained.
from thesebody testsare that they are
Our experiences
very usefulboth when different body conceptsare to be
evaluatedas well as during the processof optimization
betweenthe structure designand material selection(ref
I l).

InteriorSystem
For the interior system the barrier test requirements
are broken down to a sled test deceleration curve (the
same a$ the body deceleration curve) and intrusion limits
for body and interior parts such as the instrument panel
and the steering wheei.
These requirements are the inputs to the interior engineering process which uses a HYGE crash simulation
sled as an evaluation tool. From our early experiencesof
the use of the HYGE sled a good correlation between
barrier tests and their simulations on the sled can be
achievedat test speedsup to 30 mph (ref l2). Testing at
higher velocities has however shown the need of further
development of the simulation technique. Due to the
higher test speedthe body deceleration characteristics also
in the vertical direction (pitch) and dynamic intrusions
of body and interior panel including the steering wheel
play an important role for the results in the dummies.
Different techniques are used (max intrusion, intrusion
at contact between dummy and interior, pitch simulations) but still much development has to be done to get
an optimal simulation at speedshigher than 30 mph. In
the meantime careful evaluation of test results from sled
tests and a detailed comparison with results from barrier
te$ts must be done during the development process. The
importance of not being lost in these highly simplified
simulations of actual traffic accident is obvious. For that
reason our traffrc accident analysis experts are involved
also in the test evaluation process to ensure that not only
good test results but also good performance in accidents
will be achieved.
During both the structure and the interior engineering
process mathematical calculations are used to back up
the engineering and test work. Mathematical calculations
have proven to be very helpful in concept evaluations and
parameter optimizations.
The body structure and interior sy$temsare developed
in parallel during the early phases of a complete car
project (see Figure 2). Several loops between the two

systems are done in which performance, weight and cost
are optimized. During the complete car evaluation phase
tryout and preproduction cars are tested with specified
test methods and controlled against specified criteria. A
few extra loops back to the structure and interior system$
may be necessary.
The number of complete cars crashed during the development of the Volvo 760 have been 50 and added to
that around 70 body and component tests and 150 sled
tests.

Crashworthiness
DesignReviewMeeting
The safety characteristics influence more or less all the
systems and subsystemsin the car and consequently all
departments in the organization have to be involved.
Therefore a special steering committee meeting "Crashworthiness Design Review Meeting" was formed to control the implementation of the Volvo Safety Engineering
Philosophy into the design process.
The responsibility to chair these meetings was given to
the Crashworthiness Functional Analyst. The Functional
Analyst is a person in the organization responsible for
converting the crashworthiness characteristic$ set by the
Product Planning Department into Functional Requirements of the complete vehicle.
In the case of crashworthiness the Functional Analyst
is also responsible for the Volvo Automotive Safety Test
Centre including Volvo Traffrc Accident Research which
ensures that neither test re$ult nor actual traffrc accident
results are neglected during the development process.
The meetings have taken place every month and participants have been all of the managers in the line organization including representatives for Engine and
Transmission Engineering, heads of different safety test
departments, trafftc accident experts and also representatives from Legal Requirement and Product Liability
department.
The Crashworthiness Design Review Meeting was
proven to be a very effective way to follow and control
the development of the car safety characteristics during
all stagesof development. Optimization problems between
different engineering areas have been possible to solve at
the earliest possible time in the project.

E N G I N E E R I NLG
IMITS
The various national and international requirements on
safety characteristics are usually expressedas a maximum
limit that no cars are allowed to exceed.
This implies that the average performance of the manufactured cars mu$t be engineered with a margin to the
limits.
The margin must include allowance for a number of
factors. Some of these are
-uncertainty in the parameters that are used by the
engineer in his work
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-inaccuracies in the measurement
techniquesand data
evaluationin the crashtest
-unrepeatability of nominally identical cra$hte$t executions
iifference betweenprototype cars and production
cars
{iffrculties in making statistical inference from a
small number of laboratorytests
Note that a single test outcomeabovethe limit does
not imply that the actualcar valueis outsidethe limit.
It might equallywell havebeenrandomfluctuationsin
that havegiventhis result'
the laboratorytestprocedures
A thoroughtreatmentof the statisticalconsequences
of someof thesefactorsis givenby Versace(ref 13).He
has illustrated how the engineeringlimit can be related
to the regulatorylimit, by payingattentionto all the above
factors.
As input during the early stagesof a new car project
experience
datafrom crashtestsofpreviousmodels,data
from the accidentresearchand predictionson future techstep,
nologiesare used.If thereis a largertechnological
say for instancea proposedchangefrom belt restraints
to airbagsystems,due respectmust be paid to the uncertainty concerningthe behaviourof the new system.
Basedupon this, requirementsare formulatedwhich require the first testswith the prototype to exhibit values
continuesand the
well belowa limit. As the development
for the newconcept,the confidence
testdataaccumulates
of the new product.This inincreases
in the soundness
creasedconfidencemakesit possibleto revisethe requirements so that the averageperformanceis closer to the
requirementthan first permitted,evenwhile the risk of
the limit is kept low.
havingone car exceeding
It must be noted here that the requirementduring
may think,
development
work is not, as sometechnicians
a more severerequirementthan the requirementon the
productioncars.It is only an augmented
andreformulated
work that mustbe achieved
on the engineers'
requirement
in order to getjust the performanceof the flrnalcar that
the customersexpectand the regulationsrequire(ref l4).

SOLUTIONS
TECHNICAL
The overall dimensionand weight requirementsfor the
The lengthfrom bumper
76Ocar wereassucha challenge,
somel0 cm as compared
to A-pillar wasto be decreased
with the 240/260 car. The kerb weight should also be
lowered some 50 kg. As a high crash performancewas
to be designedinto the 760 car thesegoals demandeda
thoroughoptimizationbetweenstructureand interiorengineering.

Figure4. Structuredesignconcept760.

To optimize the stiffness and weight relationship, member design, sectional properties, welded joints and other
joints have, for the monocoquebody, been carefully cal'
culated, analyzed and compared with experiencesgained
from previous designs (Figure 4).
The front side members (Figure 5) are designed as
closed sections and from the front and backwards they
form a continuously increasing cross section. The side
members run under the floor with an outward angle and
are connected to the doorsills with a cross member in
order to distribute forces.
The front wheel housing and the suspensionstrut form
together with the side member an integrated structure
welded to the compartment.
The system is able to effectively absorb the kinetic
energy in a frontal crash. The side members are at the
"trigger
swages"to initiate and confront provided with
trol the buckling during deformation.
The aim has been to construct a body which, despite
a large body area, weighs less than its predecessor'High
strength steel (HSLA) has therefore been used in the front
section of the front side members and sheet metal thick'
nesshas in different parts ofthe body been varied in order
to optimize strength and weight.

lnterior
The interior restraint systemsare engineerednot only
to meet the overall safety requirements but also to improve
the systems performance in the following areas: belt com'
fort, webbing guidance to eliminate problems with pi-

Structure
The 760 conceptis a front engine,rear wheel drive,
five-seatpassengercar,

Figure5. Frontmembersystem.
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for front
voting webbingguides,seatcushionyieldingness
and rear seatsoptimizing the balanceof the forcesacting
on the restrainedoccupantin a crash.
For the front seatsa three-pointmanualbelt with lower
anchoragepointsin the seatframewaschosen.The system
incorporatesone reel and webbing guide fully covered
behind a panel. The webbing guide in the B'pillar is
inclined "aligned" and bolted to the pillar herebygiving
consistentperformancein crash testing.
are locatedin the seatstrucThe lower belt anchorages
ture giving constantbelt geometryof the lap belt independent of the seat position. The dynamic forces in a
crash are transmittedthrough the rails which are engineeredto withstand this extra loading.
The seatstructureshownin Figure 6 hase specialtube
under the frontal part of the cushion which limits the
vertical movementof the occupantduring a crash.
To minimize steeringwheel intrusion during a crash
the systemhas at two locationsa collapsibleshaft, one
for bendingmomentsand one for axial loadings,in combination with a, for rearwardforces,strong mounting of
the upper shaft bearing.
Forces generatedby chest impacts of unbeltedoccupantsin a crashwill be absorbedat a tolerableforce level
by deformingthe steeringwheel and the bracket for the
upper shaft bearing.
The steeringwheel with its four spokes,padded rim
and hub is designedto mitigateheadand faceinjurieson
beltedoccupantsin caseofcontact with the steeringwheel
during a crash.
The primary goal hasbeento keepthe instrumentpanel
away from the belted occupantduring a crash.This has
put specialdemandson the fire-wall and scuttle area as
well as the attachmentsof the instrumentpanel.
At the sametime effortshavebeenmadeto designan
instrument panel without protruding parts, projectinga
"clean" surfacetowards the occupant.
Sheetmetal structureand paddingcharacteristicshave
beencombinedto give tolerableforcesif, in spite of all,
a head contact would occur.
The three-pointbelt in the rear seathasthe samefixed,
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inclined webbing guide as describedabove.The floor under the seat cushionhas a specialridge which prevents
excessivevertical movementand submariningduring a
crash.This designwas built on the experiencefrom the
Volvo ConceptCar (ref l2).
All belt geometrieshave within the limits of existing
regulationsbeenelaboratedto give good protectionand
comfort for occupantsspanningfrom 5th femaleto 95th
male percentile.

TEST HESULTS
During the completedevelopmentprocedure(seeFigure 2) a lot of testingwasdoneat component,subsy$tem,
systemand completecar level.
At the end of the developmentit was decidedto run
threeidenticalfrontal barier testsat 35 mph. The number
of tests was chosenas a compromisebetweencost and
the need to cover the repeatabilityand reproducibility
problem. Thesethree tests were run at MIRA (Motor
Industry ResearchAssociation,England).They are identiflred by the numbers 227-229in the following result
presentation.
For comparisontwo previoustestsdone at the Volvo
crash test laboratory are presented.The Volvo testsare
taken from someearly test seriesand the car$ are prototypes not completely identical with the MIRA cars.
The test numbersarc 225 and 226. The test results are
shown to illustrate the variation in test results during
development.

TEST PROCEDURES
The tests were run according to the test procedure
specifiedin FMVSS 208. Both MIRA and Volvo crash
test laboratorieshave a long experiencewith this test
procedureand fullflrll all instrumentrequirementsincluding a well organizeddummy calibration procedure.The
main differencebetweenthe two laboratoriesis the propulsionsy$temused.MIRA usesan electricallinearmotor
directly connectedto the car and Volvo usesa tyristor
controlledelectricalrotationalmotor and an endlesswire
connectedto the car.
The test cars were Volvo 760 GLE with automatic
transmission(seeFigure 7).
in FMVSS 208 (unloaded
Test weight was as speciflred
vehicleweight plus its rated cargo and luggagecapacity
weight plus two Part 572dummies)which for the Volvo
760 means1630kg (3590lb).
A total of 50 signals cover both the dummies and
differentcar relatedmeasurements
aswell asa segmented
force measuringbarrier. The testswere coveredby eight
high speedcameras.
The dummieswere calibratedbeforeeverysingletest.
Table I showssometest parameters.
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StructureFlelatedTest Results
pulseis shownin Figure
A typical body deceleration
8.
A typical force,/deflectioncuwe is shown in Figure 9.
The following structure related regulations were
checked:FMVSS212WindshieldRetention,FMVSS219
WindshieldZoneIntrusionand FMVSS301Fuel System
Integrity.
Table 2 showsresultsof the test.

Figure7. The Volvo 760 GLE.
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Figure9. DynamicForce/Deflection
barriertest.

pulse.
Figure8. Bodydeceleration

Table1. Testparameters.

TestWeight
kg
TestSpeed
mph
TestTemp

"c
'r

MIRA
227

MIRA
228

MIRA
229

Mean
Value

SD')

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

1630

1630

1630

1630

0.0

1630

1630

35.3

35.3

35.2

35.27

0.006

35.2

35.4

22.O

22.O

22.O

22.0

0.0

1S

20

SD : standard deviation defined es SD :

Table 2. FMVSS 2'12,219 and 301 test results.
Reoulation
F M V S S2 1 2
o/oRetention
F M V S S2 1 9
Penetration
FMVSS301
Leakaoeoram

MIRA
227

MIRA
228

MIRA
229

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

100

100

100

100

r00

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

0

o

o

0

0
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InteriorRelatedTest Results

SeatBelt Loads

The occupantcrashprotectionwasevaluatedby measuring dummy signalsas requiredin FMVSS 208.

Seatbelt loads in the lap belt and shoulderbelt were
also measuredand are listed in Table 6.

ChestInjuryCriteria

30" BarrierTest Results

In Table 3 two chest injury criteria are shown.-Resultant chestaccelerationduration longerthan 3 rns,83.,
and Chest SeverityIndex, CSI, (weightedtime integral
of chest resultantduring crash).

Two tests were also done to evaluatethe 30'barrier
performance.One test 30'right-first contact passenger
side and one test 30'left-first contactdriver side and
both testsat a velocity of 35 mph.
Requirementsin FMVSS 212 WindshieldRetention,
FMVSS219WindshieldZoneIntrusionand FMVSS301
Fuel SystemIntegrity were all met.
Dummy test resultsas for FMVSS 208 can be seenin
Table7.

HeadlniuryCriteria
Table 4 shows the Head Injury Criteria calculated as
defined in FMVSS 208 (HIC) and also the same calculation but during head contact (HIC").

CONCLUSIONS

FemurInjuryCriteria
In Table 5 femur injury criteria as defined in FMVSS
208 are presented.

This work has demonstrated that by integrating the
desired safety properties from the very beginning ofa new

Table3. Dummyresults{hest injurycriteria.
ChestInjury
Criteria
Driver

MIRA
227

MIHA
228

MIRA
229

Mean
Value

SD

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

csl

46.4
370

50.0
427

47.O
417

47.8
405

1.9
30

54.0
455

45.2
428

Passenger
9s."
CSI

41.6
293

45.0
311

45.0
323

43.9
306

2.0
21

45.8
345

41.4
372

MIRA
227

MIRA
228

MIRA
229

Mean
Value

SD

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

945
645

897
676

820
820

821
714

124
93

898
898

825
825

729
27

890
?09

990
87

870
108

132

1030
349

12S0

MIRA
227

MIRA
228

MIRA
229

Mean
Value

SD

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

4.96
0.61

4.74
1.76

4.24
1.07

4.65
1.15

o.37
0.58

5.8
2.O

4.4
1.3

3.gl
1.31

5.52
2.98

3.36
0.87

4.26
1.72

1.12
1.1

3.6
1.0

3.1
2.3

9s-u

Table4. Dummyresults-Headinjurycriteria.

HeadInjury
Criteria
Driver
HIC
HtcPassenger

Htc
Htc^

s3

686

Table5. Dummyresults-Femurinjurycriteria.
Femur
ForcekN
Driver
F. (Left)
F- (Rioht)
Passenger
F, (Left)
F- (Rioht)
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Table6. Dummyresults+sat belt loads.
Belt load
KN

Driver
Lap
Shoulder
Passenger
Lap
Shoulder

MIRA
227

MIFIA
228

MIHA
225

Mean
Value

SD

Volvo
225

Volvo
226

6.3
7.4

7.9
8.2

7.5
7.5

7.2
7.7

0.8
0.4

7.O
8.2

6.1
7.7

.'l
rI

7.3
7.6

7.9
6.7

7.0
6.8

7.4
7.0

0.5
0.5

7.4
7.8

7.5
7.7

r,

Table7. Dummyresults-3O"barrier.
Test Parameters
Velocitu:36.5 mph Riqht:36.2 mph Left Weight: 1630 kg'
30'Risht/MIHA

Chestg.*

csl
Hrc
Hlc"

Femur Forcgs
F. kN
F" kN
Belt Loads
Lap kN
ShoulderkN

Driver
35.0
216
418
285

Passenger
3'1.0
227
5't7
258

1.4
2.8

2.8
2.4
2.2
5.1

5.9
6.S

30'Left/MIHA
Passenger
Driver
44.0
47.O
388
315
570
762
73
361
1.4
3.2

2.6
4.2

0.8
8.S

6.8

7.6

:.
:,j

.1

r

car project and by continuously following up the engineering process it is possible to achieve an increased level
of safety.
It has pointed out the inherent complexity of crash
testing and the need to use statistical methods in order
to make qualified judgments during a car development
process.
Emphasis has also been placed on the nece$sityto use
experience from field accidents in order to complement
the laboratory simulation.
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GomputerModelingof OccupantDynamicsin Very
SevereFrontalCrashes
SH ER M A NE. H E N S ON
Ford Motor Company
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ABSTRACT
Computer simulations of occupant dynamics in frontal
crashes have pretty much been done like sled tests, in
that crash-induced deformation of the interior-which
may be signif,rcantfor the occupant-has usually not been
accounted for. The object of occupant dynamics simulation studies is often to as$essthe effect of changes in
vehicle front-end parameter$ on occupant response. But
these parameter variations may influence the amount of
interior deformation. In order to simulate more accurately
occupant dynamics in very severe cra$hes, the interior
deformation caused by engine intrusion should concurrently be simulated. Crash test results over a range of
speedswere used in a computer simulation study of occupant compartment intrusion in high speedbarrier crash
tests. It was found that intrusion has a significant effect
on occupant response and where appropriate should be
included in crash simulations. For the crash conditions
simulated, intrusion increased the restrained occupant's
head and chest accelerationswhile no clear trend emerged
for the unrestrained occupant.

passengercompartmentgets pu$hedcloserto the occupant. The effect of this passengercompartmentdeformation on the loads imposedon the occupantin severe
crashesis not very well understood.Computer simulationsof occupantdynamicsin frontal crasheshaveusually
been done like sled tests, in that crash-induceddeformation of the interior-which may be significantfor the
occupant-has not beenaccountedfor. The objectof such
simulationstudiesis often to assessthe effectof changes
in vehicle front-end parameterson occupant responfie.
But theseparametervariationsmay influencethe amount
of interior deformation.In order to simulate more accurately occupantdynamicsin very $everecrashes,interior deformation causedby engine intrusion should
concurrentlybe simulated.
In the studyreportedhere,resultsofhigh speedbarrier
crashtestsrun by NHTSA wereusedto estimateoccupant
compartmentintrusion as a function of time for input to
a computersimulationmodelof occupantdynamics.Simulations were run both with and without intrusion to
study the effect of intrusion isolated from other crash
variables.

METHODOLOGY

This paper describes the use of a computer model to
simulate dummy dynamics in very severe frontal car
crashes<rashes that are similar to running a car into a
wall at speedsranging from 35 to 50 mph. Figures I and
2 are photographs of vehicles which were in real accidents
of approximately the range of severity of the simulations
discussedin this paper. These high speed crashes tend to
use up all of the energy-absorbing capability built into
the front structure of the car and so the front of the

The study utilized a computer model called MVMA2D that was developed by the University of Michigan
Highway Safety Research Institute with funding from the
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. The model is
a lumped mass multi-degree-of-freedom dynamics model
which represent$ an occupant, his restraint system, and
the vehicle interior, as shown in Figure 3. The windshield,
steering column, instrument panel, and floor pan are represented by line segments.In order to simulate the effects
of occupant compartment intrusion, the movement of
these component$ as a function of time relative to the
occupant's seating position was needed as an input to the
model.

Figure1. Actualseverecrash.

Figure2. Actualseverecrash.
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Figure5. Passengerside interiordeformation.

Figure3. MVMA-ZDcomputermodel.

To estimatethe movementof the intnrding components
into the passenger
compartment,films of crash testsrun
by the NHTSA on ChevroletCitationsat 35, 4O,and 48
mph were analyzed.The availabilityof test data at these
high speedswasthe main reasonfor choosingthe Citation
for this simulation study. High speedfilm analysiswas
used to determine the relative engine movement as a
function of time in thesethreecrashesbecausethe engine,
in effect,forced the intruding componentsrearwardinto
the passengercompanment.Figure 4 showsthe results
of the film analysis,the averagedynamicengineintrusion
at the three
in inchesasa functionof time in milliseconds
speeds.The maximum intrusion variesfrom about 3 in.
at 35 mph to about 22 in. at 48 mph and reachesthe
maximumat about90 to 120ms.
Knowing the enginemovementas a function of time,
and the Chevrolet Citation interior dimensions.the vefor thesecrashes.
hicleinteriordeformationwasestimated
The maximumrearwardmovementof the windshield.Apillar, and upperinstrumentpanelweregottenfrom postcrash vehiclephotographsand from post-crashmeasurementsincludedin the crashreports.The abovecompo-

nent$ were assumed to begin relative movement at the
time when engine intrusion began and to reach maximum
deformation at the time of maximum vehicle crush. Displacement of each component between these two times
was assumed to increase linearly with time. It had to be
assumed that the lower instrument panel, dash panel,
steering wheel, and floor pan displacement-time relationships were identical to that of the engine intrusion since
the data were not available from the test to e$tabli$h the
intrusion precisely as a function of time and the area was
hidden from the high speed camera coverage. It is recognized that the lower instrument panel rearward movement may not be identical to that of the engine,but the
assumption was necessaryin this ca$e and the error introduced by this assumption is believed to be small. During model validation at 48 mph, the maximum rearward
displacementof the steeringwheel was adjusted$omewhat
to improve simulation fidelity. Figure 5 shows an outline
of the maximum deformation of the passenger-sidewindshield and instrument panel at the three speeds as well
as the undeformed location. The windshield position at
35 mph is the same as the undeformed position. A line
drawing of the seat is shown for reference. Notice how
the instrument panel and windshield move back and rotate as the crash speed is increased. Figure 6 shows the
same thing for the driver side, except the steering wheel
maximum deformation is included. As in Figure 5, the
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Figure7. Modelvalidationat 35 mph.

windshield is not deformed at 35 mph. The steering wheel
position shown is the expected position without occupant
loading. Figures 5 and 6 show the maximum deformation
of the components, but for input into the model, the
positions as a function of time for not only these components but the floor pan and toe board were required.
To get the component positions as a function of time,
functional relationships for the movement of all of these
components were derived from the test results and the
functions were inputted into the model as tables of surface
displacement as a function of time.
The MVMA-2D model was set up to represent a 5fth
percentile male in a Citation package. The belt-restrained
occupant is shown in Figure 3, but an unrestrained occupant was also simulated. Exercising these models is a
very complex and time-consuming procedure, since
hundreds of input variables are required to describe the
occupant and vehicle interior. For each ofthe panels that
can be contacted by the occupant such as the windshield,
instrument panel, and seat, force-deflection characteristics are inputted into the model in either tabular or polynomial format. Belt restraint material properties have to
be inputted as well as the acceleration-time pulse of the
occupant compartment. Once all the input data were gathered and put into the computer correctly, several runs
were made and the results were compared to those of the
Citation te$t$ to see if the model was a reasonable sim-

ulation of the event.The following sectiondescribesthe
modelvalidation.

VALIDATION
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the dummy head and
chest acceleration as a function of time for a driver and
right front pa$sengerin a 35 mph barrier crash. The solid
lines are the test values from the Chevrolet Citation tests
and the dashed lines are the simulation results. The results
of the simulations compare reasonably to the test results
especially when the large test-to-test variability ofbarrier
crashes is considered. The same comparison at 40 mph
is shown in Figure 8. The match again is reasonableexcept
that, as in Figure 7, the peak head g's in the simulation
occur somewhat later than in the test. The comparison
at 48 mph in Figure 9 again shows that the simulation
peaks occur later than the test.
Although there is room for improvement in the simulation, overall, the results were considered acceptable
for the pre$eflt study. Matching peak accelerations over
the wide range of crash severity represented here proved
to be more difficult than tuning a model to a single, less
severe crash. The model predictions could not be compared to test results for the unrestrained occupant because
a comparable set of tests has not been run.
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PRELIMINARY
RESULTS

It can be seenin the upper figrres, the oneswhere intrusion was simulated,that the occupantstrikes the instrument panel rnore forcefully as the crash speed is
increasedbecausethe instrumentpaneland floor pan are
moving closer to him. It was shown in Figure 4 that
maximumengineintrusionoccursat aboutthe sametime,
100 ms. In the lower set of flrgures,the casewith no
intrusion, the occupantmovesnearly the samedistance
forward even as speedincreasesand never hits the instrument panel becausethe panel remainsin the same
relative position.
for the restrained
The peakheadandchestaccelerations
driver are shown in Figure 12. As in the case of the
restrainedpassenger,head and chest accelerationsare
lower when there is no intrusion. The apparentdecrease
in head accelerationis an artifact due to the 3 ms cutoff; the absolute peak accelerationactually increases
slightly with speed.
The restraineddriver position f,t 100 ms is shown in
Figure l3 for the simulationswith intrusionand with no
intrusion. It is again apparentfrom the flrguresthat the
occupantloadsthe intruding componentsmoreforcefully
whenthereis intrusion,resultingin higherheadand chest
accelerations.
While eliminatingintrusion appearsto be an attractive

Once the model was validated, computer runs were
made to explore the effect of intrusion on dummy dynamics.This was done by simply repeatingthe simulations ofthe Citation barrier crashtestsat the threespeeds
without the occupantcompartmentdeformation.Figure
l0 showsthe maximumheadaccelerationof the restrained
right front dummy for the three crashspeedswith intrusion and with no intrusion. The dots on the graph are
the values from the Citation tests. It is apparent that
eliminatingthe intrusion for the restrainedoccupanthas
little effect at 35 mph where the intrusion is small, but
the effectincreaseswith speedand the headacceleration
is much larger at 48 mph. Without intrusion,the dummy
responsesare nearly constant as speedincreases.The
constantresponseoccursbecauseat theselarge valuesof
structural crush, the crush resistanceis nearly constant
and so the vehicleaveragedecelerationis nearly constant
over the rangefrom 35 to 48 mph.
Figure I I showsthe occupantkinematicsfor the same
simulationsas Figure 10. The upper set shows the occupant position at about the time of maximum forward
movement,which is about 100 ms, for the three crash
speedswhen intrusion was included in the simulations.
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way to reduceoccupantIoads for both driver and passenger,it is diflicult in practice. In order to eliminate
intrusion in thesevery severecrashes,the front $tructure
would have to be made either very stiff, or the front of
the car would haveto be madevery long.If the structure
werestiffened,the vehicleaccelerationwould increaseand
the occupantin the bottom set of picturesin FiguresI I
and 13 would move farther forward and probably strike
the instrumentpanellike the occupantin the upper pictures where intrusion is included.lncreasingthe length,
on the other hand, of the front of the car by the large
amount nece$$aryto eliminate intrusion in these very
severecollisionswould be impractical.
Figure 14is similarto Figure 10exceptthe resultsare
for the unrestrainedpas$enger.
The unrestrainedmodel
is identical to the validatedrestrainedmodel exceptthe
belts were removed.There is no clear differencebetween
the simulationswith intrusionandthosewith no intrusion
either for head or chestaccelerations.
There is an interesting effect, however,for the head accelerationin the
caseof intrusion. The headaccelerationdecreases
somewhat as the crashspeedincreases.
This is probablydue
to an effectknown as ride-down,wherethe relativespeed
that the headcontactsthe windshielddecreases
at hisher
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35 MPt{
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\

\ry W
'l{t ilPll

,\ ' -f f ih
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impactspeeds
the windshieldis movingcloserto
because
the occupant.
Figure 15 showsthe kinernaticsfor the unrestrained
occupant.Notice that the occupantkinematicsconfirm
the conclusiondrawn from Figure 14,that thereis very
little differencein the unrestrainedoccupant response
whether or not there is intrusion.The final occupant
positionin the simulationswith intrusionshownin the
upper figureslooks almostlike the bottom row of figures
whereno intrusionwas included.
The head and chestaccelerationresultsfor the unrestrained driver are shownin Figure 16.Head acceleration
is somewhatlower for the casewith no intrusion,but is
quite high in both cases.Thereis little differencein chest
accelerationfor intrusioncomparedto no intrusionexcept
in the extremelysevere48 mph collisionwherethe simulated steeringcolumn bottoms out. The validity of the
simulation in this region is not known sincetest results
for unrestrainedoccupantswere not available.The high
chest accelerationis determinedby the assumedforcedeflectioncharacteristicof the steeringsy$temin the region beyond the normal collapsezone. Becauseforcedeflectioncharacteristics
for the steeringcolumnwerenot
availableunder thesesevereconditions,the simulation
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resultscould be considerablyin error. The kinematicsof
the unrestraineddriver are shown in Figure 17.

DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSIONS
The resultsof the computersimulationstudy indicate
that simulations,whether by mathematicalmodel or by
impact sled,of severecollisionsshouldtakeintrusioninto
account. Including intrusion is most important for the
restrainedoccupantwhere intrusion may make the differencebetweencontactingor not contactingthe instrument panelor windshield,or whereintrusionmay have
a large influenceon the force generatedby the contact.
In all the restrainedoccupantsimulations,the effectof
The effect
intrusionwasto increaseoccupantaccel€ration.
of intrusion on the unrestraineddummy wasnot as clear
as for the restraineddummy. In some casesintrusion
reducedaccelerationswhile in other simulations,accelerationswere increasedby intrusion,
The resultsof the simulationsdiscussedaboveshould
not be generalieedand applied to all accidents.Only a
small fraction of frontal collisionswere simulatedin this
study. Offset and angular collisionswith other size occupantscould producedifferent results.Also, while it is
easyto eliminateintrusion in mathematicalmodels,it is
not so simplein practice.Usingtoday'stechnology,major
structuralchangeswould be required(particularlyfor the
higher speed crashes)which, even if possible,would
greatly increaseweight, cost, and fuel consumptionand
could adverselyaffect the safetyof vehiclesnow on the
in car-to'car colroad through increasedaggressiveness
lisions.A major challengefor the future is to determine
through sy$temsanalysistradeoff studies,the optimal
balanceof vehiclestructurecharacteristics.
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Possible Future Trends Towards IncreasingOccupant Protectionin
Frontallmpacts

,5#

G. JONES
AustinRoverGroupLtd.
ABSTRACT
Over the pastdecadeor so of ESV/RSV activity it has
beena priority to improveoccupantprotectionin frontal
impactsand thereis evidentlya needto continueresearch

towards establishingmaximum protection in this mode
of impact.
aimed
In the ESV programwe haveseendevelopments
at making larger heavier car$ more accommodatingto
the smaller lightweight cars in collision situations.We
have also seenthat there are big problemsin reducing
of the larger heaviervehicles.
the aggressiveness
particularly for lightweightcars,
Future developments,
may thereforehave to be basedon the assumptionthat
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it is not alwayt possibleto achievethe ideal of little or
no intrusion matchedto a restraintsysternwhich ideally
attenuatesthe vehicledeceleration.
thereappearsto be considerable
In thesecircumstances
merit in the conceptthat the occupantbe held much more
rigidly in the seatingposition by seatbelts considerably
stiffer than thosecurretrtly used.
Recenttestsusinga typical 30 mph barrier crashpulse
show that reducedinjury levelsand much reducedforward displacementto avoid or reducethe effectsof secondaryimpact,areobtainedwhenadoptingthis concept'
With a more $everepulse the latter advantagesare
retainedand injury levels,though higher, are still below
acceptedtolerablelevels.
Bearing in mind the fact that a high proportion of
frontal impactsareassymetric,producingrelativelylower
decelerationvaluesbut with more intrusion, the overall
trade-offwould appearto favour the systemwith reduced
forward displacement.

INTRODUCTION
This paper conceflls an investigation into the possibility
ofobtaining increasedprotection from seat belts in frontal
impacts.
It is well known that belts as currently provided, and
when correctly worn, do enable occupants to survive impacts of much greater severity than would be so if the
occupants were unrestrained. Howeyer, there is evidently
a need to continue the search for further improvements
in restraint system performance particularly in view of
the fact that initiatives towards producing a degree of
conrpatibility between large and small vehicles in frontal
impacts has proved to be much less fruitful than was
expected at the start of the ESV program.
Accident data show that in some impacts the most
serious injuries are a$ a result of the occupant striking
forward interior components such as the steering wheel
or facia partly because the restraint itself can allow considerable forward displacement and partly becauseof intrusion.
These injuries are generally more severe than those
produced by the belts themselves.
The tests described in this paper were therefore carried
out to determine the effect of having a restraint system
which very much reduced the forward displacement of
the occupan

ACCIDENTDATA
The most recent data which indicate the general effectiveness of seat belts in the United Kingdom have been
provided by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory and by the University of Birmingham Accident Research Unit.

One of the conclusionsin e TRRL report by Hobbs
(l) was that a seatbelt wearingrate of 1007owould give
an estimatedfurther savingof over 12,000fatal and se'
rious casualtiesper year. If only 857owearingrate were
achieved,which is a more realistic figure, the potential
further savingwould be 9,000.An estimateby the Universityof BirminghamAccidentResearchUnit, basedon
detailedstudiesof fatal accidents(2) suggeststhat in the
United Kingdom about 8fi) peopleeach year die needlessly in their cars simply becausethey do not use the
seatbeltsavailableto them.Thesepeoplerepresentl27d
of all road accidentfatalities,becausecar occupantfatalities compriseonly about one-third of the total road
deaths.
Note that the overall averageseatbelt wearingrate in
Britain during the periodcoveredby thesestatementshas
beenabout 307o.
Frontal impacts,evenfor thosewearingseatbelts, do
howeverpresentthe greatestrisk ofseriousinjury though
this risk is much lower than for thosenot wearingbelts.
One of the TRRL findingswasthat whereinjuriesdue
to direct seatb€lt loading occurredthey were mainly of
minor severity.
It was also reportedthat the head was the most commonly injured region of the body and, becauseof the
presenceof the steeringwheel, there were more drivers
with seriousinjures (A153-6) than there were front seat
passengers
within the sameinjury range.
significant'
However,thedifference
wa$not statistically
TRRL
findings
were
general
Similar
statementson the
(3).
paper
reportedby Hobbs in a more recent
In-depth investigationshave also beencarried out by
the University of Birmingham Accident ResearchUnit
and findings(4) were similar to thoseof the TRRL with
regardto belteddriverssufferingmoresevereheadinjuries
in frontal impacts.
than belted front seatpassengers
Using the University of Birmingham data it is calculatedthat for injuriesA153-6 the differencebetweendrivers and front seat passengerswas not statistically
significantin this study also.When moderateinjuriesare
included so that the range is 4152-6 the difference,as
reported,is statisticallysignificant.
For drivers,the headand facewas the most frequently
injued body area,followedby the legsand the chest.For
front seat passengers
the head and face was the most
frequentlyinjuredbody areabut its importancewasmuch
reducedcomparedwith driversand the chestwas almost
as important followed by the legs.
As would be expected,head or facial contactswcre
intrusion,
much morefrequentwheretherewasheadspace
there being severehead spaceintrusion in accidentsinvolvingunder-runand significantintrusioncompromising
belt performancein partial overlapimpact configurations'
Although chest injuries were almost as important as
it is noted
headand faceinjuriesfor front seatpas$engers,
that in the absenceof intrusionand additionalloading
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from rear seat passengers,or luggage, no occupant sustained a chest injury more severe than AIS3, that is they
were non-life-threatening.
A later publication by the University of Birmingham
Accident ResearchUnit (5) deals specifically with steering
wheel induced head injuries amongst drivers restrained
by seat belts and a paper by Mackay (6) has emphasised
the fact that injury producing contacts with the steering
wheel and other forward components are subjects for
further investigation in the search for better protection
in frontal impacts.

Vehicle Program' (7Fthe recommendationbeingbased
mainly on reducingoccupantmasssensitivityproblems
associatedwith elasticrestraint systems,and concerned
with vehiclesin which there would be little intrusion.
In the context of the presentstudy there are obvious
advantageswhen considerableintrusion occurs.

TEST PROGRAMME
To obtain somefactsrelatedto this concepta seriesof
tests was carried out on the 'Hyge' sled at the Motor
Industry ResearchAssociation.Thesewere to compare
the performanceof a typical inertia reel belt systemwith
a belt systembroadly in accordancewith the Battelle
recommendations,
i.e.,an elongationrate l0 to 20 percent
of current belts under comparableloading.
This stiffer belt systemconsistedof a laminateof four
thicknessesof current webbingfor the lap and diagonal
section,and for test purposesit was a static systemwith
the shoulderbelt terminatingthe 'B' post anchorage,to
also minimisethe effectivebelt length.
We estimatethat at comparableloadingthe elongation
of this systemwasin the order of 5 to l0 percentof that
for the inertia reel system.

BASICCONCEPTS
AND PRACTICAL
REALITIES
One currently popular concept for obtaining increased
occupant protection is to assume that there is little significant intrusion into the pas$engercompartment and to
provide a restraint system which attenuates the vehicle
deceleration to produce minimum forces on the occupant.
Such a concept relies on inelastic deformation of the restraint system and use of all available space.
In cases where intrusion is small it is natural to endeavour to produce the ideal by allowing the restraint
system to make full use of the forward displacement available before the occupant contacts the facia or steering
wheel, etc.
However, current safety belt systemsare not suffrciently
inelastic or in other words the displacement is not sufficiently plastic as to produce attenuation. In fact there
is usually a degree of magnification as associated with
the performance of a damped elastic $ystem.
Whilst this may indicate that future developments towards providing a more plastic restraint system deformation would be beneficial, freld experience shows that
there is little intrusion only in a limited propoftion of
real crash events.
Therefore good energy absorption qualitieo need to be
linked to the practical limitations of available spacewhen
intrusion occurs.
An alternative concept, based on acceptanceofthe fact
that considerable intrusion does occur in a proportion of
the more severefrontal impacts, is to restrain the occupant
so that he or she experiences little displacement within
the passengercompartment and is subject to substantially
the same deceleration pulse as the vehicle itself, virtually
all ofthe energy-absorption being exterior to the occupant
compartment.
In theory even when there is no intrusion the occupant
should at least be better off than with an elastic restraint
system in that there should be no magnification of deceleration.
The Battelle Memorial Institute proposed such a system
a$ a near-term recommendation in their 1970 report 'The
Evaluation of Phase I Reports on the Experimental Safety

FIRSTTEST SERIES
Figure I shows the 'Hyge' pulse used for the initial
seriesof tests,-it is similar to the crashsignaturesfrom
somemedium sizeUK cars subjectedto 30 mph barrier
tests.
In this initial seriesof teststhe Part 572 manikin was
installedon the sled in a rigid seatas normally usedfor
ECE 16 type seatbelt tests.
Comparativeforward displacements
and injury criteria
for the Part 572 manikin are shown in Table 1.
With standard inertia reel belts the mean maximum
forward displacementof the headwas 460 mm and with
the stiff belts the figure was 300 mm.
The mean chest 'g' value exceededfor a cumulative
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Figure1. 'HYGE'test pulse,first
seriesof tests.
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Table 1. Resultsfrom part 572 manikin'firstseriss'
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Figure3. Shoulderanchorage
3 m secperiod was 36.2for the standardinertia reel belt
systemand 32.6 with the stiff belt system.
Although many regard measuredhead injury criteria
as being of no consequencewhen there is no contact
betweenthe head and any vehicle component,it is of
interestto note that in thesetests,in which there were
no componentsto contact,the meanHIC was 635 with
the standardbelts and 424 with the stiff belt system.
It will be noted that with the stiff belt systemthe
maximum forward displacement-that is, at the headis approximately65 p€rcent of that which occurs with
the standardbelt systemand at the sametime the numerical injury valuesare less.
A further point noted was the tendencyfor the torso
of the manikin to roll out of the diagonalsectionof the
standardinertia reel belts.
This tendencywas lessevidentwith the stifr belts.

SECONDTEST SERIES
A further seriesof test$wascarried out using a 'Hyge'
pulse which lies within the ECE 16 envelopeand which
is shownin Figure 2.
This seriesof tests was carried out to determinethe
effectof usinga differentlyshapedpulse,i.e.,one having
a more rapid build-upto peak 'g'.
As in the initial test seriesthe ECE 16 seatand the
Part 572 manikin were used.

For this further series of tests the shoulder anchorage
point was also raised in an endeavour to reduce the torso
roll-out which had occurred particularly when standard
inertia reel belts were used in the initial series.The respective anchorage points are shown in Figure 3.
The raised anchorage point still complies with the requirements of Regulation ECE 14 but the belt fit was
more suited to the Part 572 manikin and there was no
tendency to roll out.
Figure 4 shows comparative forward displacements of
the manikin.
In this case with standard inertia reel belts the maximum forward displacementof the head was 530 mm and
with the stiffbelts the figure was 310 mm, i.e., lessthan
60 percent of the amount with standard belts.
Table 2 shows forward displacements relative to the
ECE regulation requirements, this time at chest level.
Head displacementis also shown frrr comparison.
Compared with the ECE 16 range of between 100 and
300 mm, measurementsat chest level were 310 and 135
mm respectively for standard inertia reel and stiff belt
system.
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Table2. Fonrvard
displacement
of manikin-second
series.

CONCLUSIONS
The resultsof the testsindicatethat the forward movement of the occupantin an impact can be significantly
reducedby the use of seat belts which at a comparable
loading have much lesselongationthan current reel belt
systems.This is particularly significantin the caseof the
driver whose $paceavailablefor forward movementis
limited by the steeringwheeland alsowhenin moresevere
impacts there is intrusion into the passengercompartment.
Though there is some trade-off in chest injury when
the more severetest pulseis used,it must be noted that
no specialattentionwas paid to dampingpropertie$and
it is possiblethat an increasedamount would be an advantage.
Belt tensioning and webbing clamping devices are
known developmentstowards the objectiveof reducing
forward movementof the occupant.Low elongationwebbing of minimum length, possiblyin combinationwith a
suitably developedwebbingclampingsystemmay be the
most practicalmeansof producingfurther improvements
in reel belt systems.Any future developments
alongthese
lines must however run in parallel with developments
towards providing maximum possiblelevelsof comfort
and convenience.
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It is of interest to note that although the Part J72
manikin is quite different from that usedin testingbelts
to Regulation ECE 16 the forward displacementswith
standardreel belts are in the region of the higher ECE
16 valueswhereaswith stiffbelts they are near the lower
values.
The comparativemean measuredinjury values from
the Part 572 manikin are shown in Table 3. In this test
seriesthe meanchest'g' valueexceededfor a cumulative
3 m secperiod was44.5 for the standardreel belt system
and 54.3 for the stiff system.
Comparablepeak resultantchestvalueswere 48.8 and
59.6'g' respectively.
Note that whereasin the initial seriesof testethe values
for the stiff systemwere lower, the valuesin this second
seriesare higher.
However the results from these tests, using a pulse
which someregard as being excessivelysevere,do show
that eventhe peak resultantchestvalue doesnot exceed
the 60 'g' which is acceptedas being tolerablefor a cumulative period of no more than 3 m sec.
With regard to head injuries it may againbe pointed
in
out that the quoted valuesmay be of no consequence
the absenceof head contact.
the
Even if they were consideredto be of consequence
slightly higher results from the stiff belt systemare not
sienificant.
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OccupantProtectionfrom lmpact with the SteeringAssembly
LEESTUCKI,
JOHNB. MORHIS,
M. MORGAN
RICHARD
andNANCYBONDY
NationalHighwayTrafficSafety
Administration

ious make./modelvehicles,occupantsizes,and accident
configurationswhich essentiallycomprisethis accident
environment.Countermeasures
will be introduced into
the SCORESmodel and the effecton injury and fatality
reductionwill be assessed.

ABSTHACT
This paper will discussareasof NHTSA researchrelating to the accidentenvironmentof the driver impacting
the steeringassembly.Theseinclude:
r Acciderrtanalysesto definethe problem.
r Developmentof biomechanicalcriteria for assessment of injury severityon test surrogates.
r Laboratory testing of steeringassembliesto determine the safetyperformance.
r Computermodelingfor reconstructingaccidentsand
the effectsof changesto steeringassembly
assessing
characteristicson driver responses.
The accidentanalysesquantify the problem in terms
of injuries and fatalitiessustainedby drivers as a result
of impactingthe steeringassembly.Relationshipswill be
developedbetweenfrequencyand severityof injury and
sourceof injury, alfectedbody regions,crash direction
and severity,and steeringassemblyresponseparameters.
Biomechanicalinjury criteria on blunt thoracic impact
is availableand may be applicableto chest impact with
steeringwheelhubs.
A program was recently completedwhich evaluated
the safetyperformanceof severalproduction steeringassembliesand, also,one improvedsteeringassemblyconstructedfrom componentswith desirablesafetyattributes.
The performancewas evaluatedvia componenttestsand
dynamicsled testswith instrumentedHybrid III dummies.
A computer program entitled "^SteeringColumn and
(SCORES)hasbeendeOccupantREsponse,Srmulation"
veloped to model the various interactions of a driver
impacting a steeringassemblyin a frontal collision. The
SCORESmodel is usedto predict the occupant/steering
assemblyresponsewhen certain assemblycharacteristics
are changed,i.e., column force deflectionproperties,and
to reconstructactual accidentcases,
A joint effort by NHTSA and TransportationSystems
Center (TSC) is being conductedto reconstructthe accident environmentof occupantsinjured by the steering
assemblv.The SCORESmodel will be exercisedfor var-

BACKGROUND
The steering column is responsible for producing more
injuries and fatalities than any other vehicle component.
In an effort to alleviate the harm caused by the steering
assembly, the automobile industry started designing and
developing energy absorbing steering assemblies in the
late 1950's (l). Methods were also devised to prevent
rearward intrusion of the steering column during the
crash event.In 1965,the Societyof Automotive Engineers
(SAE), recognizing the need for a test procedure for this
new device, issued Recommended Practice J9,14(2). This
practice describes the laboratory test procedure for evaluating the characteristics of steering control systems under simulated driver impact conditions. It consists of a
body form weighing 75 pounds that impact$ a steering
assembly mounted in the production configuration. A
load cell mounted between the wheel and column is used
to measure the force imparted to the system.
In 1966, the General Services Administration (GSA)
issued a $teering assemblyprotection rule (GSA Standard
515/4a) which became effective in October 1967 (3X4).
All passengercars purchased by GSA after the effective
date were required to comply with this standard. The
standard specified that the force imparted to the SAE
J9,t4 body form must not exceed 2,500 pounds when
impacting the steering assembly at l5 mph. The intrusion
prevention portion of the standard specified that the rearward horizontal displacement of the upper end of the
column mu$t not exceed5 inches during a 30 mph frontal
barrier test.
In 1967, NHTSA adopted the GSA standard but separated the energy absorption and rearward displacement
requirements into two standards, FMVSS Nos. 203 and
204. These standards becameeffective on January l, 1968
(5). Federal Motor Vehicle SafetyStandard(FMVSS) No.
203, "Impact Protection for the Driver From the Steering
Control System," specifiesrequirements for minimizing
chest, neck, and facial injuries by providing steering sys'
tems that yield forward, cushioning the impact of the
driver's chest by absorbing much of his impact energy in
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frontal crashes.FMVSSNo. 2O4,"SteeringControl Rearrequirementslimiting the
ward Displacement,"specifltes
rearward displacementof the steeringcontrol into the
passenger
compartmentto reducethe likelihood of chest,
neck, or head injuries.
Compliancewith thesestandardshas resultedin various designsfor absorbingthe energy of the occupant
impacting the steeringassembly,usually an energy absorbing device in the column (FMVSS No. 203). The
preventionof column intrusion into the occupantcompartment is usually accomplishedby a shear capsule
(FMVSS No. 204).The standardswere subsequentlyextended to light trucks and vans effectiveSeptemberI,
1 9 8l .
Many accident analyseehave beenconductedto assess
Garrett (6),
the effect of post-1968steeringassemblies.
Huelke (7), Nahum (8), Levine (9), O'Day (10), and
Mclean (11) all reported a reduction in severeinjuries
as a result of the energyabsorbingsteeringcolumn. Two
studieshavebeenconductedby NHTSA to determinethe
effectiveness
of post-1968steeringassemblies.
One study
was conductedby Kahane (4)(12),and the other which

is includedin the rulemakingsupport paperfor FMVSS
Nos. 201, 203, and 204 Extensionto Light Trucks and
Vans(13).
Kahane (4) reportedthat in pre-standardcars in the
National CrashSeverityStudy (NCSS),58 percentof the
driverswho werekilled or hospitalizedin frontal crashes
were seriouslyinjured by contactswith the steeringassembly.This is in agreementwith a study by Nahum (8)
basedon 1960-1966
model cars. Kahane also reported
that the pre-standardsteeringcolumn enteredinto the
passengercompartmentin 3.5 percent of the towaway
accidents.Therealsowascolumn displacementin 20 percent of the casesinvolving steeringassemblycontactand
75 percentof the driver fatalities(14).
Using data from the Fatal Accident ReportingSystem
(FARS), Kahane concludedthat energyabsorbingsteer'
ing systemsreducedthe risk of driver fatalitiesin frontal
crashesby 12 percent.Using NCSS data the study also
concludedthat energyabsorbingsystemsreducedby 38
percentthe risk of seriousinjury due to the steeringassembly. Also observedwas that post-standardsteering
systemreducedthe incidenceof column intrusion into

Teble 1. Harmto car occupantBs e functionof contactpoint.
Body
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Contact
Steeringassembly
Steeringassembly
Sideinteriorsurface
Windshield
A-Pillars
panel
Instrument
Steeringassembly
Roofedge
Sideinteriorsurface
panel
Instrument
panel
Instrument
Roof
panBl
Instrument
panel
Instrument
Arm rests
Glovecomp.area
Steeringassembly
Mirrors
Glovecomp.area
Windowglass
Windowframe
Frontseatbacks
Sideinteriorsudace
Floor
Roofedge
All the above
All otherinteriorcontacts
All non-contact
All exteriorcontacts
Atl

Chest
Abdomen
Chest
Head and face
Head and face
Lower extremities
Head and face
Head and face
Abdomen
Chest
Abdomen
Head and face
Head and face
Upper extremities
Abdomen
Abdomen
Upper extremities
Head and face
Chest
Head and face
Head and face
Abdomen
Lower extremities
Lower extremities
Neck

Malliaris(15)

't76

Harmo/o
of Total
11.90
9.41
4.94
4.68
4.O4
3.43
3.13
3.02
2.36
2.06
1.85
1.80
1.65
1.40
1.25
1.23
1. 1 6
1.08
0.84
0.79
0.77
0.76
0,71
0.69
0.57
65.52
14.74
7.91
11,83
100.0
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the passengercompartmentby 58 percent.It should be
noted that since it is difficult to $eparatethe effectsof
FMVSS Nos. 203 and ?O{ on injury reduction,the above
estimatesare basedon the combinedeffectiveness
of the
two standards.
Despite the apparant safety improvefients of steering
assemblies
since1968,the steeringassemblyremainsthe
major sourceof injury. Using NCSSdata,Malliaris(15)
ranked source of injury (contact point) by percent of
harm. Four of the top 17 most harmful body region,/
contact point interactionsare producedby the steering
assembly.Table I presentsharm to the occupantas a
function of contact point/body region.
Cohen(16) in analyzingNCSSdata concludedthat the
steeringassemblyis responsiblefor 27 percentof all serious (AIS 3-6) injuries.The body areasinvolvedand
their percentageof total seriousinjury is shownin Table
2. As can be seen,steeringassemblyimpacts with the
chest and abdomenaccountfor nearly 20 percentof all
seriousinjuries.A tabulationofthe distributionofsteering
assemblyinjury by body region is shown in Table 3.
Seriousto fatal injuriesattributedto the steeringassembly
occur predominatelyto the chest (547o) and aMomen
(25%). Cohen also investigatedthe effect of delta V on
injury producedby the steeringassembly.Figure I illustrates the resultsof this analysis.The mean delta V for
seriouschestinjury is approximately27 mph and 32 mph
for the abdomen.Additional analysisof the accidentdata
as it relatesto the steeringcolumn will follow later.
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Figure1. Distribution
of steeringassemblyinjuries-AlS
3-6injuries-fordriversin frontalimpactsby delta
V.
As reported by $tucki (17) severalissueshave been
raised regardingthe adequacyof the FMVSS No. 203
test procedures.Key among theseissuesare:
. The test device does not physically simulate the
driver impacting the steering assemblyin actual
crashsimulations.
r The test deviceis not a good human surrogateand
the performancecriteria are not adequateindicators
of injury severity.
. The inability of the test and,/orperformancecriteria
to distinguish"good" and "bad" designsteeringassembliesas a result of the previousinadequacies.

Table2. Percentof all Als 3-6 injuriescausedby steering
assemblies,
Steeringassembly/all
body parts 27.3o/o
Steeringassembly/
chest
Steeringassembly/
abdomen
Steeringassembly/
upperextremity
Steeringassembly/
headandface
Steeringassembly/
pelvis

" Ir
,L

Observationsof the inability of the current test procedureto addressthe effectsof accident-induced
steering
columnbehaviorweremadeby Gloyns(18) and Garrett
(le).
Stuckialsonotedthat the FMVSSNo. 203forcecriteria
do not account for load distribution and that improvementsto the safetyof the steeringassemblysuch as load
distributionfeaturesare not rewardedby the performance
criteria. Waysto realisticallyevaluatethe safetyperformance of the steeringassemblywill be addressedlater in
this paper.

(698)
14.5
6.6
1.8
1.7
1,4

ACCIDENT
ANALYSIS
Table3, Distribution
of steeringassemblyinjuries(AtS3-6)
by bodypartand impactdirection.
Part
Chest
Head and face
Abdomen
Pelvis
Upper extremity
Lower extremity
TotalAlS 3-6 Injuries
Cohdfl (tB)

Frontal
53.5%
6.6
24.9
5.8
5.0
2.2
499

Non-Frontal
51.86/o
5.5
22.1
4.5
11.1
2.5
199

The National Crash Severity Study (NCSS) contains
12,050accidentsin which a passengercar, light truck, or
van had to be towed. Accidents were sampled from seven
areas throughout the United States from January 1977 to
March 1979.The NCSS file repofr$ 67,559weighted drivers in towaway passengercars, of which 14,512 had a
known contact source. Of the 14,512 drivers 5,902 or
ffi.1% had contact with the steering assemblyof which
154 or 2.69Vowere fatally injured. The data presentedin
this section consist ofonly those drivers in passengercars
having contact with the steering assembly.
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Table 4 showsthe distribution of driver injury severity
in terms of AlS, by crash mode. Crash mode is defltned
by the variable'GeneralArea of Deformation' which is
the secondcomponentof the CollisionDeformationClassification(CDC) and describesthe generalareaof impact
to the vehicle.The most severeimpact to the vehiclewas
usedto definecrash mode.
Table 4 showsthat 7?Voof the drivershavingsteering
assemblycontact were in frontal impacts. Almost 74Vo
of the injuries causedby steeringassemblycontact were
minor injuries (AIS l). Note: in right and left impacts,
there are almost the samenumber of drivers contacting
the steeringassembly.
Table5 showsthe distributionof AIS for drivershaving
contact with the steeringassemblyby delta V. Delta Y
is definedas the changein velocity which occursduring
the collision.
Deletingthe'other' category,Table5 showsthat 767o
cars having a
of the drivers were occupantsof passenger
deltaV betweenl-20 milesper hour. Approximately82Vo

of the AIS I and 2 injuries occur at the delta V between
l-20 mph. The severeinjuries AIS 3-6, increaseproportionally as the delta V increases.
Table 6 describesthe injuriessustainedby driverscontacting the steeringassemblyin termsof body regionand
AIS.
Table 6 shows that over 60 percent of the injuries to
drivers contactingthe steeringassemblyare to the body
regions face and chest, followed by upper extremities,
head and abdomen.Note: the majority of theseinjuries
are of low severity;however,over 40 percentof the injuries to the abdomenand one-fourth of the injuries to
the chestare AIS 3 and above.
The National Accident SamplingSystem-Continuous
SamplingSubsystem(NASS-CSS)is a random sampleof
police-reportedaccidents in l0 sites throughout the
United States.Theseaccidentswhen weightedproduce
national estimates.Becausethe potential error in many
of the estimatesis large, thesenumbersshould be used
as estimates,not as precisecounts.

Table 4. AIS for drlvershavingcontactwith the steeringassemblyby crashmode(NCSS).
Frequency
Percent
Row %
Column%

Ars
I

2

3

4

5

6

Injured
Severity
Unknown
Total

Front

Right

Left

Back

Top

Other*

Tota!

3113
52.75
71.37
73.21
558
9.45
73.81
13.12

264
4.47
6.05
71.16
53
0.90
7.O1
14.29

246
4.17
5.64
66.49
60
1.02
7.94
16.22

213
3.61
4.88
8S.50
11
0.19
1.46
4.62

106
1.80
2.43
75.71
I
0.15
1.19
6.43

420
7.12
9.63
79.10
65
1.10
8.60
12.24

4362
73.S1

325
5.51
71.43
7.64

33
0.56
7.25
8.89

32
0.54
7.03
8.65

13
0.22
2,86
5.46

19
0,32
4.18
13.57

33
0.56
7.25
6.21

455
7.71

7
0.12
5.26
1.89

1
0.29
12.78
4.59

I
0.14
7.08
2.16

I
0.15
7.96
2.43

9
1.68
74.44
2.33

90
1.53
7S.65
2.11
1
o.27
80.00
0.38
51
0.86
80.95
1.20
4252
72.04

9

6

7

2

j

0
0
0
0

0.03
10.00
0.54
4
0.07
6.35
1.08

371
6.29

370
6.27

*Otherincludesundercarriage,
unclassifiable,
and unknown
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
238
4.03

8
0.03
1.50
1.43

1
0.02
0.88
0.42
2

0.03
10.00
0.54
4
0.07
6.35
1.08

2

1
0.14
6.02
1.51

3
0.05
2,65
?.14
0
0
0
0

2
0.03
1.77
0.38

1
0.02
1.59
0.71

3
0.05
4.76
0.56
531
9.00

140
2.37

0
0
0
0

756
12.81

3

3
2.25

113
1.S1
2

0
0.34

63
1.O7
5902
100
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Table5. AISfor drivershavingcontactwiththe steeringassemblyby dettaV (NCSS).
Frequency
Percent
Row o/o

Column%
AIS
1

2

3

,
4

5

6

Injured
Severity
Unknown
Total
%Als <3

11-20
1351
22.85
30,97
7s.35
275
4.66
36.38
15.34

DeltaV (milesper hour)
21-30
41-50
31-40
358
46
I
6.07
0.78
0.15
8.21
1.05
0.21
60.58
18.37
?5.56
89
37
6
1.51
0.63
0.10
't1.77
4.89
0,79
15.06
12.24
?0.56

51'60
2
0.03
0.05
14.29
1
0.02
0.13
7.14

61-SS
0
0
0
i
0
0
0
0
0

Other*
1773
30.04
40.65
75.80
268
4.s4
35.45
11.46

107
1.81
23.52
5.97

87
1.47
19.1?
14.72

46
0.78
10.11
25.56

13
0.22
2.86
26.53

2
0.03
0.44
14.2S

1
0.02
0.22
14.29

179
3.03
39.34
7.65

455
7.71

28
0.47
21.05
1.56

27
0.46
20.30
4.57

19
O.32
14.29
10.56

7
O.12
5.26
14.29

1
0.02
0.75
7.'t4

1
0.02
0.75
14.29

49
0.83
36.84
2.09

133
2.?5

0
0
0
0

1
5
0.25
13.27
0.84

2

1
3
6
0.22
0.10
11.50
5.31
26.53
42.86

2
0.07
3.54
57.14

5

1
3
1.91

0
0
0
0

1
0.02
5,00
0.06

2
5
0.42
22.12
13.89
4

20
0.34

5
0.08
7.54
0.54

16
0.27
25.40
0.89
1793
30.38

0.02
5.00
2.04
0
0
0
0
49
0.83
69.4

1
0.02
5.00
14.29
0
0
0
0
7
0.12
100

1

0.07
20.00
2.22
3
0.05
4.76
1.67
180
3.05
53

1-10
823
13.94
18.87
88.59
80
1.36
10.58
8.61
20
0.34
4.40
2.15

't
0.02
0.75
0.11

s2s
15.74
2.3

8.5

5
0.42
22.12
4.23
0

0
0
0
5
0.08
7.54
0.85
591
10.01

23.7

1

1
0.02
5.00
7.14
1
0.02
1.59
7.14
14
0.?4
77

4

1
0.42
22.12
1.07

2
0.20
60.00
0.51
3
3
0.56
52.38
1.41
2339
39.63

Total
4362
73.91
756
12.81

63
1.07
5902
100

rother includes unknown and not applicable.

Sincethe weightingfactorsassignedto actual accident
casesare large in order to extrapolateto national estimates,this magnifiesdifferencesbetweencells with no
actual casesand those with only a few cases.As more
casesare collectedby NASS, this discrepancyshould be
somewhatcorrected.
The NASS-CSSflrlereports,for 1979and l9E0 combined, 17,703,387drivers of passengercars of which
821,732or 4.6Vohad contactwith the steeringassembly.
Of the 821,732drivers 10,353or l.3%owere fatally injured.
Table 7 showsthe distribution of AIS for drivers contactingthe steeringarsemblyby crashmode.
Table 7 showsthat 6O7oof the drivershaving contact
with the steeringassemblywere in frontal impacts.Almost 857d of the injuries to thesedrivers were minor
injuries (AIS l). Theseresultsare in agreementwith the
NCSSfile.

Table 8 showsthe distribution of AIS by delta V.
Excluding the 'other' category,Table I shows that
76.7Voof the drivers contactingthe steeringassembly
wereoccupantsofpassenger
carshavinga deltaV between
l-20 mph. About 80Voof theAIS I and 2 injuriesoccurs
at deltaV betweenl-20 mph. The severeinjuries,AIS 36, increaseproportionally as the delta V increaseswith
the exceptionof deltaV '51-60.'The discrepancy
is most
likely due to the small numberof actualcasesthat fall
into the'51-60'category.
Table 9 describesthe
to drivers in terms of
body region and AIS.
Table 9 shows that half of the injuries to drivers are
to the body regions, face and chest followed by upper
extremities, abdomen, and head. The majority of the injuries are of low severity (AIS I and 2); however, almost
one-fourth of the injuries to the abdomen and one-sixth
of the iniuries to the chest are AIS 3 and above, These
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Table6. AIS for drivershavingsteerlngassemblycontactby bodyregion(NCSS).
Frequency
Percent
Row %
Column%
Body
Region
*Upper
Extremities

Chest

Face

Head

Knee

Abdomen

Pelvis

Shoulder

Thigh

Other
Unknown
Total
'lncludes erm,

AIS

1
682
11.56
84.0
15.64
1046
17.72
65.62
23.98

3
43
0.73
5.30
9.45

1

78
1.3?
9.61
10.32
't44
2.44
9.03
19.05
318
5.39
15.32
42.06

4

1723
29.19
83,00
39.50
2
1
8
9
3.69
1.64
58.13
25.87
5.00
12.83
8
4
1
1.42
0.20
84.00
12.00
1.93
1.59

29
0.49
1,40
6.37
7
1
0.22
3.47
2.86
2
4
0.07
4.00
0.88

189
3.20
54.94
4.33

28
0.47
8.14
6.15

7
1.20
57.26
1.63

J33

2
0.03
0.87
0.26

1

1
0.27
12.90
2.12

,3!

71.19
3.85
88
1.49
73.95
2.02

25.42
7.94
12
0.20
10.08
1.59

93
1.58
76.23
2.13

17
0.29
13.93
2.25
756
12,81

4362
73.91

6

5
0
0
0
0

I
0.15
1 . 11
6.77
41
0.6S
2.57
30.83

27ts
4.68
17.31
60.66

5
0.08
0.24
3.76
3
0.05
0.80
2.26
0
0
0
0

60
1.0?
9.76
53.09

3

64
1.08
18.60
48.12

3

0.59
28.22
7,69

ol2

2.97
1.54
14
0.23
11.76
3.08
6
0.10
4.92
1.32
455
7.71

5
0.02
0.81
0.75

0
0
0
0
9
1
0.15
2,40
7.96
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
3
0.02
0.27
5.00
0
0
0
0

2076
1
0.02 35.17
0.05
1.59
4
3
7
5
0.58 6.35
s.07
53.e7
1
0
0
0 1.69
0
0

44
0.75
12.79
38.94

1
0,02
0.29
5.00

0
0
0
0

0

0

E

180

1594
10
0.17 27.A1
0.63
15.87

3
0

0.08
4.09
3.76
133
2.25

elbow,lorearm,and wrist/hand.

1

17
0.20
1.O7
85.00

3
0
5
0.08
4.20
3.76

Injured
Total
Severity
6
Unknown
0
0
812
0
013.76
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
113
1.91

0

16
0.27
4.65
25.40

1
0
0
0

3

0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0.02
0.82
5.00

20
0.34

344
5.83

1
2
0.02 2,10
0.81
1.59

4

ool
,133
O.4Z
1.59

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
63
1.07

119
2.02
122
2.07
5902
100
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Table7. AIS lor driverscontactingthe steeringassemblyby crashmode(NASS).
Frequency
Percent
Row %
Column%
AIS

I

2

3

4

;';l
;i'i

s'!l

I

4
0
5

1

6

Injured
Severity
Unknown
Total

5
.
0

0

Left
39209
4.77
5.64
70.46
6942
0.84
9.49
12.48
8749
1.06
22.85
15.72
276
0.03
4,19
0.50

Right
22080
2.69
3.18
75.64
4850
0.59
6.63
16.62
1850
0.23
4,83
6.34
110
0.01
1.67
0.38

Front
413779
50.35
59.54
83.12
45756
5.56
62.54
9.11
2 4 11 0
2.93
62.98
4.84
6194
0.75
94.13
1.24

1
5
0

.

1
4
0.18
83.36
0.30
19 6 1
0.24
80.70
0.39
497812
60.58

.
9 0

4
5
0
1 0

9
8
0.04
16.64
1.02

0
0
0
0
29189
3.55

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

9

9

2

Top
12388
1.51
1.78
62.68
999
0.12
1.37
6,67
1596
0,19
4.17
10.65
0
0
0
0

Back
24455
2.98
3.52
78,99
6015
0.73
8.22
19.43
491
0.05
1.28
1.59

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

46S
0.07
r 9.30
0.84
55645
6.77

0
0
0
0
30965
3.77

0
0
0
0
14983
1.82

Other*
183047
22,28
26.34
94.78
8606
1,05
11 . 7 6
4.45
1485
0.18
3.88
0.77

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19 3 13 8
23.50

Total
694962
84.57

73168
8.90

38281
4.66

6580
0.80
4514
0.55
1797
0.22
2430
0.30
821732
100

*Other includes undercafflago,unknown, and uncla8Biti€d.

results are similar to those shown in Table 6 from the
NCSS.Differenceswhich appearare primarily due to the
small number of actual casessampled.

SUMMARY
The NCSS and NASS files both indicate that driven
are more likely to contact the steering assembly in frontal
impacts than in any of the other impacts. The severity of
the impact defined by delta V shows that the severity of
the injuries (AIS 3-6) increases as the delta V increases.
The common injuries sustained by drivers contacting the
steering assemblyprimarily to the face and chest, followed
by upper extremities, head, and abdomen. The majority
of these injuries are AIS I and 2, however, the severe
injuries, AIS 3-6 occur to the body regions, abdomen and
chest.

INJURYCHITERIA
In order to sssessthe protective capability ofa steering
assembly a criterion for estimating injury is required. As
noted previously the two most prevalent body regions
injured by the steering assembly are the thorax and the
abdomen. In the following section a review of previous
studies addressingthoracic and abdominal injury tolerance is undertaken, and the most appropriate continuous
injury criteria for frontsl thoracic and abdominal impact
are presented.
THORAX INJURY CRITERIA-A
variety of kinematic parametershave been utilized in the literature for
predicting the results of a blow to the thorax-thoracic
acceleration, force, deflection, power, etc. The data bases
for these approaches also vary extensively in type ofsubject tested----cadavers,porcine subjects, squirrel monkeys,
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Table8. AIS for drivershavingcontactwith the steedngassemblyby deltaV (NASS).
Frequency
P6rcent
Flow%
Columno/o
AIS

I

2

3

4

5

6
lniured
Severity
Unknown
Total
6 / o A 1g53

1-10

11-20

DeltaV (milesper hour)
21-30
31-40

41-50

51-60

Other"

Total

89174
10.85
12.83
92.35
5275
0.64
7.21
5.46

126837
15.44
18.2s
86.51
15423
1.88
21.08
10.52

34646
4.22
4,99
67.5S
7355
0.S0
10.05
14.35

7583
0.92
1.09
56.18
3327
0.40
4.55
24.65

2175
0.26
0.31
40.28
0
0
0
0

2522
0.31
0.36
71.26
782
0.10
1.07
22j0

432022 694959
52.58 84.57
62.17
85.57
41009 73171
4,99
8.S0
56.04
8.12

1204
0.15
3.15
1.25

1830
0.22
4.78
1.25

6688
0.81
17.48
13.05

551
0,07
1.44
4.08

2110
0.26
5.51
33.08

235
0.03
0.61
6.64

25653 38271
3.12 4.66
67.03
5.08

0
0
0
0

1418
0.17
21.55
0
.
9

1gg3
0.24
30.29
7
3

0
0
0
.

8

0
0
0
0
o
0
o
0
911
0.11
37.47
0.94

666
0.08
14.76
0.45
440
0.05
24.47
0.30
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
399
0.05
22.19
0,78
180
0.02
7.40
0.35

1801
0.22
39.91
13,34
235
0.03
13.07
1.74
0
0
0
0

96564
11.75
1.3

146614
17.84
3.0

5 12 6 1
6.24
17.7

1,64
19.2

't3497

0
0
0
9

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

635
0.08
14.07
11.76
0
0
0
0
479
0.06
19.70
8.87
5399
0.65

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3539
0.43

55.8

6.6

.

3169 6580
0.39
0.80
48.16
6
3

1411
0.17
31.26
0.28
724
0.09
40.27
0.14
861
0,10
35.42
0.17

4513
0.55
1798
0.22
2431
0.30

504849 821723
61.44
100

*Other includes unknown and not applicable.

rhesus monkeys, baboon, etc. Each of these data bases
has diffrculties associated with its use. Using cadavers,
the muscle tension and lung inflation (as compared to
living subjects) must be considered. Animal tests must be
scaled to account for size, shape, and anatomical differences.
The approach taken herein is based on two facetsr [1]
the injury criteria must be continuous and [2] only data
setscompo$edof human cadaversor porcine subjectsshall
be utilized and other animal speciesshall be used only to
guide the analysis. Porcine subjects are used based on the
understanding that the circulatory, respiratory, and skeletal systems of the pig are important human analogues
which establish the pig as structurally a very similar animal speciesto man (20).
The first body of experiments to be considered is the

Kroell data (21, 22). These data are comprised of 24
cadavers which received frontal blunt thoracic impacts.
The Kroell data (where the cadaver weights were 90-209
pounds) are shown in Figure 2. The numbers in the center
of the figure are the associatedinjury (using the l97l AIS
scale). The AV term for the Kroell data should be the
maximum change-of-velocity between the sternum and a
point on the spine, say fourth thoracic vertebra. In actuality, that number is often not available and the AV of
the impactor is substituted. This turns out to be a reasonable approximation for the Kroell data because the
$ternum pulse is over by the time the spine pulse begins
(21). In Reference 23, the average ratio of first integral
of the sternal spike pulse to the contact velocity of the
impactor is l:ll.
Where this approximation breaks down is when the
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Table9. AIS for drfuerehavingsteeringaseemblycontactby body region(NASS).
Frequency
Percent
How %
Column"/o
Body
Fleoion

'Upper
Extremities

Chest

Face

Head

Knee

Abdomen

Shoulder

Thigh

Other
Total

Als
1

103258
12.56
80.91
14.86
165235
2 0 . 11
78.04
2379

267544
32.56
90.27
38.50
25905
3.15
86.21
3.73
24165
2.S4
97.15
3.48

33057
4.02
73.52
4]8
31306
3.87
87.60
4.52
27962
3.40
100.00
4.02
't6440
2.00
72.89
2.37
694S62
84.57

2
21818
2.66
17.10
29.82

3

11641
1.4?
5.50
15.91
28082
3.42
9.48
38.38

26981
3.28
12.74
70.48

3379
0.41
1'60
51.34

2097
0.26
0'99
46.46

746
0.09
0.25
1.95
424
0.05
1.41
1.1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2115
0.26
4.73
32.14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2417
0.29
5.40
53.54
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6581
0.80

4514
0.55

3721
0.45
12.38
5.08
709
0.09
2.85
0.96

4
1458
0.18
1, 1 4
3.81

511
0.06
1.14
0.70
3533
0.43
9.86
4.83
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
6151
0.75
13.75
16.07
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3 15 4
0.38
13.98
4.31
73169
8.90

2522
0.31
11 . 1 8
6.59
38282
4.66

5

6
1087
0.13
0.85
16.52

U

n
0
0
0
0

k

Injured
SeveritY
n
o
w
0
0
0
0
1350
0.17
0.64
75.53

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
440
0.05
1.95
24.47
1798

Total
n
o 127621
0 15.53
0
0

1050 211741
0'13 25.77
0.50
43-21

0 296377
0 36,06
0
0
0
30050
0 3.66
0
0
24874
0
0 3.03
0
0
469 44720
0.06 5-44
1.05
19.30
911 35840
0.11 4.36
2.54
37.49
0
0
0
0

27962
3.40

0
0
0
0

225s6
2.74

2430 821736
10q
0.30

'lncludss arm, elbow, forearm, end wrist/hand.

impactormassis very light which is the casefor a handful
of the Kroell data. (In thosefew ca$es,momentumcalculationswere madeto better estimatethe sternumAV.)
Two models-to define the dependentvariable,AIS,
as a function of the responseparameters-were considered.Thesewere:
AIS : f (AV, p,zD, Age)
,
and
,
AIS : g (P/D, Age)

where
AV
P
D
P /D

:
:
:
:

impact velocity (fps),
penetration'
depth of chest,
normalizedtotal deflection,

and
AGE is in Years'
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Figure2. GM cadaverfrontalimpactsto the thorax.
The following equationis the AIS predictiveexpression
as a function of P/D and AGE:
AIS :

17.4P/D + 0.0313AGE - 5.li

(l)

where
R : multiple correlationcoefficient: .87
SE : standarderror of estimate: .87
This is Neathery'sequationfrom Reference22. Naturally, this regressionequationis only good for valuesof
P/D and AGE which lie within the region coveredby
the original data (24); e.g.,this equationis not to be used
for a 5-year-oldchild becausechildren werenot included
in the original data set.
For the regressionanalysison AIS : f (AV, P,zD,
AGE), the coeflicient in front of the AV term is not
significant.In other words,AV is not a goodindependent
parameterfor the GM cadavertest$.This point bears
further consideration.
Recently,Eppinger(25) useda combinationof digital
convolutiontheoryand least-squares
approximationtechniquesto predict relativevelocityand deflectionbasedon
accelerometerreadingsfrom side impact$of human cadavers.Eppingerfound a relationshipwhich suggests
that
the magnitudeor severityof the resultingtrauma is not
only the result of the maximum deflection the thorax
experiencesbut also a function of the rate at which the
thoracic deflectionis produced.
In 1975,Fayon et al. (26) investigatedfrontal crash
simulationswith 3 point seatbelts.Resultswerepresented
for 31 cadaversin dynamic tests and 7 other in static
tests.Fayon concludedthat it is not possibleto specify
a tolerancelevel for thorax deflectionwithout specifying
the deflectionspeedwhich the thorax undergoes.
Jonsson(27) exposedanesthetized
rabbitsto controlled
compressionblunt impact on the right side. The results
of this study suggestthat velocity,aswell ascompression,
might be a primary factor in nonpenetratingthoracic
injury mechanisms.
Predominantlyfatal injurieswereob-

served at velosities y 39 fps and input compressionsof
2O-307o,whereascompressionof 50-60% were required
for a lethal outcomeat velocities < 39 fps.
The apparentinjury mechanismwas different for impact velocitiesaboveand belowthe 39 fps impactvelocity
region. In the higher velocity exposuresthe lung lesions
resembledthosefound in blast injury.
Twenty-oneliving and post mortem porcine subjects
were exposedto blunt thoracic impact by GM (20, 28).
The impactor wa$a 46.3 pound masswith a flat contact
surfacetravelingat 9.8 to 34.8fps. The contactinginterface was an unpadded,6-inch-diameterwooden block
with a half-inch edgeradius to preventlocalizingloading
at the perimeter.The GM arguedthat a comprehensive
review of comparativeanatomy betweenthe swine and
man would indicate that the cardiovascular,respiratory,
and thoracic skeletalsystemsof the pig are anatomically
and functionally a good parallel of similar structuresin
man. During the impacts, the force was applied in the
horizontaldirectionthrough the verticallyalignedcontact
block and was centeredmidsagitallyover the sternum.
In their most recent swine experiments(29), the GM
team concludedthat-while chestcompressionis clearly
an important factor relatedto injury in severeblunt thoracic impact-there is a specificrole for velocityas well.
In other words,for a givenlevelof thoraciccompression,
a higher averageloadingvelocityrepresentsa potentially
more damagingexposure.
There is a possiblereasonAV is not a significantindependentvariablefor the Kroell data. Figure 3 shows
the GM swine data, or Viano data, for blunt thoracic
impact. (The weight of the swine varied from 102-154
pounds).The Viano data havepoints of high AV and low
P,zD while the cadaverdata do not.
The Viano data suggestthat the magnitudeof the resulting trauma is not only the result of the maximum
deflectionthe thorax experiencesbut is also a function
of the rate at which the thoracic deflectionis produced.
Finally, chestdeflectionwasusedfor a Highway Safety
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Figure3. GM swinefrontalimpactto the thorax.
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Re*arch Institute (HSRI) study (30) as the indicator of
injury.
The whole of the GM, HSRI, Fayon, Jonsson,and
Eppinger work suggest$that the most appropriatecontinuous injury criteria for frontal impact to the thorax
should be basedon at least two kinematic parameters:
maximum deflectionof the thorax and the rate at which
the thoracic deflectionis produced.
At this time, the bestcontinuousinjury criteia is:
(1) The Neatheryequation
Ars :

r7.4PtD + 0.0313AGE - 5.15

Plus (both part$ are to be usedtogether)

l,'

:l
L

,f

.i

::

J

1

-t
t{umb.6
.2

-3

.,1

,5

,6

.7

Dmb

Alg
I

Figure5. Winquist's
swinefrontalimpectto the abdomen.

use Neatheryequation

if 30 fps g AV < 40 fps,
use Greater of AIS : 3 or Neatheryequation
if 4Ofps < AV < 50 fps,
use Greater of AIS : 4 or Neatheryequation
I

.s

,ii

P/O

(2) The following restriction on the rate at which the
thoracicdeflectionis producedassuggested
by Figure 4 if
AV < 30 fps,

"l
"f

if 50 fps 4 AV,
use Greater of AIS : 5 or Neatheryequation

The duration over which the rate of thoracicdeflection
is calculatedshould not exceed120 msec.
ABDOMEN INJURY CRITERIA-The mechanisms
of injury to variousabdominalorgansare not well understudiesby Stalnakeret al. (31)have
stood.Biomechanical
definedtolerancevaluesor injury severityas function of
parameterinvolvingforcemagnitude,dua dimensionless
ration of impact, massof the impactedsubject,and the
area of contact. Melvin et al. (32) have establisheda
loadingrate sensitivityof the isolatedliver and kidney to
injury. In a recentstudy of closedblunt impactsdelivered
to anesthetizedrabbits, Lau and Viano (33) also dem-
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Figure4. Velocitylayersfor frontalimpactto the thor$(.

onstratedthat injury severity of the liver was velocity
dependent.
One of the earlieststudiesto try to relate kinematic
parameters
to abdominalinjury levelis a 1953report by
Winquist et al. (Discussedin Reference34.).They employed upright seatedswine to examinethe effects of
frontal abdominalimpactsagainstobjectsthat might be
struck in an aircraft cockpit.Theseobject$werea control
wheel, a stick-like protrusion-struck end-on-and a
large, flat surfacesimilar to a radio box. The animals
receivedimpactsin both their midriff and lower abdominal regionsat velocitiesof 20 and 40 fps. All of the high
velocity exposureswere fatal. Thesedata are shown in
Figure 5. Theseswineweighedfrom 95-187pounds.
A regressionanalysisof thesedata results in a lower
correlationcoeffrcientfor AIS asa functionof P/D alone.
This lower correlation coefficientis probably due to
the AIS : I at P/D : .7. The impactorin that event
wasthe stickJikeprotrusion.What may havehappenedas suggestedby the secondauthor of Reference(34) in
personalcommunication-is that the rod went in at a
lower speedand allowed the midriff organsto avoid the
main thrust.
In Reference(35), 15 swine (43-65 pounds)werc exposedto controlled frontal abdominalimpact. The rigid
impactorweighed30 poundsand had a 3-inch-diameter
circular impacting surface.
The swinetest data are shownin Figure 6. Regression
modelsfor this datahavea correlationcoefftcientof about
0.75.
The data for abdominalimpact suggesta dependence
of injury on normalizedabdominalpenetrationand upon
rate of changeof the penetration.The data are not abundant enoughto allow the exact understandingof these
parameters(or of possibleageeffects).
The equationfor abdominalimpact to the HSRI swine
(frontal) and Winquist swine (frontal) showssomesimilarity to the GM work for frontal impact to the thorax.
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of severalproduction steeringa*sembliesvia static componentand dynamicsystemstests.The selectionof steering assemblytypeswasbasedon acquiringa crosssection
ofproduction availabletypesofenergyabsorbers
asshown
in Table 10. Since publication of this paper additional
researchwas conductedin this sameprogram. An improved
dynamic systemstest was developedwhere the
F
completeHybrid III dummy is impactedinto a stationary
assembly.Testswere conductedon four make'stypesof
steering assemblies(Ford Fairmont, Chevy Citation,
Volvo,
and a hybrid type) in the frontal mode at 20 and
,
25 mph and 30"obliqueat 25 mph.
The hybrid steeringassemblywas constructedfrom
componentswhich yieldedthe bestresultsbasedon eadier
testingr a Ford Fairmont column and energy absorber
Figure6. HSRIswinefrontalimpactto the abdomen.
and Volvo steeringwheel.Table I I showsthe resultsof
the dynamic testing.
As discussedpreviously in the biomechanicssection
If the assumption is made that severe injury begins to
and
in References23, 26, and 29, it appearsthat chest
appear after 30 percent normalized total penetration (the
deflection
correlatesbetter with injury than doesspinal
same as in the thorax for frontal impact), then an injury
chest
acceleration
for blunt impact. If this is used as a
criteria can be hypothesized.
performance
criteria,
the hybrid steeringassemblywould
The most appropriate conlinuous injury criteria for fronrank
as
the
best
of
those
tested.
tal abdominal impact are:
Two other innovationsweredevelopedduring this program. A devicewhich useselectricalswitchesto give a
(l)
rough estimateof the areain contactbetweenthe dummy
P/D < . l
AIS:0
and the impactedsurfacewas developedand includedin
. l < P / D <.5
AIS : .15P,/D - 1.5
the later tests. An abdomen form which replacesthe
,5 < P/D
AIS:6
standardinsertwasconstructedof Styrofoamand following impact will show the maximum penetrationof the
plus (both parts are to be used together)
wheel rim, or other componentinto the abdomen.Both
of thesetechniqueswill providemeasurements
which will
(2)
be usefulin determiningthe injury severity.
if
av g 30 fps, use equationin (l) above
This device for measuringcontact area was further
if 30 fps < AV < 4Ofps, use Greater of AIS : 3 or
refined under a NHTSA contract (36) to improve the
equationabove
accuracy. The switching array was expandedto 180
if 40 fps < AV < 50 fps, use Greater of AIS : 4 or
switches,monitoreddiscretely,arrangedon a lB0 square
equationabove
inch area.The discretemethodhasnumerousadvantages
if 50 fps q AV,
use Greater of AIS : 5 or
over the parallel method originally ueedon the device,
equationabove
such as improved electronicaccuracyand the potential
to identify the specificlocationof eachclosedswitch.The
devicewas built into a vest which can be worn over the
The duration over which the rate of thoracic deflection
chest of a dummy. Since the area monitoring method
is calculated should not exceed 120 msec.
useda discreteswitching pattern of I inch squares,the
accuracyofthe deviceis very dependenton both sizeand
shapeof the contactsurface.Basedon geometricanalysis
and static and dynamic te$ting using common shapes
(circles,squares,etc.),the accuracyappearsto vary from
RESEAHCH
RECENTAND CURFIENT
lOVo or less for larger areas (greater than 20 $quare
programs
inches)
up to 307a for small areas(less than 4 rquate
Several
recently completed or currently in
progresswill advanceour understandingof the role of
inches) when suflicient prsssureis applied to close the
the steeringassemblyin causinginjury during an accident. switches.
A computer model has beendevelopedto specifically
A programwhich wasthe subjectof an SAE paperentitled
"Study of SteeringAssembliesfor Evaluationand Rating addressthe unrestraineddriver impacting the steering
of SafetyPerformance"(17) investigatedthe performance assembly in a frontal collision. This model entitled
.r,t
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Tebl€ 10. Steeringcolumntypes.
OtharFeatures

EA
Ball-tube
Convoluted
iacket
Fling-tube
hub
Convoluted
Hookbendsplate

Make/Model

ChevroletCitation
Volvo
FordFairmont
Mercedes
Honda
K-car

Cowl bracket guide
Self-alignedwheel
EA unit in lower column

Table11. Dynamictest results(phasell).
Column
Test No.
2251
2254
2282
2260
2262
2278
2357
2362
2287
2237
2350
2288

Citation
Citation
Citation
Volvo
Volvo
Volvo
Fairmont
Fairmont
Fairmont
Hybrid
Hybrid

Frontal
Frontal
Oblique
Frontal
Frontal
Oblique
Frontal
Frontal
Oblique
Frontal
Frontal

19.8
24.6
24.9
19.0
25.0
24.9
20.0
25.0
25.0
19.7
25.0
25.1

SCORES(SteeringColumn and OccupantResponseSim'
ulation) was the subjectof an SAE paperby Stucki and
Fitzpatrick (37).
As noted in the report more work was neededto val'
idate the model and to add the capability of modeling
occupantimpact with the windshieldand,/orheader.As
part of a larger computer modeling effort which was
awardedin September1982,the first task will be to incorporate the windshield and header into the current
SCORESmodel and to validatetheseadditions'
A program is currently being conductedat NHTSA's
Safety Research Laboratory (SRL) to validate the
cars(Ford Fairmont and
SCORESmodel.Two passenger
ChevroletCitation) wereselectedfor the study.All inputs
for the modelingwill be obtainedfrom availablesources
such as vehicleand dummy specification,through direct
measurementand from testingof dummiesand steering
assemblycomponents.Frontal sled tests at 20 and 25
mph were conductedon both vehicles.The unrestrained
driver dummy is the sameHybrid III which was usedin
These
the componentteststo ensureconsistentresponses'
validation
$tudy'
sled testswill be usedas casesfor the
pre'
comparingdummy and steeringassemblyresponses
responses
dicted by the SCORESmodel to the measured
in the sled tests.

Peak Chest
Acceleration

MaximumChest
Deflection

Maximum

38.4
46.5
35.5
28,7
49.4
40.5
39.7
61.1
50.6
34.0
47.9
36.6

3.1
2.6
20.5
1.6
2.5
1.92
1.6
2.9
2.7
1.6
1.95
1.76

0.94
3.75
3.42
3.50
3.1
2.2
3.05
3.8
1.8
2.5
4.5
1.2

FUTUREPHOJECTS
A project was recentlystartedby the NHTSA to give
a b€tter understandingof harm resulting from steering
assemblyimpact and methodsof alleviatingthe problem.
The following tasks,to be conducted,will contributeto'
wards theseobjectives:
Establishrelationshipbetweeninjury and occupant
and vehicleresponsemeasurements'
B. Extrapolatethis analysisto a nationalrepresentative
accidentenvironmentsuch as that predictedby thc
NASS and/or NCSSfiles'
to reduceinjuries and fa'
C. Proposecountermeasures
will
be
applied
to the predictedaccident
talitieswhich
environment.
D. Analyze the effects of thesecountermeasureson injury and fatality, nationwide and select the most
viable candidatesfor further developmentthrough
sled and crash testing.

A.

The spectrumof accidentswill be those in which an
injury to the occupantwas causedfrom impact with the
steeringassembly.The form of the accidentdata will be
a multi"elementarray of the following parameters:
(a) Body region injured.
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(b) AIS level: I through 6.
(c) VehicleMake/model,1975and later.
(d) Occupantsizeand sex:A maximum of 3 categories
for each.
(e) Principle Direction of Force (PDOF): l l, 12,and I
o'clock.
(f) Object contacted:Other vehicleor fixed object.
(g) Velocitychange:Either 5 or 10mph incrementsfrom
5 to 35 mph.
The SCOREScomputer model will be exercisedfor
eachcell of this matrix, i.e.,for eachmake,/modelvehicle,
occupantsize,and sex,PDOF, objectcontacted,and velocity changeSCORESwill predict responsesfor each
body region (for SCORESthis is limited to head,chest,
abdomen,and femurs).Theseresponses
will be converted
to injury level (AIS) by the applicablebiomechanicalcriteria for the particular body region.The outcomeof this
exercisewill be an AIS level for each cell in the multielementarray.The frequencyofoccurrencecanbeapplied
to eachcell and summedto giveoverallfrequencyof each
AIS level for comparisonwith the actual accidentfile. If
the AIS distributions are not similar between the
SCORESprediction and the actual accident data, adjustmentswill be madeto the SCORESinputs until good
agreementis achieved.
One of the major effofts of this project is to acquire
the inputs necessaryto exerciseSCORESon eachcell of
the matrix. The Transportation SystemsCenter (TSC)
hasresponsibilityfor providing all vehicledimensionsfor
approximately40 post-1974passengercar lines which
account for more thzn 9OVoof the passengercars produced in this period (one car line will generallyinclude
severalmodels).Thesemeasurement$
includedimensions
such as steeringcolumn angle,wheel location, etc., and
force-deflectionpropertiesof the wheel rim and energy
absorberunit in the column.
TSC is alsogeneratingvehiclecrashpulsesfor different
velocity change,PDOFs, and objectcontacted.The final
requirementfor input is the anthropometricand biomechanicalpropertiesofthe variousoccupantsizesfor each
sex.Much of this information currently existsfor certain
sizeoccupantsand may haveto be extrapolatedto other
sizeoccupantsusing engineeringjudgment.
The output of the SCORESmodel will be verified by
checking against results of other models, such as the
MVMA-2D, and sled and crash test results.The input
parameterswill continually be upgradedby this verification processand by the latest biomechanicalcriteria.
One of the primary injury risks to occupantsinvolved
in collisionsis the relativevelocityat which the occupant
strike$interior contactsurfaces.The SCORESoutput will
provide the information, in terms of body part velocities
and responses,
neededto constructrelationshipsbetween
body part response(which can be convertedto an injury
level) and impact velocity. Figure 7 showsthis relation-
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Figure7. Chest/steering
wheelhub impact.

ship for the chestimpactingthe steeringwheelhub, where
the given responsesare the most probableindicatorsof
chestinjury level.This is a preliminary analysisbasedon
severalSCORESruns with a 5fth percentilemale occupant and 1979Volvo dimensionsand properties.Once
relationshipssuch as thesehave been developed,countermea$ures,
which will lower the injury risk, in this case
impact velocity, can be investigatedusing the SCORES
Model.

SUMMARY

1'

The steeringcolumn is responsiblefor producingmore
injuries and fatalitiesthan any other vehiclecomponent:
27Vo of all seriousto fatal (AIS 3-6) injuries. Steering
assemblyimpact with the chest and abdomenaccounts
for over AOVIof all seriousinjuries.
The most appropriate continuous injury criteria for
frontal impact to the thorax are basedon maximum deflection and the rate at which the thorax deflectionis
produced.The most appropriateinjury criteria for abdominal impact are abdominal penetrationand rate of
changeof penetration.
An improveddynamicsystemstest hasbeendeveloped
and the performanceof severalsteeringassemblies
evaluated.
A steeringassemblycomputer model has beendeveloped and is being validated.
We areestablishingthe relationshipbetweeninjury and
occupantand vehiclere$ponsemeasurements,
investigating countermeasures,
and analyzingthe effectsof these
countermeasures
on injury reduction.
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A Study on the Ride-Down Evaluation
HIROSHIKATOHand RYOJINAKAHAMA
Passenger
Car Engineering
Center
Mitsubishi
MotorsCo.,Ltd,
ABSTRACT

3667
v

The injury of occupantsrestrainedby seatbelt is dominantly affectedby the vehiclecrash characteristicsand
seat belt effectiveness.Matching both performancesis
essentialin attainingoccupant'ssafetywith most reasonable weight and cost.
Hitherto the effrciencyof occupant'senergy disposal
has beenevaluatedin terms of a conceptof Ride-Down,
a ratio of energyabsorbedvicariouslyby the vehicleto
the occupant'sinitial kinetic energy.
This long establishedidea,however,hasa certainlimit
for further analysis.In this paper, a new method of assessingrelativeeffectiveness
of vehiclestructureand seat
belt systemis proposedto enableto attain a balanced
approachas a whole.
The Ride-Down efficiencyis decomposedto one that
concernsvehicle structure and the other that relatesto
restraint system.The former is determinedas relative
Ride-Down effrciencywhen the simulatedsystemof the
vehicleis subjectedto collision with a standardrestraint
system.The latter is obtainedin the relation of conventional and the newly obtainedmethod.
The two-way Ride-Down approachpavesthe way to
indicating straightforwardlythe most effectivedirection
in which occupantprotectionis harmoniouslyattainedin
eachvehicledesign.

INTRODUCTION
The trend toward smallercar and weight reductionof
automobileshas progressedincreasinglyto saveenergy
and material.

To make down-sizing and safety compatible, it is well
known to be important to utilize Ride-Downphenomena
effectively.
Many studies(Refs. l-8) have been made regarding
what kind ofvehicle crashcharacteristicsor seatbelt one
can decreaseoccupantinjury with.
However,there seemsno study to clarify the effectof
seatbelt and vehiclecrashcharacteristicson Ride-Down
efficiency.It is diffrcult to separatethe effectof seatbelt
and that of vehiclebody, since Ride-Down phenomena
consistof a combinedeffect of vehicle crash characteristics and seatbelt ones.
Here an idea, which we call "Ride-Down index," is
introducedand utilizied for safetydesignto evaluateeach
effectof vehiclebody and seatbelt separately.

RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN
RIDE-DOWN
EFFICIENCY
AND PASSENGER
CHESTDECELERATION
Figure I showsthe macrosocopicmodel of vehiclecollision againstfixed barrier. K is a spring which denotes
seatbelt and is assumedconstant.
Passenger
energyabsorptionis written in equation(l).
l/ZMYoz = M)'(rdX, + l/2 K (Xr - Xr)'

whereM
!o

+,

xr
x2
K

(l)

Passenger
mass
Velocity at collision
Passenger
deceleration
Passengerdisplacemcnt
Vehicle displacement
$pring constantof seatbelt

The first term of right hand of equation(l) denotes
the energywhich vehiclebody vicariouslyabsorbsand is
generallycalled Ride-Down energy.The rate of RideDown energyto initial passengerkinetic energy(l/2 M
Vo') is called Ride-Down effrciency.That is
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Figure 1. Macroscopicmodel of collision.

Figure2. Passenger
chestG and Flide-Down
efficiency.

Ride-Downenergy:

Figure 3(A), where spring rate K is constantand initial
slack 6o is chosenas a parameterof seatb€lt characteristics.Besidesvehiclecrashcharacteristicsare definedby
sinewavedecelerationtime history shownin Figure 3(B),
and maximumdecelerationGm is selectedasa parameter
of vehiclebody characteristics.Becausethe collision velocity is constant(35 mph), Gm.Tt becomesconstant.
In this simplemodel,Ride-Downeffrciencyqt becomes
a function of two variables(Gm, 6o).In order to obtaiu
eacheffect of vehiclebody and seatbelt, we keep either
"Ride-Down
Gm or 6oconstantand vary the other.Then
index of vehiclebody" 4v is for conveniencedeflrnedas
"Ridea function of Gm (while 6u : const.).Similarly

rXffi

E:I'M)i,dx,

(2)

.lo

Ride-Down efficiency:

f'^tli,dx,

t

n':y2yJffir
where Xrmax : Maximum vehicledisplacement
Furthermore. it is well known that Ride'Down effi'
ciencyis closelyrelatedto occupantinjury value.Figure
2 showsthis relationshipbetweenRide-Down efftciency
chestdecelerationof frontal collision tests
and passenger
at 35 mph. Here Ride-Down efftciencyis calculatedaccording to equation(2) where t, is replacedwith fore
and aft componentofpassengerchestdeceleration.These
data are basedon 35 mph collision tests performedon
variousvehiclessince 1978as a part of NCAP (New Car
AssessmentProgram) by NHTSA (National Highway
Traflic SafetyAdministration) in U.S.A.
Figure 2 clearly indicatesthe relationshipthat passenas Ride-DownefTiciency
ger chestdecelerationdecreases
increases.
However,sinceRidc-Down efficiency,asshown in Figure I and equation(2), is the result of a combinedeffect
of both vehiclebody and seatbelt, eacheffectcannotbc
estimatedseparately.But from the standpointof safety
design,if eacheffectof vehiclebody and seatbelt can be
estimatedindependently,it is very useful.

INDEX''
INTRODUCTION
OF "RIDE-DOWN
Consideringthe collisionmodel shownin Figure 1, we
assumethat seat belt has the characteristicsshown in
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Figure3. Conditionsusedfor calculation.
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Down index of seatb€lt" tb is deflrnedas a function of
6o (while Gm : const.).That is
Ride-Down effrciency
Ride-Down index of
vehiclebody
Ride-Down index of
seatbelt

ORIGII{AL
VEHICI.E

4t : /(Dq, Gm)
4v : /(60", Gm); Dog
: const. (5 mm)

CMSHTTSI

(3)

qb : /(8* Gmu); Gmu
: const.(l7G)

SII'IULATION
CALCULATION

where
8o : seatbelt slack
60" : the slack of the standardseatbelt (5 mm)
Gm : maximum vehicledeceleration
Gmu: maximum vehicledecelerationof the standard
vehicle(17 c)
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The value of Suu,Gmu is selectedpractically as the most
optimum value after various attemptswere made.
Then, simulationcalculationresultsin the constant4t
curvesshownin Figure 4. Now 4t is dividedinto 4b and
4v. Thereforewe can estimateeacheffectof vehiclebody
and seat belt on the Ride-Down effrciencyTt, and the
most cost-benefitdirectionon the improvementof Tt can
be indicated.The changein 4t due to the variation in 4v
or r1bcan be respectivelyestimatedusing Figure 4. For
example,in caseof 4t : SOToand r1b : 40To, r1vis
shown to be large,about 807o.Thereforeto increase4t,
it seemsmore practical to improve r;b rather than 4v.
On the other hand,incaseof 4t : 307o,qv : 4OVo,it
seemsbetter to improve 4v rather than qb.
Figure 5 showsthe flow chart of actual improvement
method.

VEH
I I'lPR{]VED
I CLE

Figure5, Flow chart of improvementmethod.

THH METHODTO OBTAINrb AND rv lN
ACTUALTEST

Figure4. Constantvalue lines of 4t.

First, 4t is obtained from actual test data by substituting the fore and aft component of passenger chest
deceleration ur j(, into equation (2).
In order to obtain 4v, two-dimensional simulation
model shown in Figure 6 is used. Here seat belt characteristics shown in Figure 7 are applied for all vehicles,
and for vehicle crash characteristics. vehicle deceleration
time history of the actual test is used. Then 4v is obtained.
Two-dimensional simulation model is used here instead
of one-dimensional model shown in Figure I becausethe
chest deceleration can be calculated in two-dimensional
model. Then 4v using the chest deceleration in two-dimensional simulation becomes comparable with 4t substituting the chest deceleration measured in actual test as
described above.
Accordingly 4b can be known when 4t, Tv are plotted
on Figure 4. Now the effect of vehicle crash characteristics
and seat belt characteristics on Ride-Down efficiency in
actual test can be obtained separately.
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Figure8. Seatbeltslackand 4b.
Figure6. Two-dimensionalsimulationmodel.

Here a considerationmutt be gtven to the fact that 4v
and 4b are not really independent,so evaluationby r;v
and 4b are not absolutebut relative.However,within the
scopeofactual vehiclecollision,4v and 4b areconsidered
to be ofpractical signifrcance
in evaluatingeachfunctions
of the variousvehiclesrelatively.
4b can be approximatelyobtained by the following
simplemethod.As we take 8oas a parameterof seatbelt
characteristics,consider the seat belt slack 6,*, which
indicatesrelativedisplacementbetweenpassenger
and vehicle when shoulderbelt load reaches100kg (220 lb.).

data are classifiedbasedon whether the vehicle passed
injury criteria of FMVSS 208 or not"
To passinjury criteria, qt Z 507obecomesa necessary
condition.
Furthermore,improvementdirection and quantity can
be easily obtained from Figure 9. For example,4v of
vehicleA is almost the sameas that of vehicleB, but 4b
is considerablydifferent and as a result vehicleB could
not passinjury criteria. If vehicleB were equippedwith
the sameseat belt as vehicle A, vehicle B could be expectedto passthe criteria. Keeping4b at the samevalue,
and increasingTv up to 83Vo,a similar resultcould be
expected.

S,*: relativedisplacementbetweenpassenger
and vehicle
when shoulderbelt load reaches100kg (220 lb.).

EXAMPLE
OF ACTUALIMPROVEMENT

Here 6,* is choseninsteadof 8oin Figure 3(A), because
it is diffrcult to obtain Soin actual test.
Figure 8 showsthe relationshipbetweenrlb and D,*.
It canbe saidthat they aremutually related.From Figure
8, r1bcan be approximatelyobtainedif 6100
is known.

Figure l0 showsa result of improvementon vehicleC1
in Figure 9. As t1v of vehicleC1 is relativelyhigh, im-

o C0tiPLIED
lllTH It{JURy
CFTITERIA
r fl(]r C0HPLIID

APPLICATION
TO TESTDATA
Figure 9 shows the summary of qv, 4b for various
vehiclessubjectedto NCAP crash testsat 35 mph, The

c0'lPLL,l{CE
LIirilI
(2t =stlz)

200
300
5TR0xI

400t0t (r
5rh0(E

Figure7. Seat belt characteristicsused for calculation.

Figure9. Test data anangedby 4v and 4b.
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Figure12. Exampleimprovedby increasing
bothtv and4b
(D, and D"<ar in Figure8).

provementof 4b was made.In original test (C,) 8rm :
120mm and 4b : 57Vo.To passinjury criteria, 4b must
be increasednp to 75Yoand seatbelt slack 6,* must be
shortenedby about 60 mm from Figure 8. Thereforeseat
belt retractor was modified to minimize the spool-effect

or spool-outdue to squeezedwinding around the spool,
and the favorableresult (C') is obtained.
Figure l l alsoshowsthe exampleof seatbelt improvement on anothervehicleat 30mph collision.
Figure l2 shows the caseof improvementmade on
as
both vehiclebody and seatbelt. This caseis expressed
vehicleD, (original) and D, (improved)in Figure 9.
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Figure13. Exampleimprovedby increasingboth 4v and 4b
(at 30 mph).
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vehiclebody on the Ride'Down efftciency(4t) is proposed.
(3) The vehiclecrashcharacteristicscan be evaluatedby
Ride-Down index of vehiclebody (4v) which is obtainedby usingthe mathematicalsimulationwith the
standardseatbelt.
(4) The seatbelt characteristics
canbe evaluatedby RideDown index of seat belt (qb) which is obtainedby
usingthe mathematicalsimulationwith the standard
vehiclebody.
(5) By using4b and 4v, the problemof which sideand
how much improvementof vehiclebody and seatbelt
should be madeis easilyclarified.This idea of RideDown index is practically useful for safetydesign.
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both4v and4b
Figure14. Exampleimproved
by increasing
(at 30 mph).
Figures 13 and 14 also show the test results of the
similar improvementmadeon both vehiclebody and seat
belt. Generally,if the basebody structureis unchanged,
it seemsvery hard to increase4t without changingthe
front side memberlayout largelY.

CONCLUSION
(l) Ride-Down efficiency qt has a close relation to the
occupant injury value in the vehicle frontal collision.
(2) The new idea to separate the effect of seat belt and

Optimlzing Knee Heetralnt Characteristlcsfor lmpr6ved

Air Bag SystemPerformanceof a $mall Car
HIDEOTAKEDAandSABUROKOBAYASHI
HondaR&DCo.,Ltd. 1
ABSTRACT

J ( E.r--

The two known systems for restraining vehicle occupants in a crash situation are the seat belt and the air
bag. A series of head-on crash tests against a barrier
indicated that these restraining devices present widely
different G waveforms for the chest of a dummy seated

behindthe steeringwheelasthe crashpulsebecomesmore
severe.The dummy chest,when restrainedby a seatbelt,
showeda gentle G waveform,while with an air bag, it
presentedanotherwaveformwith unusualspikes.
An analysisof the test findings revealsthat spikesin
chest G are alwaysaccompaniedby similar spikesin G
for the pelvis.It was found that this is attributableto a
substantialshock when the dummy's upper leg contacts
that the existing
the moldedpelvicstructure.This suggests
dummy might havesomestructural deficiency.This con-
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tact occurswhen the restrainingforce for the upper torso
of the dummy is much lessthan that for the pelvis.
An air bagwasusedto restrainthe driver's uppertorso
and a knee restraint to hold the pelvis. The restraining
forcefor the uppertorsowaslimited by the characteristics
ofthe bag.Therefore,useofa softerkneebolsterappeared
to be the only availablealternativefor keepingthe upper
and lower restrainingforceswell-balanced.
Another seriesof crash tests was conductedon an
improved air bag systemusing softer knee bolsters.The
findings indicate that the improved system can allow
gentleG waveformsevenwith severecrashpulsesdespite
the shortcomingof the existingdummy.
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Figure2. Seatbelt-restrained
driverdummychestG.

INTRODUCTION
A seriesof head-onerash tests againsta barrier was
conductedto developa suitableair bag for small cars.
When the vehiclecrashspeedwasincreasedfrom 30mph
to 35mphand the vehicle$tructuremodifiedaccordingly,
unusualspikesbeganto appearfrequentlyin chestG for
the driver sidedummy. Available data were analyzedby
variousmethodsto find why such spikesoccur and how
they could be precluded.This report discussesthe researchefforts that have successfullysolvedthe chest G
spike problem.

AIR BAG/SEATBELT-RESTFIAINED
DRIVERCHESTG
Figures I and 2 presenttypical chestG for the driver
dummy restrainedby two alternativemethods-an air
bag and a seatbelt-in 30mphand 35mphhead-oncrash
testsagainsta barrier.The dummy chest,whenrestrained
by a seat belt, continuedto show a gentle G waveform
with no appreciablechangeevenif the crash speedwas
increasedto 35mph,while with an air bag, it presented
another waveform with unusual spikesat 35mph crash
speed.

CONCEIVABLE
CAUSESOF UNUSUAL
CHESTG SPIKES
Initially, we simply auributed the unusual spikes in
chestG to inadequateenergy-absorbing
capabilityof the
air bag system.Thereforea variety of techniqueswere
developedto increasethe energy-absorbing
capabilityincludingthe useofa largerair bag,increasedgasgenerator
capacity, and a longer stroke for the energy-absorbing
column. None of them resultedin any appreciableimprovement.
Longitudinal, vertical, and lateral G traceswere separatelyanalyzedin relationto the positionof the dummy
from high speedfilms.The analysisrevealedthat a vertical
G spike always appearedimmediatelyprecedinga longitudinal G spike.The findingsled to the assumptionthat
unusualspikesin chestvertical G createbig longitudinal
G with high peaksand deep valleys.(SeeFig. 3.) The
dummy'sbehaviorwascarefullyexaminedwith particular
attentiongivento the movementof its pelvisbecausethis
regionis the only conceivablesourceofvertical G input.
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Figure 1. Air bag-restraineddriver dummy chest G.
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Figure3. Typical measuredchest G with unusualspike.
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MajorFactorsof LargeHip JointBending

As shown in Figure 4, it was found that the vertical
G for the pelvis has similar spikes as those in the
chest vertical G.
Figure 5 showsanotherimportant finding: thesespikes
occur when the hip joints reach their maximum angle
due to the upper leg segmentsfirmly contacting the
moldedpelvic structure.Unlike the dummy, we can bend
over until our thighs touch the abdomen.This suggests
that the existingdummy might have somestructural deficiency.'Theimpact occurringunder this condition is
presumablytransmitted to the chest through the steel
cable which forms the central core of the lumbar spine
as shown in Figure 5.

In our crash tests on air bag systems,the dummy's
uppertor$owasrestrainedby an air bag,while pelviswas
heldby a kneebolster.The sharpbendingofthe hipjoints
is attributable to a large differencebetweenthese two
system$in developingrestrainingforce. (SeeFig. 6.)
The air bag cannot develop a restraining force as
quickly as the knee bolster sincethe gas inside the bag
has to be compressedby the dummy to someextent to
producea suffrcientreactionforce,The differencebetween
thesesystems'initial restrainingforcespermitsthe upper
torso of the dummy to move forward substantiallymore
than the lower part in a crashsituation.This is probably
why the hip joints bend sharply.
As noted earlier, unusual spikesin chest G beganto
appear after the vehicle crash speedwas increasedto
35mphand the vehiclestructurestiffenedas required,In
other words. a crash of a stiffer vehicle structure at a
speed5mph faster than the previous level reducedthe
crash pulse duration. As the crash pulse becomesmore
severe,the imbalancein restrainingforces betweenthc
air bag and knee bolster systemsbecomesgreater.This
is a significantfactor affectinghip joint bending.

RESEAHCH
TO REDUCE
EFFORTS
CHESTG SPIKES

to ReduceHip Joint
Systemlmprovements
Bending(Table1)

pelvisG.
Figure4. Typicalmeasured

ChestG spikesmight occur,as notedearlier,when the
dummy'ship joints are bent to the utmostlimit. It was
assumedthereforethat the spikescould be removedsimply by reducingthe extent to which the hip joints bend
in a crash test.

The following paragraphsdiscussthe systemimprove
ments we made to reduce sharp hip joint bending and
the problemswe facedin working out suchimprovements.
Severalattemptsweremadeto improvethe unfavorable
characteristicsof the air bag in developinga restraining
force. Theseimprovementeffofts included the use of a
larger bag and increasedgasgeneratorcapacityfor faster
bag deployment.As discussedearlier, however,a series
of testsrevealedthat none of thesechangesresultedin
any appreciableimprovementand at the sametime tended
to increaseair bag deploymentnoise.
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Table1. Causesand remediesof sharphip jointbending.

Causes
I

1

Problems

Remedies

lnadequateair bag capability

Useof a largerbag and

I-argernoisesduringbag

to qurckJydevelopa

fasterdeployment

deployment

restraininsforce

svstem

forceof
Greaterrestrainrng
thekneebolster

Reductionof theknee
bolster's
restrainlng
forceby increasing
its crush

We concluded that the only available means to ensure
well-balanced restraining forces for the upper and lower
parts of the dummy would be to reduce the knee bolster's
restraining force. Our improvement efforts were then concentrated on the development of a modified knee bolster.

KNEEBOLSTERMODIFICATION
A seriesof 35mphhead-oncrashtestsagainsta barrier
usinga buck wasconductedwith kneebolstersof different
hardnesslevelsand sizesinstalled at different distances
from the occupant.The findings may be summarizedas
follows: As shown in Figure 7, a greater forward displacement of the pelvis results in lower chest G. In
other words. favorable results can be achievedif the
knees sink deeper into the bolster. However, when a
smaller, harder knee bolster is used to minimize the
required spaceand is installed farther away from the
occupant to allow a greater forward displacementof
the pelvis, spikesin chest G still occur if the bolster's
collapsingload exceedsa 1400 lb. level in femur load
equivalent. A knee bolster installed closer to the occupant to immediately produce a restraining force
also fails to preclude chest G spikes becauseit stops

passenger
Reduced
leg
spacein a small
automobile

the forward movement of the dummy's pelvis too
early and causessharp hip bending. These findings
suggest that a satisfactory solution to the chest G
spike problem requiresthe use of a larger, softer knee
bolster which has a much smaller collapsing load
than the allowable femur load limit as specified in
FMVSS 208. The knee bolster must be installed at a
proper distancefrom the occupant to allow sufficient
forward displacementof the pelvis.
Figure I shows typical examplesof chest G curves
recordedat ayeragefemur loads of 1720lb., 1350 lb.,
and 1100 lb. As is apparent from the diagram, vertical chest G spikesbecomesmaller, reducing the maximum resultant chest G. as femur load decreases.
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Figure7. Pelvisforwarddisplacement

Figure8. Typicalchest G with differentfemur load.
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Figure9. Etfects of knee bolster modilicationon chest G.

Figure10. Requiredseatpositioning.

FULL-SCALE
CHASHTESTS

bag system that produced good results. Unusual spikes
in chest G traces appearing when the dummy's hip joints
are bent to the utmost limit are very likely to occur in
small automobilesthat have $everecrash pulses.The improvement of the restraint system discussedin this report
required the use of a larger knee bolster. Therefore the
front seats had to be moved rearward to give the driver
suffrcient leg spaceto freely to operate the control pedals.
This unfavorably affected the interior layout of the car
as the rear leg space was reduced substantially. (Fig, 10)
Installing an air bag system in an existing small vehicle
design will drastically impact its basic layout and utility.

Somefull-scalecrash testswere performedto demonstratethe effectsofthe aboveremediesfor chestG spikes.
Figure 9 shows the chest G traces recorded before
and after the improvementswere made in the knee
bolster. As expected,the results are similar to those
of the buck tests; no unusual spikesappearedin chest
G. The improved restraint systemproducedacceptable
head and chestG and femur loads in a 35 mph head-on
crash test againsta barrier. (SeeTable 2.)

CONCLUSION
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On the Optlmum Parameter$of a Seat Belt Pre-loadingDevice

HAYAOHIRAIANd
KOJIKURIMOTO,
SUGAWARA
TSUTOMU
Toyo KogyoCo.,Ltd.
ABSTRACT
The effectivenessof occupant restraint system is generally reducedas the impact velocityof vehicleincreases.
The addition of a pre-loadingdeviceto seatbelt system
hasbeenproposedas one ofuseful measuresto this kind
of degradations.
This paperproposesthe optimumselectionof activation
time and level of load produced by the assumedpreloadingdevicein caseof 2-point diagonalseatbelt system
with kneebolster on the frontal impact at 40mph.
The two dimensional,five massoccupantmathematical
model is developedand the validation of the model is
carried out by adjustingvariousparameter$of the model
in comparisonof the simulatedresultswith thoseof the
actual sled test, where a typical pre-loading device is
employed.
The set of optimum parametersof pre-loadingdevice
is derived in relation to the level of HIC (head injury
criteria) and the displacementof occupantthrough the
computersimulation of this kinematic model.

PHEFACE
On frontal collision at higher impact speed, so called
"spool out" and additional elongation of the webbing
reduce the restraint capability of seat belt system with
retracting device. As one of the measures to avoid this,
a pre-loading device is proposed which retracts a certain
length of webbing during the first few milliseconds of a
crash (l).
The effectivetressof preJoading device, in correspondence to a target velocity where its maximum effectiveness
is obtainable, varies substantially depending on such parameters as its activation time and the level of load produced. In this respect, this paper discussesthe selection
of these optimum parameters at the impact velocity of 40
mph, as the improvements of the restraint capability could
be attainable with tather conventional manner below this
speed.
As a typical case, a Z-point diagonal $eat belt system
with knee bolster is considered, where the anchorage locations are selected based on a certain 4-door sedan. [n
addition, the vehicle deceleration profile selectedis a halfsine curve simulating a result of actual crash test of the
vehicle that does not tend to undergo a large peak de-

compatrmentaround the end
celerationin the passenger
of vehicledeformation.
The conventionalanthropomorphicdummy is treated
as a two dimensional,five mass mathematicalmodel,
whose validation is made as follows. First, various parametersof the mathematicalmodelareadjustedto obtain
agreementwith the actual sled test results,for the case
where the dummy is restrainedby the 2-point diagonal
seatbelt without preJoadingdevice.Second,the results
by the computer simulation with the parametersthus
determinedand thoseby the actualsledtestarecompared
for the casewhere the preJoading device is activated,
resultingthat the computedresultsarein goodagreement
with test results.Then, computer simulationsare made
to find the optimum parametersfor the preJoadingdevice, employing the mathematicalmodel of the aforementionedcharacteristics.

MATHEMATICAL
MODELING
GeneralDescription
A two dimensional, five mass model is employed, the
schematic of which is shown in Figure l, since a dummy
makes a virtually two dimensional movements on frontal
collision, and a modeling of unnecessarily complicated
design would make characterization and input to the
model excessivelycomplex. Here, the front seat pa$senger
is dealt, since it is generally diffrcult for the driver to
avoid impact against the steering wheel, making it necessaryto consider the energy absorption ofsteering $ystem
by the occupant.
This mathematical model is provided with toe board,
$eat, and knee bolster. These surfaces are to make interaction with parts of the dummy expressed as circular
segments,generating friction force on contact. The characteristics of seat belt are mathematically adjusted on two
dimensional plane by designating the relative anchorage
locations and the actual elongation of the webbing. The
seat belt on the mathematical model is to contact with
the dummy model at two points, generating friction force
at respective point.

DummyCharacteristics
inertial,andjoint charBy referringto the geometric,
acteristics of Part 572 Hybrid II dummy described in
publications (2-3), and by conducting some measurement$, dummy characteristic$ are determined. The neck
joint characteristic, as a representative example, is shown
in Figure 2, where the torque versus rotational movement
is nonlinearly represented with angular velocity depend-
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Figure 1. Schematicof mathematicalmodel.

ent hysteresis.Similar approachesare madein determining the characteristicsof other joints.

The knee bolster is representedby a plate, where the
force versus deflection is nonlinearly representedwith
hysteresis.A typical characteristicis shown in Figure 4,

Characteristicsof Restraint Components
The seatcushionis representedby a plate on two verone of which is fixed at the
tical nonlinear resistances,
plate.
front end of the
The other is connectedat the
hip,
makingit possibleto move'
bottom of the dummy's
with
the
hip
displacement.
Thesecharacteristics,
forward
whosetypical examplesare shown in Figure 3, are determined by pressingthe seat cushion with hip-shaped
ram.
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Figure2. Representative
neckjoint characteristic.

Figure3. Representative
seat cushion(rearpart) charac.
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Figure5. Representative
seat belt systemcharacteristics.

0

Device
Seat Belt Systemwith Pre-loading
As a result of the aforementionedmathematicalcomputation for the casewithout pre-loadingdevice,the time
sequencecan be plotted on the load versuselongation
characteristicsof a seatbelt systemas shown in Figure
7. Respectivetime on the plot is utilized to specifythe
activation time of a pre-loadingdevice.Once this acti-

knee bolstercharacteristic.
Figure4. Representative

which is determined by pressing a knee-shapedram on a
knee bolster.
The load versus elongation characteristics of the seat
belt webbing between upper and lower anchorages is also
nonlinearly represented with hysteresis. This characteristic is determined as the combination of the following
three characteristics, whose typical example is shown in
Figure 5:

Head

-Elongation

characteristic of seat belt webbing is determined by the method stipulated in FMVSS 209.
-The "spool out" of seat belt webbing taken up in the
retractor is determined by measuring the actual spool
out characteristics.
-Deflection characteristic of chest on interaction with
seat belt at Part 572 Hybrid II dummy is determined
by such method as described in the literature (4).

displacement

-
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- - Simulation
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MODEL
VALIDATIONOF MATHEMATICAL
Head resultantacceleration

Seat Belt SystemWithoutPre-loadingDevice
----

A computer simulation is executed at 33.5 mph with
the aforementioned characteristics, resulting smaller head
displacement and larger HIC value compared to actual
sled test results at the same velocity. The reason for this
is substantially because, in actual test, the dummy's rotational movement toward sideways causes the head to
move forward. whose effects is not taken into account on
this mathematical model.
To compensate this inconsistency the elongation characteristic of the seat belt is partially adjusted. As the
consequence, the computation yields results in good
agreement with those by the actual test, as shown in

(HtC 60g)
T6st
Simulation (HlC s77)

Figure6. Comparison
of the resultsbetweensimulationand
test (withoutpre-loading
device).
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Figure 7. Representative seat belt syctem characteristics
(with and without pre-loadingdevice).

vation time and a particular extraction force produced by
a pre-loadingdeviceare specified,the characteristiccurve
is shifted along the horizontal axis as the elongation increasesin correspondencewith the load.
This procedure is used to provide the load versus elongation characteristics ofthe seat belt system with a given
pre-loading device of speciflrcparameters.Figure 7 also
presents an example of the characteristics of the case
where the activation time is 15 msec and the extraction
force is 150 ke.
To compare the results by computation with those by
experiment, an actual sled test is run at 36.3 mph, where
a typical pre-loading device which produces the maximum
load of 150 kg is installed as shown in Figure I and
activated at 15 msec. Then, Computer Simulation with
the aforementionedparametersis executedat 36.3 mph,
where a half-sine acceleration profile similar to the actual
crash pulse for the test above is set as shown in Figure
9. The results thus obtained show in good agreementwith
those by the actual sled test, some typical examples of
which are shown in Figure 10.

50
Time-msec
Figure9. Crashpulse.
the shadedhorizontal lines which impliesthe target HIC
headdisplacement
leveland the permissible
shortof contacting a forward interior object. Here, the target HIC
level is specifiedat 800 and the permissiblehead displacementis set at 600 mm, assumingprobablecontact
with the instrumentpanelbeyondthis value.
Sincethis simulationmodelis madewithoutinstrument
panel, the calculatedHIC level registeredis low, even
when head displacementexceededthe permissiblelevel.
In actualsituations,however,a higherlevelas shownby
brokenline in FigureI I wouldbe assumed
to result,once
when the head is brought into $trong contact with the
it is importantto hold
instrumentpanel.Consequently,
to belowthe permissiblelevel.
the headdisplacement
It is observed,in Figure 11, that both HIC and head
displacementare decreasedas the activation time is reducedand the load ofthe pre-loadingdeviceis increased.

Head

disolacemeni

"s
:

Test
- - -- Sinlulation
Foward disolac€|D€fit{nln

OPTIMUMPARAMETERS
AT 40 MPH

E

Computer $imulations at 40 mph are carried out with
various combinations of activation time and load of the
preJoading device,thus to clarify the influenceof parameters on HIC level and head displacement,the results of
which are shown in Figure 11. Figure ll also indicates

E
c
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F
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(HlC 3C3)
Test
S i m u l a t i o n( H l C 4 5 2 )

Figure 10. Comparisonof the results between simulation
and test (with pre.loadingdevice).

Flgure8. Schematicof pre.loadlngdevice installation.
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First, the accelerationprofile at 36.3 mph, as shown
in Figure 9, was doubly integratedwith respectto time,
resulting the force versus deformation characteristic.
Then assumingonedimensional,onemassand onespring
model whosespring rate is given by the abovementioned
characteristics,the accelerationproftle at 25 mph is ob'
tained as responseof the masson impacting the model
into the flrxedbarrier at 25 mph. Generally,the activation
time of pre-loadingdevicecomesto be rather late as the
impact velocity of the vehicle decreases'In this case,it
is assumedto be 25 msec rather arbitrarily, since the
precisevalue dependson the specifltcsensingdevicefor
the preJoadingdevice.
With this assumptionand load producedby the preloading deviceto be 220 kg as before,a computer sim'
ulation is executedat 25 mph. It is demonstratedas the
result that the pre-loadingdeviceis still effectivein re'
ducing HIC and head displacementat 25 mph, too, as
shown in Figure 12, thus indicating that the parameters
specifiedfor 40 mph would have no adverseeffectsin
low speedcollisions.
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deviceat 40 mphsimof pre-loading
Figure11. Influences
ulation.
However,there is restriction againstthe load parameter
to keep the HIC and the head displacementunder the
respectivepermissiblelevels.Namely, it is said that the
number of rib fracturesincreasesas the load produced
by seatbelt increases,and there is an instancewhere rib
fracture was sufferedat as low a shoulderload as 200 kg
or $o, accordingto testsusing human cadavers(5)' and
the higherload producedby inadvertentactivationof the
pre-loadingdevicecould lead to driver's error in vehicle
operation.There is also restrictionagainstthe activation
time to maintain the sensingreliability.
Thus, in the exampleaited, it is consideredthat the
load producedby the preJoadingdeviceshould be held
to below 220 kg. With this condition,the activationtime
is required to be lessthan 15 msec,as shown in Figure
11,to meetthe targetof both HIC and headdisplacement.

(t) A two dimensional,ftve massmathematicalmodel
can be usedeffectivelyto estirnatesuch responseas HIC
and head displacementoccurring at actual impact test.
(2) The computer simulation is an effectivetool to
determinethe optimum parametersof a pre-loadingdevice with respectto activation time and load. This approach could be applicableto various types of seatbelt
system,anchoragelocationswhich vary with vehiclegeometric features,and vehiclebody deformationcharacteristics.
(3) On the simulated4-door front drive car presumed
to suffer deformationat an impact velocity of 40 mph,
the optimum parametersof the preJoading device are
proposedto be activation time of 15 msec and load of
220 kg.

l--]
ffi

witnout Prs-lffidrnE dsvice
*'tn

pre-l€drn9 devrcs ol optrmam perameters at 4omph

AT LOW SPEED
PERFORMANCE
Computer simulation is executed on an impact velocity
of, as an example, 25 mph, to observe the feasibility of
the pre-loading device with the optimum parameters obtained at 40 mph. The sled acceleration profile for the
above-mentioned 40 mph was rearranged to that for 25
mph as follows.

Figure 12. SWimulatedeffect of pre-loadingdevice at 25
mpn.
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(4) The aforementionedoptimum parametersobtained
from the computersimulationsseemto have no adverse
effectsat lower speedcollisionsand to be still effective
in reducingHIC level and head displacement.
Thus it is observedthat the pre-loadingdeviceis effectiveto the extentof a typicalfrontal collisionstudied'
To put it into practicalapplication,however,further extensive technical developmenthas yet to be made, in
on suchareasaselimadditionof consumeracceptability,
at activationof exploination of occupant'suneasiness
sives,sensingreliability for the activationonly when it is
necessary,
and ensuringreliabilityof the complexsystem'
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ItlathematlcalModelsfor the Assessmentof PedestrianProtectlon
Provided by a Gar Contour
andJ. vanWIJK
J. WISMANS
ResearchInstitutefor RoadVehiclesTNO
Delft,The Netherlands
SUMMAHY
Injuries sustainedby pedestrians$truck by the front of
cars are dependenton the proflrleand the local stiffness
characteristicsof the vehicle.MathematicalCrashVictim
models,if well-validated,could providea suitablemethod
of pedestrianprotection provided by
for the assessment
different car contours.
In this presentation,first a review will be given of a
number of existingpedestrianmodelsalong with the as'
sociatedvalidation $tudies.On the basis of this review
and resultsof recentaccidentanalysisstudiesa seriesof
pedestrianmodels with varying complexity were developed using the Crash Victim Simulation Program MADYMO.
The predictions of these models are comparedwith
experimentalresults for two impact velocitiesand the
reliability with respectto their complexityis discussed.

risk of being fatally injured in a road accident as a car
occupant. [n recent years trafftc safety research has concentrated more and more on the problem of pedestrian
accidents.
Since the end of 1980 three research institutes: Bundesanstalt fiir Strassenwesen(BASI), Organisme National
de S6curit6 Routidre (ONSER) and the Research Institute
for Road Vehicles (IW-TNO) have co-operated in the
field of pedestrian safety. The aim of this study is to
propo$e a standardized test methodology that can be applied to pedestrian safety tests carried out for research or
for compliance testing of passengercars.
A part of this project was the formulation of a math'
ematical model of a pedestrian during an impact. Several
advantages of mathematical models are the exact reproducibility of a simulation, the absenceof measuring probin
lems and the possibility to conduct sensitivity-analyses
a simple, rapid and inexpensive way.
This study was conducted with the MADYMO program package, developed at the Research Institute for
Road Vehicles TNO, Delft, The Netherlands. A descrip
tion of this package,along with several examplesof applications can be found in (l l). The main features of this
package can be summarized as follows:
-a

INTRODUCTION

compact FORTRAN source which can be implemented on small computer systems;
2D and a 3D option;
a
-a variable number of linkage systems;

Pedestrianssre among the moct wlnerable trafftc participants.A pedestrianruns more than twice as high a
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-s ssf of standardforce interaction routines;
----€asyincorporation of user deflrnedsubroutinesfor
specificforce interactionsand user deflrnedoutput.

between 2D and 3D models. This last type of models, in
general, will be more realistic since the kinematics of a
pedestrian impacted by a car are found to be of a threedimensional nature. However, such a 3D model is much
more complicated and in addition a lot of extra input
data has to be defined.
A CVS-model consists of a series of rigid bodies, connected by hinge or ball-and-socket (3D) joints. The number of elements in the various models is included in Table
L
In most of the models, the vehicle is represented by a
number of straight line segments (2D) or planes (3D). In
the PROMETHEUS 2 model, however, interconnected
segments are used for the simulation of the vehicle contour. The position of these segments can be defined by
means of an auxiliary program, which transforms the
input parameters into a flrnite element model of the vehicle. The user can define the hood-contour by a skewed
hyperellipse.
Most of the mathematical models for pedestrian collisions are limited to the impact of the pedestrian with
the vehicle. Ground impact is not considered in these
simulations. Reasons for this are (6);

In this paper, flrrst a brief review will be given of a
number of existingpedestrianmodelsalong with the associatedvalidation studies.On the basis of this review
and resultsof recentaccidentanalysisstudiesa seriesof
three pedestrianmodels with varying complexity were
formulated.The predictionsof thesemodelswill be comparedwith experimentalresultswith an Audi lfi) for two
impact velocities,namely 30 and 40 km,/h.

REVIEWOF MATHEMATICAL
PEDESTRIAN
MODELS
In this section a literature review will be presented
concerningexisting mathematicalmodels for the simulation of car-pedestriancollisions.
Table I summarizesthe sourceand backgroundof ten
models that were analyzed.The models are numbered
according to the numbers in the referencelist. Four
modelsarebasedon the CALSPAN CVS program.These
modelsare not identical since different versionsof this
computerprogramwereusedand modificationswereintroducedby the users.The PRAKIMOD modelis based
on the MVMA-program.
In Table I the main characteristicsof the modelsare
summarized.A first distinction which can be made is

-a

meaningful simulation of the secondary impact is
extremely diffrcult since inaccuracies in the simulation of the primary impact will strongly affect the
pedestrian kinematics in the secondary impact;
-in the airborne phase the pedestrian has time for
voluntarv muscle action:

Table 1. Summaryof ten pedestrianmodels.
Ref. author/model

Year

2D/3D Numberof

Institute

1 Transportation
ResearchDepartment
2 Gldcker

1S71

2D

3

pSA)
Laboratory
CornellAeronautical

1S73

2D

1

3 Kramer

1974

2D

3

4 Mac Laughlin

1574

2D

4

Technische
InstitutfUrKrattfahrzeuge,
Berlin(Germany)
Universitflt
Technische
lnstitutfUrKraftfahEeuge,
Berlin(Germany)
UniversitAt
NationalHighwayTrafficSafety
Administration.
U,S,Dept.of

s youns,

lezs

sD

rn=titute,
rexas
12 l:il-#l1t:illu"risil,l

6

1577

2D

11

(USA)
A&M University
BoeingComputerServicesInc.(USA)

1S76

3D

15

BritishLeylandLimited(Britain)

1577

3D

15

1980

2D

8

1S80

3D

15

Biomechanics
ResearchCenter,
WayneStateUniversity,
Detroit(USA)
Laboratoire
de Physiologie
et de
de PeugeotS.A./
Biom6canique
Renault(France)
Laboratoire
de chocset de

7
8
9

TTICVS
Twigg,
Prometheus
2
Fowler,
Calspan3-D CVS,versionlll
Padgaonkar,
Calspanversionlll
Lestrelin,
Prakimod(MVMA)

10 Cotte,

ioue ONSEH

versionlll
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. -thc simulation time must be increasedfrom ?00 ms
to about 1000ms resultingin a considerable
increase
of computercosts.

In most studieemodelpredictionshavebeencompared
with experimentalresults in order to get an impression
of the reliabilityof the models.Table2 summarizes
some
of the test conditionsused for validation of the various
models.The last item of Table 2 is the type of data used
for validation.
The degreeof validation, however,differs strongly in
the variousstudies.Somemodelsare not validatedat all
(models2 and 4); others are comparedwith severalexperimentsfor a number of conditions.The first column
showsthe pedestriansurrogateused in the test. Most
researcher$
haveconcentratedon dummies.becausethese
area relativeeasilyaccessible
sourcefor modelinput data.
Measurementsof masses,moments of inertia, jointtorques,etc. easilyand accuratelycan be carried out at
dummies.Padgaonkar(8) has simulatedcadaverexperiments.One of the differencesbetweenhis dummy- and
cadaver-model
wasin the knee,joint:a hinge-typefor the
dummy and a ball and socketjoint for the cadaverin
order to admit lateral deflection.
The orientationof the pedestrian,in thesetests,varies
from frontal via oblique to lateral (seeTable 2). SimuIation of a lateral or oblique impact in generalwill be
more dillicult than a frontal impact, due to the more
complexthree-dimensional
motions.Twigg, for instance,
(model 6, 2D) observesthat the elbow of the pedestrian
can act as a lever to vault the torso up over the hood,
thus reducingthe injury incurred by the headand torso.
Table 2 also summarizesthe cars which were usedin

In addition it follows from accidentanalysesthat the
secondaryimpact in generalcausesless severeinjuries
than the primary impact (Ashton (12), Mackay(13).
For the interaction between pedestrianand vehicle
three types of contact modelsare used:
-in models 2 and 3 contact interaction is basedorr
the classicaltheory of collisionsbetweentwo rigid
bodies.According to this theory the impact time is
taken as zero. Consequentlyforce and acceleration time histories during the impact phase cannot be evaluatedby this type of model;
-in model6 (PROMETHEUS2) the vehiclecontour
is representedby an arbitrary number of intercon.
nectedsegment$;
-in the othermodelsdescriptionof the contactis based
on interactions between contact surfaces (lines,
planes,ellipses,etc.) connectedto the vehicleand
the predestrian.Whenever a positive penetration
betweencontact surfacesis detected.normal and
friction forces are calculated. Force-penetration
characteristics
haveto be definedand are basedon
measurements
or assumptions.
Realisticsimulation
ofcontactsbetweenpedestrianand sharpedges(e.g.,
betweenlower leg and bumper)may causeproblems
in this type of contactmodels(7).
Table 2. Validationof the models.

Fef
1

Pedestrian
50th % male
child dummy

Pedestrian
orientation
Frontal

Veloclty
Vehicle
Ford Galaxie
1966

2
3
4
5

50th % malg

Frontel
Frontal
Oblique

Mock-up

Lateral

7

6-yrSierradummy
Sth % Sierradummyfemale
95th o/oSierradummymale
Pert572modified
6-yrchilddummy
OgleOPAT

I

95th o/o$ierradummy

I

50th % dummy

Lateral
Frontal
Frontal

lmpala 1974,
Test bucks
Leylandcars
SRV2 Marina
Chevrolet1973

ONSEH50

Frontal

6

10

Lateral

Ford FalrlanE
Renault 5
Honda N360
Feugeot204
Opel Kadett
Peugeot304
CitroenGS
CitroenVisa

'Drop testson mock-up.Dropheight0,4-0,8
m.
"ln additionfourcadav€rt€stsand droptests
(S).
ol Yor.rng
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Validation
criteria
grossmotion

36

grossmotion
throwingdistance

/h

t

grossmotion
accelerations

32

acceleration$

16,32

grossmotion,
accelerations
grossmotion,
accelerations
traiectoryhead

22,241
30,39)**
16,28,33,40
36
43
40
45
22
43,48
grossmotion,
20,25
headimpact
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the e*periments as well as the impact velocity. The fact
that different validation criteria are used prevents an adequate comparison of the reliability of the several models.
Most researchers stress in their conclusions the importance of the contact model. The contact model must
be able to cope with the problem of edge-contacts,as well
as inertial effects. Another crucial point is the description
of the joints. Inelastic failure and dynamical effects
(damping) must be taken in account. Both the contact
and the joint-model must be based on realistic, preferably
measured, input data.

; =jornt
Z-segmenl

PEDESTRIAN
MADYMOz.DIMENSIONAL
SIMULATIONS
Based on the preceding literature review of existing
pedestrian models and results of several recent accident
analyses, a number of requirement$ were formulated for
simulations of pedestrian-vehicleimpacts with the general
CVS program package MADYMO. The literature study
did not show a clear relationship between the complexity
of the different models (i.e., number of elements, 2D
versus 3D) at the one side and their reliability at the other
side. One of the aims of our study therefore was to get
first a better insight in this problem. It was decided to
develop several models with a differing complexity. Three
models are presented which were formulated with the 2D
option of MADYMO. In a future study (14) results of
3D-simulations will be presented.
The simulations are limited to the primary impact (pedestrian-car contact) and are concerned with lateral impacts, since this is the most frequent type of impact
observed in pedestrian accidents (12). The three models
have 2, 5 and 7 segments, respectively, as is shown in
Figure l. The same contact ellipses are attached to the
2- and S-segmentmodel. In the present models the arms
are not incorporated as separate segments: a part of the
mass of the arms is added to the mass of the thorax
segments,
The input data set describing the pedestrian (e.g., the
geometry, mass distribution and joint characteristics) are
derived from a standard data set of a Part 572 50th
percentile male dummy, which itself is basedon a number
of measurements conducted in our laboratory.
One of the most important aspectsconcerning the simulation of pedestrian accidents is the representation of
the contacts between vehicle and pedestrian, especially
for the edge-contacts. A special contact model was developed in which the external geometries of pedestrian
and vehicle are simulated by hyperellipses. A hyperellipse
is a general form ofa standard ellipse and can be described
by the following equation:

15

20
?5
=_* y(ml

of resp.2-, 5- and
Figure1. Geometry
and contact-ellipses
7-segment
model.
where ea and eb are the semi-axesof the hyperellipseand
n the degree(seeFig. 2). Ifn : 2, this equationdescribes
a standardellipse;however,ifn increases,
the hyperellipse
approximatesmore and more a rectangleas is shown in
Fig. 2 for n : 8. This geometricaldescriptionis particulady of interest for the representationof the car and
bumper geometry,sincevehicle edgesquite well can be
approximatedin this way. A more detaileddescription
of hyperellipsecontact modelswill be presentedin reference(14).
The three modelspresentedwere applied to simulate
a pedestrianimpact with a vehicleof the type Audi 100.
The geometryof this vehicle is representedby two hyperellipses:one for the bumperand one for the hood (see
Fig. 3). The vehicle dimensionswere determinedfrom
scaledrawingsand mea$urement$.

(H)".
*E)'=t

n : 2 and
withidenticalsemi-axes,
Figure2. Hyperellipses
n:8.
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km,/h and the car deceleration 6 m,/s2. At each impact
velocity three tests were conducted.
The dummy position before impact is shown in
Figure 4. This position was selected after several pretests. In these pretests it could be observed that in
case of a pure lateral impact no direct head-hood
contact occurs due to the stiff neck and shoulder assembly of the part 572 dummy. Since head-impact
was desired in these tests the dummy tor$o was
slightly rotated (25) causing the dummy to rotate
around its vertical axis during impact and resulting in
a direct head impact. The geometry of the ellipses of
the pedestrian model was selected in such a way that
they approximate the projection of the geometry of
the rotated dummy on the plane of simulation.
Experimental results of these tests will be presentedin
the next section together with mathematical model results.

1 0 z (m l

tI

00

00

Figure3. Geometryof Audi100.
Dynamic force-deflection characteristics of the bumper,
hood and hood edge of the Audi lfi) vehicle were determined experimentally by the BASt (Bundesanstalt fiir
Strassenwesen).Pendulum tests with a rigid wooden pendulum were used for the bumper and the hood edge. This
pendulum was equipped with an accelerometer, while the
vehicle deflection was measured with a linear transducer.
mounted in the car. The pendulum mass was l0 kg for
the bumper impact and 15 kg for the hood edge while
the impact velocity was 25 km/h in these tests. For the
hood instead of a pendulum test a drop-test was used.
The impacting body was a rigid wooden sphere with a
mass of 5.25 kg and an impact velocity of 30 km/h.
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RESULTS

VALIDATION
TESTS
The mathematical model results are compared with a
number of dummy tests,which were conductedby the
BASt. The dummy in thesetests,a 50th percentilemale,
Part 572wasequippedwith triaxial accelerometers
in the
head,chestand pelvisand uniaxial accelerometers
in the
knees and feet. Test velocitieswere taken 30 and 40

Figure 5 shows model predictions for the kinematics
resulting from the 7-segment pedestrian model in a 4O
km/h impact, A good agreement in general between
model and experimentalresult could be observed.A comparison of predicted trajectories of the head, chest, pelvis
and foot relative to the vehicle, resulting from the 2-, 5and 7-segment model, is presented in Figure 6 (30 km/h
impact) and Figure 7 (40 km/h impact). Locations of the
head impact point on the hood predicted by the variou$
models are summarized in Table 3. All models appear to
predict this location within or close to the range of experimental results.
Table 3 includes model predictions and experimental
results for the head impact velocity just before impact
with the hood. Both the 5- and 7-segmentmodel appear
to predict too high values for this quantity compared to
experimental observations.
Figure 8 presents model results together with experimental data for the knee, pelvis, chest and head accelerations in a 40 km,/h impact. Results are given for the
2-, 5- and 7-segmentmodel respectively.For the pelvis,
chest and head, resultant linear accelerations are pre-
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;l
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'::
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,i
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Figure4. Dummypositionat impact.

Figure5. Kinematics
model,v : 40 km/h.
of 7-segment
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sentedand for the knee joint the linear accelerationin
lateral direction. It follows that the simple Z-segment
model givesquite reasonableresultsfor the accelerationtime histories(i.e.,theseaccelerationsappearto be in or
closeto the experimentalcorridors). Application of the
5-segmentmodel doesnot result in better predictionsfor
the knee and pelvis acceleration.A small improvement
histories,howeyer,
of the headand chestacceleration-time
can be observedparticularly for t < 20 ms, where head
and chest accelerationbecomesmaller and more correThe peakhead
spondingto the experimentalobservations.
acceleration,however,becomestoo high in this simulation.
Extensionof the 5-segmentmodel with 2 segmentsin
order to representthe left and right leg separatelyin the
model, resultsin a more realistic prediction of the knee
accelerations.Also, the alignment betweenmodel and
appearsto beexperimentalheadand chestaccelerations
come more realisticnow.
A comparisonof bumper load-time histories for the 4O
km,/h impact, predictedby the 5- and 7-segmentmodel,
respectively,is shownin Figure9. Due to the introduction
of a secondleg in themodel, peakbumperloadsarefound
to decreaseby about 25Vo.Furthennore, the curve has
two peaks.The bumper loads resultingfrom this model
are more closeto the resultsof experimentsthan results
from the more simplemodels.
Accelerationspredicted by the 2-, 5- and 7-segment
modelsin a 30 km,/h impact showedin generalthe same
characteristicsas in the 40 km/lr impact. The agreement
betweenmodel and experimentin this impact was found
to be less, however,than in the more severe40 km,/h
impact.
A limited sensitivitystudy was conductedto analyze
the responseof the 2-, 5- and 7-segmentmodelsto variations in someof the model input parameters.Two different seriesof variationswill be presentedhere.
The first seriesconcernsa changeon the stiffnessof
the bumpersby +25% and -25Vo respectively.Results
of thesecalculationsaresummarizedin Table4. It follows
that the 3 models predict an almost identical relative

?-segment
5 -segmenf
7 -segmenl

20
y(ms)

Figure6. Trajectories
of 2, 5 and 7 segmentmodels,v =
30 km/h.

of 2, 5 and 7 segmentmodels,v :
Figure7. Traiectories
40 km/h.

results.
Teble3. Headimpactvelocityand headimpactpointfor threemoJels,alongwithexperimental
Experimental
test-range

Model

2 segment
v : 30 km/h
resultanthead-impact
velocity(m/s)
distancehead-impact
point/hood-edge
(m)
v : 40 km/h
resultanthead-impect
velocity(m/s)
distancehead-impact

9.1
.91
12.7
.96

/hood
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.s0
16.6

.s5

12.0

6.7-9.2

1.02

0,82-1.00

15.8
1.08

11.2-12.5
1.00-1.07
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model(- : model,
b) 5-segment
andc) 7-segment
of knee,pelvis,chestandheadfor a) 2-segment,
Figure8. Accelerations
-- : experimental
corridor)in a 40 kmih impact.
change in peak bumper loads. However, predictions for
the relative change in accelerations of the impacted leg
(i.e., foot and knee accelerations) are found to be strongly
dependent on the number of elements in the model. In
the models with a greater number of elements, the peak
foot and knee accelerations are found to be much more
sensitive to changes in the bumper stiffness.

A second eeries of variations is concerned with the
friction between foot and ground. In the reference simulation (Audi tfi), 40 kmA impact), the friction coeflicient was taken 0.7. Table 5 shows the results of a series
of simulations in which the friction between ground and
foot is omitted. Predictions of the three models for most
of the output quantities are found to be close to each
other. The influence of this variation in general is minor:
bumper force and foot acceleration are somewhat lQwer
and the knee acceleration becomes higher.

forre ( N)

AND CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION

-trme

(ms)

Figure9. Bumperforcefor (a)S-segment
and(b)7-segment
modelin a 40 km/h impact.

Mathematical simulation of the highly complicated
gross motion of the human body impacted by a vehicle
has gained increasing importance in the past years. A
brief literature review was given of various pedestrian
models along with the associated validation studies.
These models varied strongly in complexity: 2-dimensional models with the number of segments for the pedestrian varying between I and I I as well as 3-
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Table4. Eflectof bumperstiffnessr.
BumperStiffnessIncreasedby 25o/o
Max. accelerations

Mal<.contact lorces

(a %)

Model
2 segment
5 segment
7 segment

foot
knee
3
2
8 1 6
12
24

pelvis chest
-2
6
-10
-4
-1
*5

(a %)

bumper(left)lowerleg
16
14
17

head
5
1
*3

hood edge(teft)uppeileq
-30
-2
-1

BumperStiffnessDecreased
by 25Yo
Max.contactforces
(A %)

Max. accelerations
(A %)

2 segment
5 segment
7 segment

3
0
-5
1
-14
-26

3
13
-5

-2
-3
1

ni'ifrl;l,*o nffil,,";1?i;,
-17

-3
-4
3

-15
-15

40
7
0

-2
-1
-1

-1
1
0

'Changeswithrespectto reference
simulation:
a 40 km/hAudi100impact.

Table5. Eifectof groundfrictionr.

Model

2 segment
5 segment

foot

-13
-5
-6

knee
2
4
2

pelvis

chest.

-1
-1
0

0
-5
-3

head
-1
-2
0

'Changes with r€spectto referencesimulation:a 40 km/h Audi 100 impact.

dimensional models having up to 15 segments were reported. In addition, methods for representation of the
interaction between pedestrian and vehicle were found to
vary considerably in these models. This literature study
did not show a clear relationship between the complexity
of the models and their reliability. One of the aims of our
study therefore, was to get first a better insight into this
problem.
A seriesof three 2-dimensional pedestrian models with
2-, 5- and 7-segments,respectively, was formulated using
the general CVS program package MADYMO. The literature review showed that adequate description of the
contact between pedestrian and vehicle is of crucial importance for a successfulsimulation. Particularly the pedestrian interactions with sharp vehicle edges (like the
bumper and the hood) appeared to causesometimes problems in the existing contact models. Therefore, within our
project a more advanced contact model was developed in
which the vehicle is represented by a number of hyperellipses as illustrated in Figure 3. This new contact model
in MADYMO was found to perform very well for this
type of applications. Extension of this contact model for

incorporation in the 3-dimensional version of MADYMO
is planned for the near future.
The three proposed pedestrian models were used to
simulate a Part 572 dummy impacted at two different
impact velocities (30 km,rh and 40 km/h) by an Audi
lfi) vehicle. All three models were found to predict the
head impact point location on the hood within or close
to the experimental range of results. Predictions for the
head impact velocity just before impact with the hood
were too high ( + 35Vo)in the 5 as well as the 7-segment
model. Knee, pelvis, chest and head accelerations predicted by the various models were found in or close to
the experimental corridor (Fig. 8). The observed differencesbetween models and experiments may be due to the
following reasons:
-The

dummy in the experiments was slightly rotated
before impact, causing the dummy to rotate around
its vertical axis during the impact. In addition, the
arm$ were found to interact with the hood. The effect
of these aspectswill be analyzed in future with a 3dimensional pedestrian model.
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-High

speed films were used to determine the head
impact velocity before impact with the hood. Due to
3-dimensional head motions and absenceof adequate
calibration procedure$, this measurement might b€
rather inaccurate.
-Dynamic force-deflection characteristics wcre determined for the bumper, hood arrd hood edge. However, due to possible differences in impact velocities,
shape of contact bodies, and location of the impact,
the force-deflection characteristics in the actual
dummy-vehicle impact may vary. Development of a
contact model that accounts for geometric and velocity effects could considerably contribute to the
improvement of the model's reliability. The sensitivity of the model to changes in the bumper stiffness
(seeTable 4) indicates the importance of an adequate
description of the pedestrian-vehiclecontact.
The influence of the complexity of the model (i.e., the
number of model segments)can be summarized as follows:
The reliability of the model if used for a lateral impact
seems to be slightly improved if a greater number of
segmentsis used to represent the pedestrian.The most
significant changes are absenceof an initial peak in head
(and chest) accelerations if the number of segments increases from 2 to 5 and more realistic lower leg accelerations (and probably also bumper loads) if the number
of segments is increased to 7.
In the next phase of this project, mathematical simulations for different car types are planned. [n addition to
adult dummy te$t$, also child dummy and cadaver experiments will be simulated. Further, it will be analyzed
to what extent more complex models like a l5-segment
3D model can contribute to the reliability of the simulations. If the mathematical models then show reliable
results for such different conditions, successfulmodel application for the evaluation and improvement of pedestrian protection provided by different car contours might
be expected.
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simulationtechniquesto study and optimisevehicleper7b /
formancein terms of occupantand pedestrianprotection
ABSTRACT
The objectiveof the study describedin the paper is to
determinethe extent to which pedestrianprotectioncan
be providedby practicalcar designmeasures.
The project
examinesthe effectsof vehicleimpactsupon the six-yearold child and 50th percentilemale adult.
Evaluationof vehicledesignsprimarily involvesthe use
of the CalspanCVS computer program for pedestrian
impact simulation. Computer models of dummieshave
been developedwith the simulation method being validated againstpractical testing. Modificationshave been
carried out on the OGLE adult dummy to improve the
performanceof the leg in lateral impacts.Adduction of
the hip joint hasbeenincreasedand the kneeshavebeen
given lateral compliancetogether with suitable torque
characteristics.The results from tests and simulation
show good correlation and give confidencein the modelling technique.
The influenceof various front-end changeshave been
studiedwith computersimulation using a simpliflredvehicle representation.

INTRODUCTION
Pedestrians form a significant proportion of road accident casualties and therefore warrant an investigation
to establish if vehicle design measurescan mitigate injuries
and reduce the costs incurred by society.
This paper describes the first stages of a 21, year collaborative project between the UK Government and BL
Cars PLC that studies simulated pedestrian impacts up
to a speed of ,10km/h. Such an investigation should give
car designers a better understanding of the interaction
between changes in car design and the resulting change
in severity of an impact with a pedestrian.
The project is based on computer simulation of pedes.
trian impact and examines the influence of car shape and
structural stiffness on the kinematics, impact forces and
accelerations imparted to adult and child pedestrian
models. It is confined to the most important and predictable injury-producing phase of the pedestrian collision, namely, the impact between the pedestrian and the
vehicle (l).
A computer simulation modelling technique was chosen
since it facilitates the study of many difTerent shapesand
stiffnesses and gives complete repeatability, thereby en-

(2), (3), (4). During this time, the CalspanCorporation's
3D Crash Victim SimulationProgram has beena major
tool (5), (6), (Figure l). For the work reportedhere BL
havemadechangesto the current versionofthe program
(CVS III Version20) tor
. improve the vehicleto victim contact model (7)
r output additionaljoint force data
. retain kinematic dummy plotting facility from ver*
sion 15

The program has been extensively validated and an
exampleof this is given in $ection 6.

DummyModels
The simulation models of the OGLE adult and child
dummies have been developed from data derived from a
comprehensive study of the two dummies. This included
the establishment of:
. the location, axis of rotation and ranges of motion
of each joint;
r thejoint's stiffness and viscous properties, including
the nature of the joint stops;
r the inertial characteristics of each body segmentl
r the contact stiffness and energy recovery properties
, of each body segment;
r the external profile of each body segment.
For the project, the simulation of the adult dummy
was modified to give increased limits of adduction at the
hip and also lateral compliance of the knees (described
in Section 3). The latter entailed the addition of an extra
segment in each leg at the knee to enable the inclusion
of a joint to provide the extra direction of knee movement.
The victim contact surface model is defined by ellip-

Figure1. Computer
simulation
model.
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soidal contact surfaces corresponding to each body segment and these were determined from the data. The
stiffness characteristic of each segment was obtained by
compressive tests between flat and curved rigid surfaces.
In the simulation program, contact forces can be generated between ellipsoids and vehicle panels, and are calculated as a function of penetration of the surfaces, with
sliding friction forces generated to oppo$e any relative
motion. Any such contact must therefore be defined in
terms of the combined characteristics of the two surfaces
involved as a tabular or analytical function (7).

diction that might occur after a wide rangeof parameter
changes.
The dummiesusedas the standardfor the pedestrian
modelswereof OGLE designand manufacture,and represented
a 50thpercentilemaleadult, 1.76m tall weighing
75 kg and a six-year-oldchild, L19 m tall weighing21.5
kg. They were basically conventionalvehicle occupant
testdevices,strengthened
whereappropriateand modified
to allow the dummy to stand upright. All joints were
torque loadedat I g.
The adult dummy alsohad additionalmodificationsto
the hip and kneejoints as describedbelow.

VehicleModel
The vehicle contact surface model consists of up to 30
rectangular plane panels.For a particular vehicle model,
panels are chosen to represent the surfaces as required.
The stiffness data are determined from component impact
tests. Each significant area is impacted normal to its surface using an appropriate rigid form weighted according
to the part of the body it represents, for example, the
bumper would be impacted with a leg form and the windscreen by a head form.
Several impact speedsare used up to and including the
speed to be used in the simulation. From thesc results
each force versus deflection characteristic and the nature
of the energy recovery and permanent distortion can be
determined.

ProgramOperation
When setting up a full impact simulation model the
contacts between each vehicle panel and the appropriate
body segment ellipsoids are specified, and, using the available stiffness data, the mutual force deflection characteristics are derived. The output from the program is both
by printout of simulation parameters and by post processorplotting of the dummy kinematics at selectedtime
frames. In addition, it is possible to plot variables in a
graphical format either against each other or against time,
and to calculate relevant injury criteria. A BL modification makes it possible to printout the forces and torques
at any joint in the geometricreference$ystemof a segment
as seen at any point within that segment.Additionally,
the data are output in the same referencesystem as the
vehicle. From these data and a knowledge of contacts
with vehicle panels, it is possible to investigate segment
bending moments. This is particularly useful when considering the lower limbs of an impacted pedestrian.

Hip Joint
In the human body, values of hip joint adduction of
up to 40" have been reported (8). With the dummy in the
required stance, the hip joint of the impacted leg was
found to have no residual adduction. To represent the
human characteristic more realistically, the hip joint of
the impacted leg was modified to the maximum practical
extent so that adduction was increasedto 28'but at the
expense of some abduction.
The leg on the non-impactedside was not modiflred;so
both legs were able to swing relative to the torso for at
least 25' in the direction of impact.
Both hip joints were flrtted with compressible washert
to reduce the severity of the shock loads when the joints
reached the limits of their travel.

KneeJoint
Impact tests on cadavers (9), (10) have shown that the
human knee will bend to a limited extent in the lateral
direction. To reproduce this effect both knee joints were
modified to permit rotation in both lateral directions, with
friction plates added to give an adjustable but constant
level of friction torque (Figure 2).

LEVELS
INJURYTOLERANCE
Tolerance levels for the different body regions have
been selected so that an assessmentcan be made of the
relative safety potential of the car configurations studied.
They are based on quantities that can be measured
from practical tests as well as computer simulation, and
are accelerationof the head, thorax and pelvis, and bending moments in the leg.

Head,Thoraxand Pelvis

PEDESTRIAN
DUMMIES
Although the project is basedon computersimulation,
it wasnecessary
to conductsomeexperimental
testswith
dummies,Firstly, to validatethe programand its input
data, and secondlyto provide occasionalexperimental
'referencepoints' to checkfor drift in the computerpre215

The accelerationlevels chosen,are at'the lower end of
the range known to be in common use, and are shown
in Table l.
However, to enable several vehicle profiles to be assessedsimultaneously during the first stagesof this study,
a head impact velocity criterion was preferred to accel-
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in the leg, the neccAsarylow stiffnese of the contacting
car structure would reduce the risk of crush or shear
failure. So, to simplify the assessment of injury, only
bending moments are considered. Values of bending
strength for the knee and long bones were not available
and estimateshave therefore been developed from existing
data.

The LongBones
Estimatesof long bone tolerancevalueshavebeenobtained from publisheddata on static bendingtestsin the
anteposteriordirection (l l). There was claimedto be no
significantdiflerencein the ultimatestrengthof the bending breaking load in the lateral and the anteposterior
direction. Consequently,the derived values have been
usedas a first estimatefor bendingin any flirection.
Quoted valuesof ultimate deflection,ultimate speciflrc
deflectionand bendingbreakingload have beenused to
calculatethe following bendingmoment$at fracture:
Femur
Tibia
Fibula

A value of 200Nm has therefore been adopted for both
the upper and lower leg. 200Nm has also been used for
the child becauseno data were available.

Figure2. Modifiedadultknee.
eration. This was set at the maximum vehicle impact
velocity of I I m/s and representedthe level of kinetic
energywhich might realisticallybe absorbedwhilst maintaining an acceptableaccelerationcondition.
This relationshipbetweenenergyabsorptionand maximum accelerationdoesnot apply to the stiffestparts of
the vehiclestructureand so the headimpact locationwas
also consideredin conjunctionwith its velocity.

The Leg
The aim of the researchconcerningthe legsis primarily
to save the knee from seriousinjury, and secondly,to
reducethe risk of long bone fracture.
For the lower limbs it hasbeenassumedthat long bone
fracture or knee injury results from either horizontal
shear,crushor bendingloads.The torsionalfailure mode
has not beenconsidered.However,it was found in early
teststhat to obtainan acceptable
levelof bendingmoment
Table1. Tolsrancelevelsbasedon acceleration.
Acceleration g for
3ms

Head
Thorax
Pelvis

80
60
60

2l2Nm

tffilil zr+n|

Htc

'10

sr
1000
1000

Knee-Adult
To establish the tolerance limit of lateral compliance
for the adult knee there were two parameters to be determined. The first was joint stiffness (represented by
friction torque in the model) and the second, the magnitude of lateral rotation representing the tolerance limit.
For the lateral stiffness, comparative tests on cadavers
and adult dummies (9) claimed that representative deformations of the dummy lower leg were seen when a
short length of 12.5-mm-diameter threaded rod was inserted axially into the leg directly below the knee joint.
In the model, a lateral friction torque of 200Nm at the
knee joint would provide a similar resistance to that of
the threaded rod.
Consequently,'a lateral friction torque of 200Nm was
adopted.
Because the friction torque setting in the knee joint
was the same value as the bending momert tolerances
adopted for the long bones, the leg model had a constant
tolerance to applied bending moment over its entire
length. The effect of this was that the leg tolerance level
was most frequently exceededat the point of impact. This
is in agreement with accident studies (15) which found
that leg injury most frequently occurred adjacent to the
point of major impact.
For lateral rotation an angle of 6' was chosen to represent collateral ligament failure. This value was determined by utilising the work by Aldman et al. (14). By
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taking the maximum r€ported elongation for the medical
collateral ligament (7.2 mm) and the active distance of
the ligament from the condyle (70 mm), an angle of 6'
was produced.

Knee{hild
No attempt was made to determine a tolerance value
for the child knee because of the infrequency of serious
injury to the knees of children as noted in an appraisal
of accidentsinvestigatedby Dr. S. J. Ashton (Birmingham
University, Accident Research Unit). In this investigation, from a total of 83 accident case$of children ten
years of age or younger, there were 24 casesof fractured
long bone, 15 casesof minor surface injury at the knee
and only I case of non-minor injury*a fracture of the
tibial plateau rated at AIS 2. It was therefore assumed
for this study that for the range of shapesand stiffnesses
to be investigated,bending moment at the knee would be
unlikely to cause serious injury.

IMPACTCONDITIONS :
The following conditionsappliedthroughout the project.

Dummy
The dummy was struck on the right hand side, with
the right leg backward and the left leg forward to represent a walking stance. Both legs were straight and the
full weight of the dummy was judged to be evenly distributed between the two legs at the moment of impact.
The dummy was rotated 60" from a position directly
facing the vehicle, as shown in Figure 3.
The left arm of the dummy was allowed to hang vertically down whereas the upper $egment of the right arm
was inclined rearwards at 30' to the vertical plane and
the lower segment allowed to hang vertically down.
The torque settingsfor the joints were I g.
This stance was chosen for several important reasons:
r to avoid knee to knee impact
r to give a lateral impact to the lower limbs that is
representative of typical accident conditions
r to improve the probability of head to vehicle contact
without the shoulder striking in such a manner that
it gives unrealistically high protection to the head
r to give a predictable trajectory, the dummy being
inclined to rotate face down onto the vehicle.

Vehicle
The dummy was impacted on the centre line of the car
at 40 km4r. This speed was considered to be the maximum at which pedestrian protection could be practicable.
The vehicle was braked at the instant of dummy contact

standingposition.
Figure3. Pedestrian

with a nominal decelerationof 0,?g. The vehicle suspension was locked at normal running height to give repeatableimpactconditions.

BETWEEN
COMPARISON
TESTAND
EXPERIMENTAL
SIMULATION
COMPUTEH
Prior to the $tart of this project, it was es$ential to
establish that computer simulation could accurately reproduce the results from practical tests. The simulation
method was validated by comparing the results from high
speedcine records of dummy impacts with post processor
plots from the mathematicalmodel. From these,one such
adult comparison is presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the computer simulation, using the dummy and
impact conditions described in Section 5. The results from
the simulation and practical test are compared with respect to the kinematics (Figure 4), and head impact location and velocity (Table 2 and Figure 5).
Detailed analysis of the head plus a visual trajectory
comparison of all the body segments was considered to
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Table?. Summaryof validationresults-head.
Simulation PracticalTesl
Contact Time to
Vehicle
LocationHead to
Vehicle
-Horizontal
-Veftical
Resultant Head lmpact Velocity
Head lmpactContact
Angle
(to horizontal)

122ms

1 1 9m s

- 1 3 5 0m m
-560 mm

*1425 mm
*585 mm

10,9m/s

1 1 , 3m / s

72"

68'

Figure 6 shows the six panels or groups ofpanels used
in the model. These represent the under-bumper region,
bumper, grille, leading edge, bonnet and windscreen. To
enable an extended amount of information to be gained
from each run of the program, three bonnet lengths were
modelled simultaneously, each having the same leading
and trailing edge heights. Associated with each bonnet
length was a group of three windscreens to which were
given negligible stiffnesses.By this melun the impact velocity of the head with each windscreen could be obtained.
Where a radiused leading edge was investigated, a slightly

Figure4. Kinematic
validation.
be suffrcientfor flrnalconfirmationof the performanceof
the model. From theseresults,it was concludedthat, in
general,the correlation wa$ good, especiallyduring the
critical periodsof impact, e.g.,headcontact.It was considered suffrcient for the computer predictions to be
within the order of variation normally associatedwith
nominallyidenticaldummy tests(12).Consequently,
the
overall agreementin results, including those from numerousother validations,wassuchasto allow the project
to proceedwith confidence.
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PARAMETRIC
STUDYBY COMPUTER
SIMULATION
This section describesthe use of the computer program
to evaluate the effect of various vehicle front-end profiles
on impacted pedestrians. Since the project is ongoing,
only the initial findings are discussed.
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VehicleRepresentation
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A typical vehicle front was modelled by using a minimum number of flat planes to represent a simplified shape
which nonethelesscontained the most important features
for pedestrian impact. The planes themselves were given
idealised stiffness functions based upon those for current
production vehicles.
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Figure5. Head validationresults.
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Adult lmpactResponse
To assist comparison of the difrerent conditions, the
period of impact has been divided into four phases as
described in Figure 8. The length and timing of each
phase varied depending upon the vehicle shape. Figure 9
summarisesthe results to date.

Low LeadingEdge

4 Fn..r
ar - - lsilt

h.{t{

..F

-

t.rdt4

.dF

-

H.rr
rFfi

panels.
Figure6. Vehiclesimulation
more complex model was used (Figure 6 inset). The three
panels used to model the curvature op€rated in a dependent manner, the panel with the greatest contact with
each segment being used at any one time.

StiffnessCharacteristics
The idealisedstiffnesscharacteristicsshown in Figure
7 dcscribeforcesnormal to the vehiclepanels.All reached
a force plateauat which there was no limit on deflection
(the stiffnessof the understructurenot beingconsidered).
material crush depthscould be
By this means,nece$sary
for eachcondition.Within the program,the stiffassessed
nessfor the irrteractionof eachpanel upon the relevant
body segmentwas derivedby combiningtheir characteristics. For each combined stiffiress,the permanentdeflection and energy recovery were set to be constant
proportionsof the maximumvaluesreachedafter impact.

Variables
Parametric
Throughout the initial parametric study the bonnet
trailing edge height and windscreens were maintained
constant while the parameters under investigation were
concentrated at the front face of the vehicle. Table 3 and
Figure 6 summarise the type and extent of the variations.
Since the total number of permutations for the parametric
adjustments selected wa$ extremely large, the choice of
combinations had to be selectively based upon logical
progres$ion and a deepening understanding of the mechanics of the impacts. It became apparent that the three
initial leading edge heights chosen displayed distinctive
characteristics during pedestrian impact. Consequently,
the approach adopted was to assessthe effects of parametric change against each of these leading edge heights,
using the primary run as the baseline. The comments in
the following sections refer specifically to these simulations.

Phase I tends to be at its longest with this profile
becauseof the delay before leading edge contact. Consequently,a largeproportionof the total energyiflparted
to the victim is transferredfrom the bumper.The knees
undergoa high level of abductionand the lower legsare
subjectedto high bending moments with the localised
impactcloseto the knee.
Phase2 is short becausethe leading edge contact is
only slight, its contributionbeingagaincloseto the knee.
Phase 3 involves high rotational velocity with little
thorax or arrn contactwith the bonnet.This trajectoryis
a consequence
of the bumper and leadingedgeenergies
being centredon an area that is well below the overall
centreof gravity of the victim.
Head contact (Phase4) velocitiesare high due to the
angular velocity of the whole body. All windscreensare
contacted.

MediumLeadingEdge
PhaseI is shorterthan for the low leadingedgeprofilc
becauseof the earlier leadingedgecontact.The bumper
thereforeimpactslessenergyduring this phaseand while
the bendingmomentsin the lower legsare similar, knee
abductioncannot reach as gref,t an angle in the shorter
time.
Phase2 is initiated by the leadingedgecontactingthe
central region of the upper leg. The still considerable
differencein speedbetweenvehicleand victim meansthat
the contact is severeand causesa high local bending

Figure7. Simulationvehicle panel stiffness.
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Table3. Vehicleparametric
variables.

ruN NUMBER

L1

L2

13.

M1

M3* M4

M6

M5

WI

M8

HT

H2

H3*

H4

HE

H6

H7

A

600 600 600 720 12Q 720 720 720 720 720 Bs0 850 850 850 850 850 850

B

450

c

320 270 320 320 320 320 320 320 270 262 320 270

D

r50 150

E

150

1s0

0

0

3s0 450

450

450 450 450 4S0 350 450 4s0 350 450 450 450 450 350

VEHICLE
DIMENSIONS
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moment. In addition, rapid angular motion of the upper
leg puts the knee joint into severeabduction as the lower
leg is being accelerated.This is in addition to that already
imposed by the bumper during Phase 1. It is acknowledged that in a human victim, the knee injury would be
greatly different if the upper leg was in fact broken.
Compared with the low leading edge, Phase 3 involves
lower angular velocity of the torso because the leading
edge is closer to the overall body centre of mass.
Head impact (Phase 4) velocities are close to the initial
vehicle impact velocity but are less than those for the low
leading edge case because of the reduced rotational velocity ofthe torso. Since the torso pivots about the leading
edge, the impact sites are also less rearward.

leg bending moments. The consequenceof this is that the
hip joint is subjected to high forces and the pelvic region
therefore sustains high accelerations. With a high bonnet
there is a low rate of leg rotation about the leading edge,
and therefore low inertial forces across the knee results
in little abduction of this joint.
Phase 3 is controlled by the leading edge contact being
close to the centre of body mass with the result that the
rate of body rotation is low.
Phase4 head impacts are well below the vehicle impact
velocity as a consequenceof the slow rotation rate. The
contacts are only with the foremost group of windscreens.

High LeadingEdge

The impact hasagainbeendivided into four phasesas
shown in Figure 10. Figure I I summarisesthe child resultsto date.

Phase I is at its shortestfor this configuration and
there is only limited knee abduction before the leading
edgecontact,althoughthe bendingmomentsin the lower
legsreachsimilar valuesto the other leadingedgeheights.
Phase2 starts with the leading edge contactirrgthe
upperleg nearto the hip at almostinitial impactvelocity
(ll m/s). There is very little hip rotation becauseof the
proximity of the impact and the force is transmittedalmostdirectlyinto the pelvis;this alsogivesreducedupper

ChildlmpactResponse

Low LeadingEdge
Phase I is again at its longest with this profile because
of the delayed leading edge contact. As the bumper accelerates the upper leg, the inertia of the lower leg puts
a bending moment acrossthe knee. There is also a bending
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accelerationand rotation are small. The head rotation
velocity is howeveraffectedby its inertia causinginitial
neck fluxion away from the vehicleonly for the head to
be rapidly acceleratedforward when the neck recover$
and the thorax decelerates.
Phase4 thereforeinvolvesa headimpactvelocitywhich
is only slightly below that of the vehicle.

moment at the site of impact due to the inertia of the
whole leg.
Phase 2 is brief and involves a moderate contact with
the leading edge.
Phase 3 involves the body flexing around the leading
edge.The torso gains a high angular velocity constrained
only by the stiffnessof the hips. The impact velocity of
the thorax with the bonnet is therefore high and results
in a high chest deceleration.
Phase 4 continues from the previous phase with a head
impact velocity just less than that of the vehicle,

I

:Ti
. t

''

High LeadingEdge

MediumLeadingEdge
PhaseI is similar to that for the low leadingedgebut
shortenedby the earlier leadingedgecontact.
Phase2 involvesdirect leadingedgecontactwith the
pelvis and this resultsin both high forcesand accelerations.
Phase3 is similar to that for the low leadingedgeexcept
that it is the thorax and headwhich are rotating above
the contact.The thoraxcontactvelocitvis low and both

r.or(rr)

;l

Phase I is little affectedby raising the leading edge
althoughit is shortencdslightly.
Phase2 involvesdirect leadingedgeto thoru contact
with resultinghigh chestaccelerations.
Phase3 is significantlydifferentfrom thoseof previous
profilesin that the torso doesnot rotate onto the bonnet,
thus exacerbatingthe inertial effectsupon the head and
neck.
The head impact velocity (Phase4) is low as most of
the decelerationof the headis providedby the neck. For
this reason,neck injury might well arisein real accidente
of this type.
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the centre of gravity of the pedestrian high angular
rotation is induced and this results in head impact
velocities of greater magnitude than the initial vehicle
impact speed. Secondly this concentration of load
about the knee causes severe local injury.
The medium leading edge profile has serious problems associatedwith adult leg and knee injuries and
child pelvis acceleration. All the geometric changes
to reduce these, increasesthe head impact velocities
for the adult, but not for the child. Of the shapes
considered, only the rounding of the leading edge
reduced both upper and lower leg bending moments
in the adult.

CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model for the simulation of a pedestrian dummy has been described and its capability to
effectively reproduce a car to dummy impact, demonstrated.
Tolerance levels for leg bending moments and lateral
knee compliance have been determined and these have
been used to as$ert$
the performance of varioufi car $hapes
and stiffnesses,together with the generally accepted acceleration-basedtolerance limits for head, thorax and pelvis.
A knee joint with limited lateral rotation, coupled with
a constant frictional torque proved to be an effective
method of representing the lateral flexibility of the knee.
The studies to date show the following general relationship between vehicle design and the resulting severity
of impact to pedestrians at speedsof 40 km,zh.

A signiflrcantfeature of the high leading edge is that
both adult and child head impact velocities are consistently below vehicle impact speed.There are, however, problems associatedwith direct child thoracic
and pelvis impact but these can be reduced by increasing the bumper lead.

r A low leading edge profile has two major disadvan*
tages.By concentratingmost of its load input below

For the structural stiffnessesand leading edgeheights
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studied, the resulting adult thoracic accelerations
were alwayslow and the pelvic accelerations
only
exceeded609 for 3 millisecondson two occasions.
The results to date suggestthat further reductionsin
the severityof impact can probablybe achievedwith the
mediumto high leadingedges.
More detailedstiffness
and
geometricinvestigations
will be conductedto study this
possibility.
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. Producesvehiclecrashworthiness
resultswhich can
deviatesignificantlyfrom the trafftc mix environ-
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. Overestimates the survival performance of smaller
vehicles
r Underestimates the survival performance of largcr
vehicles.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past rcveral years, Dynamic Science,Inc.,
a methunderfundingfrom Fiat Auto S.p.A.,developed
odology for evaluatingvehicle crash compatibility. The
ultimate goal was to provide compatibility characterization technologyin the frontal, side,and rear impact environments.The resultof this researchhasbeenextremely
encouraging,providing accurateanalysisand predictive
capabilities,as well as justiflrcationof the methodology
approach.
Becauseof the increasing concern for vehicle crash
compatibility, the U.S. National Highway TrafTicSafety
Administration(NHTSA) acquiredthe Fiat Methodology
in 1980.The NHTSA then increasedthe funding of an
on-going program to apply the Fiat Methodology to a
program.Frontalandsidestructural
sideimpactresearch
were
characterizations
usedin the side impact analysis.
paper
This
summarizesthe results from the above
NHTSA researchprogram emphasizingthe applicability
of the Fiat Methodologyto the characterizationof vehicle
in frontal impacts.Validationof the
structuralrespon$es
frontal structure characterizationis discussedand presentedalong with comparisonsbetweenpredictiveanalysis and crashtest results.

INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade automotive safety researchers
have recognized the signiflrcanceof vehicle crash compatibility in evaluating vehicle crashworthiness within the
overall accident environment. This problem has become
particularly evident in the United States due to the increasing number of small vehicles. During that period,
however. the traditional measure of crashworthiness and
compliance in frontal impacts has been and remains based
on the rigid barrier SAE J 850a test. Researchershave
voiced concern with regard to the limitations and ability
of this test procedure for representing real world accidents. Some of the rigid barrier test limitations include:
. Is unable to simulate the great majority of automobile
encounters

These limitations have promptd rcsearchers to study
and recommend other testing and evaluative approaches
which more closely represent the crash dynamics and
structural interactions associated with traffrc mix crash
encounters.To effectively manage such a complex interactive evaluation, it would be necessary that efforts be
concentrated on vehicle test and analysis techniques
which consider all significant aspectsof the crash environment.
In 1973, Fiat Auto S.p.A. and Dynamic $cience,Inc.
began formulation of test and analysis techniques for evaluation of vehicle crash compatibility. Since this initial
formation, Dynamic Science,Inc., under funding from
Fiat Auto S.p.A. developeda methodology for evaluating
vehicle crash compatibility. The ultimate goal was to provide compatibility characterization technology in frontal,
side and rear impact environments. The results of this
research have been extremely encouraging-accurate
analysis and predictive capabilities have been developed,
as well as justiflrcationof the methodology approach.
Because of the increasing concern for vehicle crash
compatibility, the U.S. National Highway Traffrc Safety
Administration (NHTSA) acquired the Fiat Methodology
in 1980. The NHTSA then increasedthe funding of an
on-going program (Reference l) to initialize the applicability of the Fiat Methodology to side impact analysis.
Both frontal and side structural characterizations were
used in this study.
This paper summarizes the results from the above
NHTSA researchprogram emphasizingthe applicability
of the Fiat Methodology to the characterizationof vehicle
structural responsesin frontal impacts. A companion paper, Reference 2, deals with the applicability of the Fiat
Methodology to the characterization of side impacts, utilizing the frontal model characterizations presented
herein.

APPROACH
FIAT METHODOLOGY
Franchini (References 3 and 4) discussed and highlighted the Fiat Methodology in prior Experimental
Safety Vehicles (ESV) conferences. However, it seems
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eppropriateto summarizethe Fiat Methodology approach
prior to presentingthe resultsusedfor the NHTSA study.
The Fiat Methodology has resulted in new tesr and
analysisapproaches
and techniquesfor evaluatingvehicleto-vehiclecrashinteractions.The researchaccomplished
to datehasresultedin the designand developmentof test
hardware, test techniques,data analysis software and
crash simulation software,along with validation of the
basicmethodology.Figure I flow charts the basic engineeringapproachand illustratesthe coupling of experimental test data and analyticaltechnologyto defineand
characterizea vehicle'sresponseto crash enviroflments.
lt wasrecognizedfrom the beginningof the Fiat Methodologydevelopmenteffort that the resultsand analyses
must be basedon experimentaldata. As illustrated in
Figure l, the first stepis a structuralcharacterizationtest
of the vehicle under the appropriateimpact conditions.
For our research,this was accomplishedthrough the use
of a test device developedto enhancestructural data
acquisition.The test devicehas beendiscussedand presentedby Franchini in References3 and 4 and consists
of a 36-moduleload-measuring
movingbarrier fitted with
energy-absorbinghoneycombblocks attached to each
module.The purposesof the test deviceinclude:
L Simulationof the structural interfaceinteractionsinvolved in vehicle-to-vehicle
encounters,
2. Measurementof crashinterfaceloads and deflections
betweenthe test deviceand vehicle being characterized. and
3. Simulation,as closelyas possible,of inertia reactione
associatedwith vehicle-to-vehicle
impacts.
Of equalimportancein the characterizationtest i$ the
instrumentationof the vehicle being characterized.It
must adequatelydefine the structural dynamicsand inertial reactions(including occupants,restraints,engine,
suspensions,
etc.) that characterizethe vehicle'sresponse
to the crashenvironment.The vehicleinstrumentationis
dependentupon the impact mode (front, side, rear) and
upon the vehicle'sdesignconflrguration.
The secondstep of the Fiat Methodologywas to develop analysistechniqueswhich would permit characterization of a vehicle'sstructural responseto a crash test
environment.This wasaccomplished
by developinga data
processingsoftwarepackagereferredto asComputerProgram A. As illustrated in Figure l, Program A accepts
as input the kinematic and dynamic behaviorobtained
from the vehicle characterizationtest data, the vehicle
parametricdata,and analyticalmodel configuration.The
programthen processes
thesedata to deflrnethe necessary
structuralpropertiesof the generallumped-parameter
vehicle model which are required to reproducethe given
kinematicinput. The end product is an analyticalmodel
of the vehiclebeing characterized,using full-scalecrash
data.
The third stepof the Fiat Methodologywasto develop

tlfr cof,tEuR^mf,,
YIffiII
FAN T'TTRICT

e@

Eilr

c rrbn6

Figure1. Fiatmethodology
approach.
techniques which simulate crash encountersbetween
characterizedvehicles.This was accomplishedthrough
the developmentof a software packagereferred to as
ComputerProgramB. As illustratedin Figure l, Program
B acceptsas input lumped-massnon-linearspringmodel
representations
suchas definedby ProgramA output (or
other desiredimpact conditions)and computesthe crash
responseof the vehicles.Program B can also be usedto
checkProgramA output by simulatingthe vehiclecharacterizationtest, thus providing model validation and a
meansfor model improvement.
Once a vehicle'smodel characterizationhas beenvalidated,it can be usedto study structuralcrashinteraction
with other characterizedvehiclestructuresor barriers.A
suffrcientnumber of characterieedvehiclesrepresenting
the traffrc mix environmentcould then provide a data
base for evaluating an individual vehicle's structural
crashworthinesscompatibility with a traffic mix population environment.

FRONTSTHUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATION
In the Fiat S.p.A.-sponsored Fiat Methodology development efforts, the Fiat 132 sedan was the primary evaluation vehicle. As a result. a considerable test data base
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Table 1. Fiat tEst tool to Fiat 132 frontal characterization
test.

had trun gencrated for that vehicle in both the frontal
and side impact configurations. The Fiat 132 was consequently selected as the study vehicle for the NHTSA
demonstrationprogram (Referencel). The Fiat 132 fourdoor sedanis a conventional front engine, rear wheel drive
vehicle with a curb weight of approximately 2,380 pounds

Fiat 132TestWeight
TestToolWeight
ClosureVelocity
lmpactOrientation

(1,080kg).
The Fiat 132front structurescharacterizationeffort is
illustrated in Figure 2. It included full-scalecharacterization testing, computer data processing,model development,and modelvalidation.

tcst tool honeycomb deflections and frame accelerometers.

TEST
CHARACTERIZATION
STRUCTURAL
The front characterieationtest consistedof a head-on
impactbetweenthe Fiat testtool (describedin References
the
3 and 4) and a Fiat 132Sedan.Table I summarizes
conditions
The
Fiat
132
carried
fully
for
this
test
test.
instrumenteddriver and right front passengerPart 572
dummiesand extensiveaccelerometer
instrumentationon
all significant inertial masses.The test tool carried 36
load cellsalongwith string potentiometersfor measuring

TEST:40 MPH CLOSURE
FIAT TEST TOOL TO
FIAT I3Z FRONT
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

COMPUTER
PROGRAM A

I

The data from the Fiat test tool-to-Fiat 132 frontal
characterizationtest was processedthrough a Class 60
digitalfilter andinput,alongwith the Fiat 132parametric
data and representativemodel configurationinto Computer ProgramA. The output of ProgramA definedthe
interconnectingspring load deflectioncharacteristicsbeFor the Fiat 132chartweenthe analyticalmodelmasses.
acterizationtest,the analyticalmodelconfiguration,with
is illustrated in
resp€ctto vehiclemassrepresentations,
Figure 3. This model incorporatesboth the Fiat 132and
Fiat test tool inertial repre$entations.
The Fiat 132 model,along with the interconnecting
and the analyticalmodelof the Fiat
springcharacteristics
test tool were input into Computer Program B and exercisedunder the impact conditionsof the characterization test.This procedurevalidatedthe Fiat 132analytical
model by direct comparisonof predictedand test results
and providedan opportunityto flrnetune the springcharacteristics.It has been our experiencethat fine tuning,
followingthe initial ProgramB validationrun, is normally
confined to improvementsin the definition of the analytical springunloadingcharacteristics.
This definitionis
extremelvsensitiveto data inaccuraciesnear the end of

RICET
SUSPENSIOI{

COMPUTER
PROGRAM B

I
I
L

MODELDEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURAL
ANDVALIDATION

FIAT 132
FRONT MODEL

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

2798lb (1269kg mass)
4040lb (1833kg mass)
39.2mph(63 km/h)
Headon with Aligned
Centerlines

COMPARruENT

FIAT 132 FNT
VALIDATION

Figure2. Flowchartof front structuralcharacterization.

for the Fiatfront.
Figure3. Modelconfiguration
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Table2, Fiat 132 frontalmodelvalidationresultssummary
Parameter
Test Data Simulation
ClosureVelocity(mph)
39.2
39.2
Fiat132Weight(lb)
2798
2798
TestToolWeight(lb)
4040
4040
Fiat132Velocity
Change(mph)
24.5
26.2
TestToolVelocity
Change(mph)
17.4
, , 17.4
Maximum
Dynamic
MutualCrush(in.)
24.8
24.3
Fiat132AverageDynamicCrush(in.)
21.0
20.6

TESTTOOL

%
\"*

Q
A

u

FREDICTED ACCELERATION
PREDICTED \TELOCITY

40

the crashpulse.Other fine tuning shouldnot be necessary
if test data retrieval is accurate.
The resultsof the Fiat 132frontal model valiation are
summarizedin Table 2. Figure 4 comparesthe predicted
responseof the compartmentof the Fiat 132to the actual
test data. Similarly, Figure 5 comparesthe predictedresponseofthe testtool to theactualtestdata.Ofparticular
interestin a frontal simulationis the ability to characterize
the dynamicsof vehiclecomponentsas well as structural
responses.
Figures6 and 7 respectivelycompareFiat 132
engineand left front suspensionpredicted responsesto
actual test results.The right front suspensionresponse
(not shown) was essentiallythe sameas that shown in
The resultsindicate
Figure 7 for the left front suspension.
excellentrepresentationby the analytical model of the
actual crashresponseof the vehicle.The ComputerProgram B input which provided theseresultsconsistedof
a Fiat 132frontal model and test tool model totaling 41
degreesof freedom.
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The validatedFiat 132 frontal model was duplicated
and both model setswere input into ComputerProgram
B, along with the initial crash conditionsof a Fiat 132
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front to Fiat 132 front crash test conducted at a closure
velocity of 48.7 mph (78.4 km/hr) (Reference 5). This
effort is illustrated in Figure 8. The resulting simulation
provided 46 degrees of freedom, including both vehicle
representations. Table 3 compares the predicted results
to the actual test data. The vehicle analytical models were
identical, therefore, producing exactly the same predicted
responses.The crash test, however presents two identical
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Figure9. Comparison
the Fiat132compadment.
vehicle modelswith correspondingresponsesrepresentativeof the real-worldmanufacturingand dataacquisition
tolerances.
The Fiat I32 frontalmodelusedwasidentical
to that usedin the validationanalysiswithout adjustment
of total vehiclemassdifferences.
Figure9 comparesthe predictedFiat 132compartment
re$ponseto the responseaccompanyingeachof the Fiat
132 test vehiclesand Figure l0 comparesthe predicted
measuredon eachofthe
engineresponseto the responses
test vehicles.Figure I I presentsthe predicteddynamic
crush of the Fiat 132modelscomparedto the measured
post-testresidualcrush for the test vehiclesat bumper
level.
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crashresult*summary,
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'the capabilitiesof the
-

NHTSA versionsof the Fiat Methodology, computer programs,were required to provide
side impact characterization.Consequently,to maintain
compatiblitybetweenthe frontal and sidecharacterization
programs, the frontal characterizationmodel discussed
herein also requiredthis additional reflrnement.
Accuracy of the electronictest data is critical to the
effectiveapplicationof the Fiat Methodology.Significant
time can be savedif the accuracyof the electronictest
data is verified prior to its input into Program A. In
addition, the vehiclecharacterizationand model predictive accuraciescanneverbe betterthan the testdataused.
As a result, the accuraciesand refinementof the Fiat
Methodology can be improved concurrently with improvementsin instrumenationhardwareand techniques.
Furthermore,the useof the Fiat Methodologyto evaluate
a vehicle'scrashworthiness
is not frxedor dependentupon
one evaluationcondition or complianceenvironment.It
is a methodologywhich is compatiblewith changingcompliancecriteria.
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Figure11. Comparison
betweensimulated
and test results
lor the Fiat132exteriorcrushat bumperlevel.
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CONCLUSIONS
The objective of the Fiat Methodology is to provide a
means by which vehicle interactions within a variety of
crash environment can be determined with minimal testing. The applicability of the Fiat Methodology, test tool,
and computer analysis procedures to the frontal head-on
impact problem was demonstrated. The predicted results
documented herein were well within the variability which
can be expectedwhen production vehicles are tested under
identical conditions, using current instrumentation.
Early Fiat Methodology research revealed that the development of the predictive technology was evolutionary
in nature-the achievement of a certain level of model
sophistication resulted in improved modeling and characterization techniques. A great deal of the capabilities
reported herein involved methodologies and upgraded
computer programs which are presently proprietary to
Fiat Auto S.p.A. Therefore, only the results of these analyses can be presented in this report.
The side impact model development on which the
NHTSA program (Reference 1) focussed indicated that
considerably more detail and capabilities, over and above
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ABSTRACT
The evaluationof vehicleoccupantprotectionperformancein a collisionis generallybasedon the injury criteria.
The seatis placedin the standarddesignposition, using
a 50th-percentiledummy, as representedin the FMVSS
208.
On the highway, however,vehiclesare driven by individuals of various physical sizesand in various seat
positions.
In this study, we have examinedthe rclationshipbe,
tween injury level and ocsupantsizeor seatingposture.
This paper presentsexamination results concerning
forces acting on the chest and also on factors causing
injury to the head.

DULATIONTIME (rEd) +

Figure2. Deceleration
curve.
mph frontal barrier coltisionwith a vehicleis alsoshown.
This can be regardedas an actual simulationof the collision.

Test Conditions
We conductedall sled testswith the sameinstrument
panel,seats,seatbelts,and seatbelt anchoragepoints as
found in an actual car.
To considerthe influenceof occupantbody size, we
usedthe following three typ€sof dummies:

TEST PROCEDURES
Test Eguipment

Tabfe1. Typesof dummies.

In order to compareoccupantinjury levelsin various
conditions,we haveconductedtestsusing a weight-drop
type sled tester.This sled tester was consideredto be a
highly accurate reproduction when combined with a
shockabsorbcr,capableofproducinga deceleration
curve,
simulatinga 30-mphfrontal barrier collision.
Figure I showsa schematicdrawing of the test equipment. Figure 2 showsa decelerationcurre causedby the
combinationof the weight-droptype sled and the shock
absorber.Another decelerationcurve producedby a 30-

FigureL Test equipment.
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Next, testswereconductedto examinethe influenceof
occupant seating posture by setting up flrve points as
ehownin Figure 3. The seatslide was movedforward or
rearward by 100 mm from the normal middle position.
The seat back angle was set where the seat back was
inclined forward or backwardby 9 degreesfrom the normal middle position.
Using three different sized dummies to examinethe
relationshipbetweeninjury levelsand occupantsizes,a
seriesof testswerecarriedout underthe conditionsshown
in Table 2.
Next, to scc what efrect the scat slide positon had on
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Finally, to determine the effect of the seat belt elongation rate on the injury level, tests were conducted under
the same conditions as in Test Nos. (9) and (10), with
the belt elongation itself increased by approximately 15
percent, as shown in Table 5,

SEATSLIDE

of seatbackand seatslide.
Figure3. Positions
(1).
Table2. Testcondition

BETWEEN
INJURY
RELATIONSHIP
BODYSIZE
LEVELAND OCCUPANT
Figures4 and 5 show the extent of injuries sustained
by the head and by the chest,as a result of testsof Test
Nos. (1) through(12)underthe conditionsshownin Table
1

Table3. Testcondition(2).
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In Figures4 and 5'
(l) The head injury level increasesas the dummy size
decrease$,
especiallywith the F05 which showshigh injury levels,and
(2) The chestinjury levelalsoincreases
asthe occupant
size decreases.
Here, force appliedto the dummy during a collision is
shown in Figure 6. The differencein occupantsize does
not changethe initial restraint causedby the seat belt.

Table4.
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injury level,te$tswereconductedunder conditionsshown
in Table 3.
To determinewhat effect the seatback angle had on
the injury level,testswereconductedunderthe condition
shown in Table 4.

E
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DUMMYSIZE
Figure4. Head injurylevel.
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Figure7. Relationship
betweenoccupantweightand belt
tension.
using a simple equation.From the correlativeequation
in Figure 7, the following equationis formed:

DUMMYSIZE

(l)

F:WG

Figure5. Chestinjurylevel (3 msec.G).

After approximately40 to 50 msecfrom the start of the
collision, the chest becomesrestrainedby the shoulder
belt, and after another 30 msec,the cheststopsmoving.
Then, the headbeginsto pivot on the neck,and thus, the
phenomenoncausedby the collision comesto an end.
We examinedthe reasonwhy, in a similar phenomenon,
the tendenciesshown in Figures4 and 5 occur.
The chest is restrainedby the shoulderbelt. Our examinationrevealed,in eachtestcase,that the relationship
betweenthe tensionon the shoulderbelt and the occupant
weight was highly correlatedas shownin Figure 7. Generally the substantialmassweight appliedto the shoulder
belt is saidto accountfor 25 percentofthe overallweight.
The Substantialmass weight frgured out from the belt
tensionand the decelerationG producedon the chestis
shownin Table 6. This showsclearly that the substantial
massweight makesup approximately25 percentof the
overall weight.
The force producedon the chestcan be calculatedby

where F : Shoulderbelt tension(kg)
W: Substantialmassweight (kg)
producedon chest
G: Deceleration

From equations(l) and (2), the decelerationproduced
on the chestis expressed
by the followingequation;
rJ:

348
W

+ 26.6

Table 6. Substantialmass weight appliedto shoulderbelt.
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From equation (3), it is found that the chest injury
level is loweredin a reciprocalproportion to the dummy
sizeand weight.
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Figure8. Headbehaviorby size.
Next, let's consider the influence of the dummy size
on the head injury level. It is found that although the
aforementionedchestdecelerationinfluencesthe headinjury, the dummy sizehas a more dominant effect.
That is, when the curve of decelerationproducedon
the head is looked at after a period of time, we can
considerthe phenomenonin the following two stages:
According to the decelerationcurvesin Figure 6,
(l) Approximately 80 msecafter the initial collision,
the decelerationon the chestreachesa peak.In the mean-

Figure9. Restraintpositionsby size.

time, the head,affectedby the chest,tracesa largecircular
arc trajectorywith the waist as a pivot, and thus, a peak
at the first stageis reached.
(2) The chest stops moving after the peak of the first
stage.The remainingspeedenergyon the headis absorbed
by the head shakingmotion. It has an extremelysmall
turning radius,and usesthe neck as a pivot. Centrifugal
force generatedby the headshakingmotion producesthe
peak deceleration.
second-stage
In this study, the level of headinjury $ustainedby the
F05 dummy is highly comparableto thosecasesof the
M50 and M95 dummies.This is thought to be due to the
peak mentionedabove.
second-stage
Figure 8 shows head behavior graphed according to
dummy size. From the head behavior after the chest
ceasesto move (approximately80 msecafter the initial
collision),the turning radius of the headshakingmotion
is measuredto be equalto the valuesshownin Figure 8.
The differenceoftheseturning radii ofthe headshaking
motion was causedby the difference in the position of
chestrestraint by the shoulderbelt.
Let's discussthe head turning radius. Changesin the
earlypositionofchestrestraintby the shoulderbelt,which
is causedby the differencein occupant size, will have
different effectson the attitude of the restraineddummy
during a collision. As shown in Figure 9, the difference
in restraint rangesfrom a rapid head shaking motion,
with the neck as a pivot (F05 type), to a comparatively
gentlehead shakingmotion with the neck turning with
the twisting torso (M50 and M95 types).
As describedabove,it can be seenthat the headinjury
level is largely influencedby the differencebetweenthe
chestrestraint position and dummy size,namely due to
the differencein the head turning radius, even if the
occupant compartmenthas no componentsto causea
secondarycollision to the head.

ON
INFLUENCE
OF SEATSLIDEPOSITION
INJURYLEVEL
Figuree 10 and ll show the cheetinjury level and thc
headinjury level as they relateto the positionofthe seat
slide, with the following results:
(l) The chestinjury level tendsto increaseas the seat
slide is positionedrearward.
(2) The head injury level tendsto increaseas the seat
slideis movedrearward.When the seatslideis positioned
forward, a phenomenoncan occur in which a secondary
collision againstthe steeringwheel, etc, become$more
severeand the iqiury level increases.
Hereupon, we examinedthe reason why we see increaseddecelerationon the chest when the seatslide is
moved rearward.
Figure 12 is a comparisongraph showing deceleretion
produced on the chest, belt tension and cheet moving
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sliderearwardpositionrestraintresultsin a loweredRideDown Effect, and thus leadsto an increasein chestdecelerationand in injury level.
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OF SEATBACKANGLEON
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Figure 10. Seat slide positionand chest injury level.

Figures13 and 14 showchangesin injury level,caused
when the seatback anglewas changed.The chestinjury
level risesslightly when the seatis inclined backward.
As clearly seen in Figure 14, the head injury level
increasesremarkablywhen the seatis inclinedbackward.
Figure 15 showshow decelerationacts on each part.
The graph showsthat a delay in chest restraint by the
shoulderbelt is causedin the sameway as in the test
conductedby changingthe position of the seatslide.

speedof Test Nos. (3), (9) and (13), when conducted
usingan M50 dummy.
The time when the shoulderbelt beginsto restrainthe
chest changesby 4 to 6 msecaccordingto the position
of the seatslide.
This differencein time influencesthe amountof tension
producedon the shoulderbelt and the riseofdeceleration
producedon the chest.On the other hand,an observation
of the relative speedbetweenthe occupant'schest and
the sled revealsthat there is a differenceof 4 to 5 km/h
in relative speeddue to variationsin the time when the
restraintsbegin.
It can be consideredthat a delay in initiating the seat
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Figure13. Seatbackangleand chestinjurylevel.
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FEMURLOADACCORDING
TO SEAT
POSITION
Table 7 shows femur loads obtained in all the tests
reportedso far. As is clearin this table,eventhe heaviest
femur loads are within 70 percentof the injury criteria
provided in FMVSS 208, etc., and have no significant
influence.
The level of the femur load is determinedby whether
or not the kneeshavecollidedwith the instrumentpanel
or the steeringshaft, or by the severityof the knee collision.

RELATIONSHIP
BETWEENSEATBELT
AND OCCUPANT
INJURYLEVEL
We have conductedan examinationto frnd out the
influenceof the seatbelt webbingelongationrate, when
increasedby 15percentoverthe standard,on the behavior
of the occupant.
Table 8 showsthe increasedamount of movementof
eachbody part of the dummy when the seatbelt webbing
elongationrate is increased.From this it is seenthat an
increasein the webbingelongationrate leadsto an increasein the amountof chestand pelvismovement,which
is directly restrainedby the seatbelt.
Figure 16 showsthe movementspeedsof the sled and
the dummy chest.It also showsthe amount of tension
acting on the shoulderbelt. When the seatbelt webbing
elongationrate is increased,the chestmovementspeedis
greatly delayedby 6 to 8 msec. Further, the seat belt
gentlyraisesthe tension,and causesan 8 to l0 msecdelay
for the sametensionand a 15 msecdelav for the tension
to reacha peak.
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Figure15. Resultsof testsby seat backangle.
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Figure 16. Movementspeeds of sled and chest,
It follows from this that an increase in webbing elongation rate will somewhat ease the chest restraint and
lower the injury level.
Figure 17 shows the behavior of the head. It is when
the chest is restrained by the seat belt that an increase in
seat belt webbing elongation rate begins to cause a difference in the head behavior. The head's forward movement is increased by as much as the chest restraint is
loosened.
The head behavior in Figure 17 is sharply changed
because the top of the head has collided with the upper
side of the instrumental panel caused by an increased in
forward movement. This phenomenon is very advantageous for decreasingthe dummy injury level. It can be
decreasedby increasing the rate of the seat belt webbing
elongation. For the head, however, this signifies that a
secondary collision has occurred due to an increase in
forward movement.
The length of seat belt webbing left on the retractor
spool may cause injury to the occupant, Suffrcient webbing is generally wound inside the seat belt retractor, so
that the seat belt can be used in any seat position. Further,
in order for the belt to restrain the dummv in a collision.

ri
;:i

a deviceis installedfor immediatelylocking the retractor
mechanismwhen a collisionoccurs!that is, Emergency
Locking Retractor.
An examinationof the movementof a tightly belted
dummy in a collisionwas done. It was found that approximately40 to 50 msecafter the collision,the seat
belt starts to re$trainthe dummy. In the meantime,the
dummy movesforward approximately100mm.
The causefor this is thought to be that the seatbelt
webbing in the retractor is spooledout. Therefore,we
conductedtestson the amountof spooledout seatbelt
webbingin the threestage$
of 400mm, 800mm and 1,100
mm. Theseare the lengthsof webbingfound on the retractors beforethe respectivetests.Figure l8 showsthe
amountseatbelt spooledout in the processof applying
a 1,000kg load.
Another phenomenonin Fig. l8 is that when l0 percent
of the tensionacting on the seatbelt is produced,the
amountof spooledout webbingcoversapproximately70
percentof the maximumspooledout amount,and when
20 percentof the tensionis producednthe amount of
spooledout webbingcoversapproximately75 to 80 percent of the maximum spooledout amount.
It follows from this that the amount of spooledout
seatbelt webbingwill lead to a delay in the beginningof
occupantrestraint.
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result of this study, it is found that the occupant
injury level varies largely according to occupant body
size,seatingposture,and the seatb€lt. That is,
(1) The largerthe occupantbodysize,the lessthe injury
level. Especiallywith the head injury level, it is found
that when the occupantsize is small, the head turning
radius becomessmall. Thus, the injury level is increased
after completionof the chestmovement,becausethe distancebetweenthe seatbelt restraintpoint on the occupant
and the head'scenterof gravity is short.
(2) The beginningof the chest restraint is delayedas
the seat slide is moved rearward. Due to this lapse in
time, the Ride-Down Effect is lowered,and therebythe
injury level is increased.
(3) As the seatis inclined backward,the beginningof
restraintis delayedasin the caseofthe seatslideposition.
(4) When the $eatbelt webbingelongationrate is increased,the chestrestraintis reducedand the injury level
is lowered.However,the head forward movementis increased,and thus the danger of a secondarycollision
againstthe instrumentpanel,etc. is increased.
(5) Furthermore,it is certainthat the spooledout webbing length from the seat belt retractor, even under a
load equivalentto 100kg, amountsto approximately70
percentof the overall spooledout amount, thus leading
to a delay in the beginningof restraint.
It is important to conduct evaluationsunder various
conditionson the occupantrestraint systemusedin the
market. There are many subjectsstill to be examined;
someof them are mentionedbelow;
(l) A quick restraint of the occupantby the eeatbelt
immediatelyafter a collision is effectivein the senseof
reducingthe injury level.On the highway,peopleof various physicalsieesare driving in variouspositions;thus,
to copewith this, the seatbelt shouldbe improvedin its
fitting performance,taking its comfort and convenience
into consideration.
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(2) For evaluationof the occupantprotection performance accordingto size, the performancesand speciflrcations of dummiesshould be realistic.This is a subjectof
developmentnecessaryto solve the present problems.
There are some differenceseven in measurementdata
obtainedby testscarried out in the sameconditions.We
would like to pursueour study for the developmentof a
better occupantprotectionsystem.
(3) All of the testswere conductedusing weight-drop
sleds,in order to evaluateoccupantprotection systems
in collisions.In actual collisions,however,complicated
secondarycollisionsand various vehicle behaviorswill
come into play. For this reason,we should continue to
analyzevariousfactorsaffectingthe comparisonbetween
weight-droptype sled and actual vehicletests.
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